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Abstract
Sodium Fast Reactors are one of the three candidates of GEN-IV fast reactors. Fast
reactors play an important role in saving uranium resources and reducing nuclear wastes.
Conventional fast reactors rely on transuranic fuels from reprocessing facilities, which are not
available in the U.S. Thus, deployment of fast reactors requires decoupling from reprocessing
facilities. This motivates the design and deployment of Uranium Startup sodium Fast Reactors
(USFR) on a once-through fuel cycle in order to facilitate the transition to fast reactors by
reducing their plant costs and increase capacity factor.
Three different fuel types including uranium carbide (UC), metal (UZr) and uranium oxide
(U0 2) are investigated and analyzed using the ERANOS code for potential use in USFR
designs. A key enabling factor is use of high-albedo MgO or Zr reflectors in place of fertile
blankets to reduce uranium enrichment and improve non-proliferation resistance. The different
compositions in different fuel types result in different neutronic performance. The softer
spectrum and lower allowable fuel volume fractions of oxide fuel have shorter fuel cycle length
due to reactivity constraints, whereas fast neutron fluence plays an important role in
determining the fuel cycle length in metal cores due to the harder spectrum. Moderators are
deliberately added in the metal fuels to lower the fast neutron fluence. Carbide cores have a
slightly harder neutron spectrum than oxide cores and a larger achievable fuel volume fraction.
USFRs using all three fuel types (UC, U0 2 and UZr) have lower fuel cycle cost (6.27, 6.09 and
5.77mills/kWhe) and comparable uranium consumption (0.50, 0.55, and 0.53kgNatU/MWde)
compared with typical LWRs (6.39nills/kWhe and 0.53kgNatU/MWde). All USFR designs
have maximum neutron fluence below 5E23n/cm2.
All three USFR designs have pressure drop below 0.7MPa and maximum temperature
below the limit for each fuel type. Both carbide and metal fuel have excellent passive safety
performance. It is concluded that the USFR approach is a competitive way to accelerate fast
reactor development.
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1 Introduction
1.1 Foreword
Over the past several years it has become increasingly evident that sufficient
natural uranium resources should be available at acceptable cost to sustain a LWR fuel
cycle for the rest of the century. Nevertheless, fast breeder reactor deployment
remains the most promising approach to realization of an indefinitely sustainable
long-term nuclear base load electricity supply. However, conventional fast reactors
rely on reprocessed spent fuel of LWRs, and construction and operation of
reprocessing facilities is not likely in the near future in the U.S.A. These
circumstances motivated the work presented here, to develop a Uranium Startup Fast
Reactor (USFR) which could be operated using fuel directly from enrichment plants.
The once-through fuel cycle cost and uranium utilization of USFR are shown to be
competitive with that of LWRs. This will encourage near-term deployment of fast
reactors, since the capital costs can be reduced and the capacity factor can be
improved as more experience is gained in building USFRs. Thus a transition to a
closed fuel cycle can be facilitated.
1.2 Background
World population continues to grow. Demand for energy to generate enough
electricity becomes more and more challenging, especially when developing countries
(China, India, etc.) consume more and more energy along the path to development.
Environmental impact associated with greenhouse gas emission grows as more
conventional fossil-fueled power plants (coal, oil, natural gas, etc.) are constructed to
meet this additional energy demand. Nuclear energy can resolve this issue as it is
carbon-dioxide-emission free and can provide electricity at a comparable cost as
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conventional CO2 emitting power plants.
Most currently operating nuclear power plants are thermal reactors. This type of
nuclear reactor uses slightly enriched uranium (LWRs) or natural uranium (CANDUs)
and converts nuclear energy to electricity. Contemporary LWRs in the U.S.A operate
in once-through fuel cycle. The spent fuel is stored and not reprocessed. In a closed
fuel cycle, the spent fuel of LWRs can be reprocessed then loaded into fast reactors,
which have the advantage of breeding fuel, thus providing a path for sustainable
operations.
Identified uranium resources that are recoverable at a reasonable price have
increased since 2005 according to a report by OECD [OECD, 2009]. Most of these
increases are due to newly recovered resources in Australia, Russia, South Africa and
Ukraine. The limitation of sufficient uranium resources is no longer a problem.
Accordingly the role played by fast reactors is no longer breeding of fuels [MIT,
2011]. The goal to achieve a high conversion/breeding ratio of fast reactors is not a
priority for the remaining of this century, but transmutation of long-lived radioactive
isotopes may become a more important measure. Thus, fast reactor technology will
remain attractive. USFRs, decoupled from using reprocessed LWR spent fuels, can be
implemented to demonstrate the successful operation of fast reactors and enable their
deployment in the near future.
1.3 Objective
A fast neutron reactor utilizes high energy neutrons to produce power. It has
several advantages over a conventional thermal reactor. A fast reactor has a greater
efficiency in terms of uranium fuel utilization through transmutation of fertile
materials such as 238U to fissile materials. This transmutation capability is limited in
thermal reactors due to their lower average yield of neutrons per fission.
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A second advantage of fast reactors is their superior performance in terms of
waste management. Minor actinides in spent fuels from Light Water Reactors (LWRs)
contribute most to long-term radiotoxicity. Fast reactors are able to transmute in
particular, fissionable minor actinides with longer decay half life to isotopes with
shorter half life, and hence spent fuels and reprocessed waste from fast reactors can be
less radioactively toxic.
Fast reactors have great potential in the future and become more and more
attractive as a source to provide affordable electricity to the public as uranium
resources are depleted and more nuclear spent fuel wastes are generated in thermal
reactors. Most fast reactors operating today require transuranic fuels that contain
fissile plutonium isotopes. These fuels are obtained by reprocessing spent fuels from
thermal reactors [WNA, 2011]. Hence, to deploy conventional fast reactors on a large
scale in the near future would require a significant level of reprocessing capability.
Unfortunately, the current situation in the U.S.A does not favor construction of
reprocessing facilities on a large scale. In order to circumvent this problem and to
boost the speed of transition from thermal reactors to fast reactors in the U.S.A, this
thesis focuses on the design of fast reactors that utilize uranium as startup fuel in a
once through fuel cycle.
In order to reach this goal by deploying USFRs, several design objectives must be
fulfilled:
1. The fuel cycle cost of USFRs needs to be economically competitive with that
of LWRs.
2. The design needs to meet thermal hydraulic and material requirements so that
USFRs can operate in a safe mode.
3. The enrichment of the fuel should be kept below 20% which is defined by the
IAEA as the safeguards limit [A. Glaser, 2005].
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4. Due to non-proliferation considerations, fertile blankets, which breed weapon
grade plutonium, are removed from USFRs and replaced with high-albedo
reflectors.
5. Fast neutron fluence above 0.1 MeV on cladding and assembly duct walls
cannot exceed the materials endurance limits (e.g. 5E23 n/cm2 or 250 dpa for
Oxide Dispersion Strengthened (ODS) steel [Jin Sik Cheon, et al, 2009]).
1.4 Uranium Startup Fast Reactors
Fast breeder reactors have been studied since the 1950s. Demonstration type fast
breeder reactors have been constructed in different countries around the world. New
demonstration fast breeder reactors are still being built, or planned to be built in the
near future. Most of them were loaded with transuranic fuels containing high content
of fissile plutonium, but some have used and tested uranium fuels. Table 1.1 [T.
Cochran, etc, 2010] shows the major demonstration fast breeder reactors that have
been built in different countries and their operational years. References [IAEA, 2006]
and [A.E. Walter, 2012] compile similar lists as well.
Table 1.1 Major fast breeder reactors built around the world [T. Cochran, etc, 2010].
Frana
Rapsodie 40 1967-83
Ptinm 250 W93-2009
Superphinkx 1240 1985-98
FBTR 40 1985-
PFBR 50020o?
apan
loo140 197-
Monju 280 194-95, 2010?
U Russia
BR-5 5 1959-2004
B0R-60 12 1%9-
USSRMISSacnt
BN-350(Kazakh~an) 350 1972-99
811-60 600 198-
BN-800 800 2014?
DFR 15 1959-77
PFR 250 1974-%
United States
EBR-I 0.2 1951-6
EBR-1I 20 1963-94
Femd 1 66 1963-72
SEFOR 20 1%9-72
Fast Flux Test Fadilty 400 1980-93
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Of particular relevance to our current interests, the Experimental Breeder
Reactor-II (EBR-II) was designed by ANL and underwent its first criticality in 1963.
It operated for 30 years and was shut down in 1994. It was designed to produce
62.5MW thermal and 20MW electric energy. It used Highly Enriched Uranium (HEU)
metal alloy fuel of 67% enrichment. The initial mission of EBR-II was to demonstrate
a closed breeder power plant fuel cycle with on-site reprocessing. After 5 years
successful operation and demonstration, its mission shifted to test steady state fuels
and materials. Later, EBR-II was used as demonstration of the Integral Fast Reactor
(IFR) prototype [L. Walters, 2009].
The Fast Flux Test Facility (FFTF) reached its full design power (400MWt) in
1980. It was constructed at the U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) Hanford site. Its
primary mission was to provide testing services on different fuel types for Liquid
Metal Reactors (LMR). During its 13 years of operation, 63500 mixed oxide fuel pins,
1000 metal fuel pins, 100 carbide fuel pins, and 35 nitride fuel pins were irradiated
and tested. Uranium-fueled pins (U-Zr, U0 2) were irradiated in FFTR Peak burnup of
metal fuel pins (U-Zr) was as high as 143MWd/kgHM and 238MWd/kgHM for oxide
fuel without cladding breach [R.B. Baker etc, 1993].
Uranium fueled fast reactors were studied and operated outside of the United
States. BN-350 started operation in 1972 in Kazakhstaan, USSR. It was constructed to
fulfill the dual mission of generating electricity and desalting water. It used 20-25%
enriched uranium as a fuel. It provided experimental data to improve designs for
future fast reactors such as BN-600. BN-600 was also built in USSR at Beloyarsk
Nuclear Power Station and designed to produce 600MW electric energy, as its name
suggested. It achieved its first criticality in 1980. It also used enriched uranium fuel
instead of plutonium. The enrichment of uranium fuel ranged from 17% to 26%
[IAEA, 2006].
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1.5 Uranium and Plutonium Fueling in Fast Reactors
The Previous section shows that fast reactors designed for uranium fueling have
been operated successfully, but all of them required highly enriched uranium. The
enrichments of uranium fuel in these reactors are above the 20% safeguards limit. One
reason for such high enrichment is due to the smaller neutron yield per neutron
absorbed 77 at high energy. Figure 1.1 shows that above several keVs, r1 of Pu239 is
higher than that of U235. As a result, fast reactors using plutonium fueling generally
require less enrichment. For example, Super-Phenix in France used 16% and 19.7%
enrichment for its inner and outer core region respectively. DFBR of Japan used 11%
and 16% enrichment for its inner and outer core region [IAEA, 2006]. A second
reason for high enrichment in both U25 and Pu fueled fast reactors of conventional
design is their use of a fertile (U28) blanket, which typically absorbs almost a third of
all neutrons generated in the core. Replacement of such blankets by high albedo
reflectors in USFRs can reduce required enrichment [K. Yu, 2003].
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Figure 1.1 Neutron yield per neutron absorbed as a function of energy for U-235 and
Pu-239 [A. Walters, 2012].
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1.6 Neutron Fluence, DPA and Burnup
Neutron fluence is defined as an integral of neutron flux over a certain time
period. It is measured in units of neutrons per square centimeter. It is a measure of
cumulative neutron-induced damage. Fast neutron fluence only counts neutrons with a
significant damage potential: i.e. energy greater than 0.1MeV per square centimeter.
Displacements Per Atom (DPA) measures the average number of displacements per
lattice atom for a given neutron fluence. Both of these quantities are used to calibrate
irradiation damage of a structural material inside reactors due to neutron irradiation.
The rate of DPA can be calculated by equation 1.1
Emnax
RDPA E d(E)p(E)dE, 1.1
fEmin
Where Emax and Emin are maximum and minimum incident neutron energies
respectively, ad(E) is the energy dependent displacement cross section, and #(E)
is the energy dependent neutron flux. For reactors with the same spectrum, maximum
DPA in a structural material would be directly proportional to the maximum fast
neutron fluence incident on that material. Figure 1.2 shows that the relationship
between maximum DPA and fast fluence in the UC fueled SFR is linear (values
calculated using ERANOS, see Chapter 3).
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Figure 1.2 Left: Fast fluence and DPA vs. Burnup; Right: Fast fluence vs. DPA at
different Burnups.
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Burnup is defined as the total energy generated for a certain period of time for
each kilogram of initially loaded heavy metal. It is frequently measured in units of
megawatt days per kilogram heavy metal (MWd/kgHM). For reactors operating at
constant power level, core average burnup increases linearly with fuel residence time.
As a result, both fluence and DPA increase with burnup as shown in Figure 1.2. This
creates a problem for materials used in fast reactors. Cladding that encapsulate
nuclear fuel in a fast reactor is usually made of steel. A neutron with sufficient energy
can knock out an atom from its lattice and create a defect. If the atom gains enough
energy during collision, it by itself can knock out other atoms from their lattice sites
and create a cascade. Neutrons with higher energies tend to displace more atoms out
of their lattice sites and thus become more damaging to materials [G.S. Was, 2007].
For the design of USFR, peak (not average) neutron fluence is considered when
evaluating the potential radiation damage on structural materials. Hence the radial and
axial power/flux distributions are also important parameters.
Neutron radiation damage is less severe in a thermal reactor due to the softer
spectrum than that of a fast reactor. The problem is worse in USFRs than in those
fueled with plutonium. Thermal power generated in a nuclear reactor is the product of
energy released per fission, macroscopic fission cross section and neutron flux as
shown in equation 1.2.
Power = Elfpp 1.2
Neutron flux would be higher in a uranium fueled fast reactor to achieve the same
level of power as a plutonium fuel reactor since both energy per fission E and
macroscopic fission cross section are lower for U235 The high neutron flux imposes a
limit on the burnup we can achieve in a USFR.
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1.7 Cladding Material
Selection of cladding material is similar to that of fuel material. It must maintain
its integrity at high temperature and sustain high radiation damage. Besides these two
criteria, cladding materials must have low neutron absorption and low moderating
power for fast reactors. LWRs operate with relatively low enriched uranium and can
achieve a burnup of 50MWd/kgHM. Fast reactors must be able to achieve a 2-3 times
higher burnup in order to become economically competitive. The cladding materials
in a fast reactor must withstand higher radiation damage than that of LWRs due to
harder neutron spectrum and higher burnup level. Figure 1.3 [P. Yvon, 2009]
compares typical PWR and SFR operating conditions in terms of temperature and
DPA.
LWRs use Zirconium alloy as cladding materials. However, in SFRs, the
operating temperature is higher than that of LWRs and zirconium alloy cannot be used
due to its loss of strength at high temperature. Stainless steel is used as cladding
materials for fast reactors. Austenitic steels have high strength at high temperature,
but the swelling rate of austenitic steel is significant. On the other hand, ferritic and
martensitic steel have high irradiation resistance but low strength at high temperature.
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For a USFR design, which operates at high temperature (cladding temperature pf
600-700*C) and high radiation dose (<200 dpa), we need to choose a cladding
material that has both high radiation resistance and high strength. Oxide Dispersion
Strengthened (ODS) steel [P. Yvon, 2009] has excellent performance under these two
conditions. ODS ferritic/martensitic steel has high radiation resistance. Small yttrium
oxide particles with dimensions on the order of nanometers are dispersed in the steel;
that gives it a good creep resistance at high temperature. The fast neutron fluence limit
on ODS steel is 5E23(>0.1MeV)neutrons/cm 2. The composition of ODS steel is
shown in Table 1.2.
Table 1.2 [S. Ukai, 2000] ODS steel composition
Element Weight Percentage (%)
Fe 85.852
Cr 11.8
Ni 0.03
Ti 0.13
N 0.03
Ar 0.004
C 0.054
W 1.92
Y 0.1024
0 0.0776
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Compatibility with sodium is also an important measure to determine whether
ODS steel is suitable to be used as cladding material. Experiments show good
sodium-resistance for ODS steel at high temperature [E. Yoshida, 2004]. Changes in
mechanical properties such as tensile stress, creep, etc. are negligible. Small yttrium
oxide (Y20 3) particles which are responsible for the high strength value of ODS steel
remained and were stable in sodium.
1.8 Organization of This Thesis
Chapter 2 discusses the methodology applied to search for an optimized core
design that offers the lowest fuel cycle cost. It describes the core design parameters
and operating conditions. A brief introduction of the ERANOS code that is used for
neutronic calculation is given. The design objective and limiting criteria are discussed
in this chapter as well.
Chapter 3 investigates the possibility of using uranium carbide to fuel USFRs.
The high thermal conductivity and melting point of UC helps achieve a high fuel
volume fraction core. Neutronic performance is analyzed using the ERANOS code.
Important thermal hydraulic parameters are calculated to demonstrate that all
requirements are satisfied.
Chapter 4 discusses the selection of reflector materials. For carbide cores, MgO
reflectors are effective at reducing neutron leakage rate. A Zr reflector is also
investigated as it increases the conversion ratio of the core and extends the fuel
residence time in the second cycle.
Chapter 5 discusses the use of conventional oxide fuel for USFRs. Both neutronic
and thermal hydraulic performances are analyzed. A multi-batch fuel management
scheme is developed to extend the reactivity limited fuel residence time. The
difference between oxide and carbide cores is compared and discussed.
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Chapter 6 demonstrates a competitive USFR fuel cycle using moderated metal
fuel. Performance of metal fuel with and without moderation is investigated. Different
moderating materials with different volume fractions are studied and compared.
Chapter 7 describes a model for calculation of fuel cycle cost and uranium
utilization. Plutonium content is evaluated in the spent fuel for different fuel types.
Chapter 8 investigates the safety performance of USFRs with different fuel types.
The quasi-static method is applied to analyze the safety features of the three types of
USFRs (carbide, oxide and moderated metal). Results are discussed and compared to
other similar concurrent fast reactor designs.
Chapter 9 designs an oxide USFR core with inverted fuel assemblies. Neutronic,
thermal hydraulic, economic and safety performance of the core is investigated and
compared with that of a conventional pin cell core.
Chapter 10 summarizes all the contents presented and identifies the optimal
USFR design. Suggestions on future work are offered at the end of the chapter.
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2 Methodology
2.1 Introduction
This chapter discusses the methods applied in the USFR design. The axial and
radial core layout and dimensions are described. The assembly design is inherited
from the Advanced Burner Reactor (ABR) [T.K. Kim, 2009][Y. I. Chang, 2006]. The
ERANOS code is used for neutronic analysis and is overviewed in this chapter. A
simple thermal hydraulic model is developed to search for the unit cell dimensions
and to determine if the thermal hydraulic criteria are satisfied.
2.2 Core Description
The SFR core designed in this thesis has some design parameters based on the
Advanced Burner Reactor (ABR) developed at Argonne National Laboratory (ANL)
[T.K. Kim, 2009][Y I. Chang, 2006]. The objective of the ABR program was to
demonstrate the transmutation capability of fast reactors. It aimed to meet the goals of
the Global Nuclear Energy Partnership (GNEP). The design parameters selected are
representative of commercial-scale reactors.
The assembly dimensions are the same as that of the ABR1000 design and
presented in Table 2.2. The thermal power is 2400 MW for the USFR design, which
represents typical commercial-size reactor power level. ABR-1000 is designed to
operate at 1000 MW thermal, so that the USFR has more fuel assemblies than
ABR-1000 to accommodate the 2.4 times increase in operating thermal power. Figure
2.1 shows the core layouts of the USFR and ABR-1000.
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Figure 2.1 Top: USFR core layout; Bottom: ABR-1000 core layout. [T.K. Kim, 2009]
ABR-1000 has a total of 12 rings of assemblies: 9 rings of fuel assemblies, 2
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rings of reflectors and 1 ring of shielding. USFR uses the same assembly dimensions
but is expanded to a total of 15 rings of assemblies. There are about 180 more fuel
assemblies in USFR than that in ABR-1000. There are about 180 fuel assemblies in
ABR-1000, so USFR contains almost twice as many fuel assemblies as ABR-1000 to
accommodate the larger thermal power (2400MWth).
The core layout of the USFR is very similar to that of ABR-1000. There are three
fuel regions: inner, middle and outer zones in the USFR. These fuel zones are loaded
with uniformly enriched uranium fuel. There are 6 more control assemblies in the
USFR due to its larger dimension. The absorbers in control assemblies are boron
carbide (B4 C) the same as used in ABR-1000. Boron inside shielding and control
assemblies is natural (20% B" and 80% B"). In the USFR, fertile blankets are
eliminated for nonproliferation considerations. They are replaced by reflectors to
reduce neutron leakage rate. Reducing neutron leakage rate is import in uranium
startup fast reactors since uranium is inferior to plutonium in terms of neutron
economy.
The axial model of the core is shown in Figure 2.2. The core region is surrounded
by radial reflectors and shielding. The core height is chosen to be 102 cm which is
similar to that of ABR-1000. The core height is much smaller than the equivalent
diameter of the core which is about 320 cm. On a first order approximation, neutron
leakage rate is proportional to geometric buckling DB8 2. DB 2 is minimized when
height is approximately equal to diameter for a cylinder. This is illustrated in Figure
2.3. The figure shows that the initial reactivity of the core with height equal to
equivalent diameter is about 3000 pcm larger than that of the USFR core. For a
particular power density, this would give a taller core which is not favorable when
considering pressure drop since the gas plenum would also be longer to accommodate
the fission gas release. Large pressure drop would increase the pumping power and
becomes an obstacle to natural circulation. Also sodium void reactivity would be a
problem due to the smaller axial leakage rate. The detailed dimension of the axial core
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model is summarized in Table 2.1.
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Table 2.1 Axial Core Layout for the USFR core
Core Support Grid 20
Lower Shielding 40
Lower Reflector 40
Core 102
Upper Reflector 40
Gas Plenum 80
Upper Shielding 20
Upper Shielding
Gas Plenum
Upper Reflector 0
Core
10
Lower Reflector
Lower Shielding
LowerGrid
Figure 2.2 Axial core model of USFR
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Figure 2.3 Reactivity comparison of USFR core and core with H=2R
The detailed operating parameters of the USFR are summarized in Table 2.2. The
inlet temperature of the USFR is 395 OC. The outlet temperature is 545 *C. Both are
higher than that of ABR-1000 which has an inlet temperature of 352 *C and outlet
temperature of 502 *C. The increase of coolant temperature by about 50 *C is to
increase the thermal efficiency from 38% of ABR-1000 to about 42%. Table 2.3
shows inlet and outlet coolant temperature for typical commercial sized fast reactors
and their corresponding thermal efficiency. It shows that with inlet and outlet
temperature at 395 *C and 545 *C, a 42% thermal efficiency could be achieved.
Table 2.2 Operating parameters of USFR
Parameter Value
Core Thermal Power (MW) 2400
Assembly Gap-Gap Distance (cm) 16.1417
Assembly Outer Flat to Flat Distance (cm) 15.7099
Assembly Inner Flat to Flat Distance (cm) 14.9225
Assembly Duct Wall Thickness (cm) 0.3937
Assembly Total Height (cm) 342
Fuel Height (cm) 102
Number of Fuel Assemblies 360
Number of Primary Control Assemblies 13
Number of Secondary Control Assemblies 6
Number of Reflecting Assemblies 150
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Table 2.3 Thermal efficiency of commercial fast reactors [IAEA,2006]
Hot Leg Cold Leg
Thermal Electric Thermal Coolant Coolant
Plant
Power (MW) Power (MW) Efficiency Temperature Temperature
(CO) (CO)
Super Phenix 2990 1242 41.54 545 395
1
Super Phenix 3600 1440 40.00 544 397
2
BN 800 2100 870 41.43 547 354
BN 1600 4200 1600 38.10 550 395
ALMR 840 303 36.07 498 358
JSFR 3530 1500 42.49 550 395
EFR 3600 1580 43.89 545 395
2.3 Simulation Tool
2.3.1 ERANOS
In this thesis, neutronic performance of the USFR is analyzed using ERANOS
version2.2 (European Reactor ANalysis Optimized code System) [G. GEFFRAYE et
al, 2010] [N. Stauff, 2011]. ERANOS is a neutronic calculation code developed by
CEA (CEA (French "Commissariat a l'Energie Atomique") for fast spectrum reactors.
ERANOS is a deterministic code, which has been benchmarked with French Fast
Reactors (Rapsodie, Phenix and Super-Phenix). In this thesis, the JEFF3.1 [J.F.
LEBRAT et al, 2009] nuclear cross section data library is used for calculation. Codes
NJOY and CALENDF are used to process cross section data and prepare the nuclear
cross section library to be used by ERANOS. The general calculation scheme in
ERANOS is shown in Figure 2.4.
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Reactivity, etc.)
Depletion Calcuilation (Update Materials Composition
due to Bumup)
Figure 2.4 ERANOS neutronic calculation steps.
ERANOS uses the code ECCO to perform assembly lattice calculations. Fast
reactors have relatively long neutron mean free paths due to the small magnitude of
cross sections in the fast spectrum. For the assembly dimensions in USFRs, this leads
to similar results for homogeneous and heterogeneous lattice calculations by the
ECCO code. This helps increase the calculation speed for neutronic analysis since a
homogeneous calculation is faster than the corresponding heterogeneous calculation.
Another difference between fast and thermal reactor neutronic analysis is the
number of energy groups required to perform an accurate calculation. Fast reactors
require narrow groups in the high energy region to accurately handle the resonance
effect. ERANOS has several multi-group cross section libraries including ECCOLIB
(1968 groups), EUROLIB (33 groups) and etc. In this thesis, neutronic performance is
evaluated using 1968 groups for the fuel regions and then condensed into 33 groups
for core calculation. The self-shielding algorithm employed by the ECCO code is
based on a sub-group method combined with a fine group transport calculation.
On the core level, ERANOS has both diffusion and transport solvers. The
geometry could be 2D cylindrical (RZ) or 3D. The RZ diffusion calculation has very
fast calculation speed and is used for searching for optimal fuel cycle cost in this
thesis. The RZ diffusion equation is solved by using either the successive line
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over-relaxation method (SLOR), the alternating direction implicit method (ADI) or
the strongly implicit method (SIM). The 3D Hexagonal-Z model is solved by the
VARIANT code which uses a variational nodal method to solve the neutron transport
equation. The transport 3D model is used to calculate the core performance with
multi-batch fuel management scheme.
The depletion calculation updates the fuel material composition in the core. In
fast reactor neutronic analysis, there is no need to re-run ECCO calculations since the
shape of the spectrum doesn't change appreciably. As a result, cross sections are
updated through concentration evolution.
2.3.2 BGCore
BGCore [Fridman et al., 2008] was developed at Ben-Gurion University. It
couples MCNP, which performs steady state neutronic analysis, with SARAF which is
a depletion and decay code that calculates the fuel composition during burnup.
BGCore is used to benchmark ERANOS results in this work, and the results are
reported and discussed in Chapter 10. Carbide fuel is a relatively new fuel form, and
metal fuel cores are moderated with MgO. Thus, both require validation from
BGCore.
2.4 Design Method
The main objective of this project is to design a uranium startup fast reactor that
is comparable to typical LWRs in terms of fuel cycle cost and uranium utilization.
Besides economic competitiveness, all design parameters need to satisfy thermal
hydraulic and material limit requirements. There are several variables that could have
a major impact on achieving our goal:
1. Fuel types (UC, U0 2 , UZr).
2. Fuel volume fractions.
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3. U235 enrichment.
Different fuel types can have different neutronic, thermal hydraulic and structural
performance characteristics since their physical, chemical and thermal properties are
different from each other. Maximum achievable fuel volume fraction would be
different for different fuel types due to these differences. Different fuel volume
fractions would also have different allowable enrichment ranges since reactors must
be maintained critical at any time during the cycle. All these three factors would
directly affect the fuel cycle cost of a USFR.
Fuel cycle cost (see Chapter 7) is a function of discharge burnup, fuel enrichment
and fuel radiation time inside the core. It is directly proportional to enrichment to
burnup ratio. Thus, it increases with increasing enrichment of fresh fuel but decreases
with increasing discharge burnup. The discharge burnup directly relates to the fuel
residence time inside the core which is either constrained by reactivity or fast neutron
fluence to the cladding. A reactor would shut down and needs its burned fuel to be
replaced with fresh fuel when reactivity of its core drops below zero. The time to
reach subcritical reactivity depends on the mass of fissile isotopes initially loaded, as
indicated by U235 enrichment for the USFR.
The time for neutron fast fluence to reach the limit imposed on cladding material
also depends on the enrichment. The enrichment of U235 determines the magnitude of
the macroscopic fission cross section. The power level of a reactor is a product of
energy released per fission and fission reaction rate in the core. The second term is an
integral of the product of macroscopic fission cross section and neutron flux over the
core volume. To a first order approximation, an increase in fission cross section would
require a reduction in neutron flux level in order to maintain a constant power level.
It is important to develop a relation between enrichment to bumup ratio to that of
enrichment for different fuel types at different fuel volume fractions. The first step on
the way to design a cost competitive USFR is to do a two-level search for each fuel
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type to determine the optimal enrichment and fuel volume fraction that gives the
lowest fuel cycle cost. This search is completed by using an ERANOS RZ diffusion
model and homogeneous lattice calculations. This neutronic computation model runs
at a high speed and it is sufficient to develop a relation between enrichment to burnup
ratio and enrichment at different fuel volume fractions, which is discussed in Chapter
3, 5, and 6. There is some difference (about 500 - 800 pcm) between the RZ diffusion
and 3D transport models.
This relation helps to determine the optimal enrichment for a particular fuel
volume fraction and the optimal fuel volume fraction for a particular fuel type. The
next step is to develop a thermal hydraulic model to search for the allowable pin
dimensions for the optimal fuel volume fraction. This relation also helps determine
the trend of the fuel cycle cost. If the optimal fuel volume fraction is high and not able
to be achieved by pin geometry due to thermal hydraulic constraints, then the trend of
fuel cycle cost can suggest some other allowable fuel volume fraction.
With this simple thermal hydraulic model, detailed unit cell dimensions can be
calculated. These dimensions can be used as an input to the ERANOS code to build a
full 3D transport model with heterogeneous ECCO code calculations. This would give
the most accurate results for all fuel types. This result would also be used for a single
channel thermal hydraulic analysis to confirm that all thermal hydraulic requirements
are satisfied. This three-step design approach is summarized in Figure 2.5.
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Step 1 RZ diffusion ERANOS model searches for
optimal enrichment and optimal fuel volume fraction for
a particular fuel type.
Step 2 Simple thermal hydraulic model determines unit
cellI dimension
Step 3 3D transport ERANOS model with
heterogeneous ECCO calculation for accurate neutronic
analysis . Results are used for thermal hydraulic
requirement check and fuel cycle cost calculation.
Figure 2.5 Calculation steps for a cost competitive USFR design.
2.5 Thermal Hydraulic Analysis
2.5.1 Thermal Hydraulic Criteria
A simple thermal hydraulic model is developed in this thesis to find the desired
unit cell dimension that would satisfy the thermal hydraulic and structural limits and,
at the same time, corresponds to the optimal fuel volume fraction for a particular fuel
type. Four criteria are selected to constrain the domain of possible unit cell
dimensions. The chosen unit cell dimension must meet all four thermal hydraulic
criteria and correspond to the optimal fuel volume fraction. The four criteria are:
1. Pressure drop across the core must be below 0.7MPa.
2. The centerline temperature of a fuel pin must be below a certain limit that
prevents fuel failure (different for each fuel type).
3. The cladding maximum temperature must be below 7000C.
4. There must be sufficient space left between the fuel pins to accommodate for
wire wraps.
Pressure drop and maximum cladding temperature limits are selected to be within
the range of most commercial-sized fast reactors [IAEA, 2006]. The pressure drop
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limit is chosen to be 0.7MPa since BN-800 has a pressure drop of 0.68MPa. A large
pressure drop would require a large pumping power. Also, due to the weak driving
force for natural circulation, a large pressure drop would become an impediment to
achieve passive safety that relies on natural convection. The cladding material used in
this thesis is ODS steel. It can withstand high neutron dose up to 250 dpa and operate
at high temperature up to 700 *C [Jin Sik Cheon, et al, 2009].
2.5.2 Thermal Hydraulic Model for Searching Pin Dimensions
There are two thermal hydraulic models used in this thesis. A simple single
channel analysis is used to search for the right unit cell pitch and pitch to diameter
ratio that gives the desired fuel volume fractions. In this model, sodium thermal and
physical properties are assumed to be constant at core average temperature and
atmospheric pressure. The average temperature is 470*C.
In this simple model, an array of possible unit cell pitches and pitch to pin
diameter ratios are generated. The range of unit cell pitches is from 0.5 cm to 2.0 cm
with an increment of 0.002 cm. The range of pitch to pin diameter ratios is from 1.05
to 2.0 with an increment of 0.002. For each combination of pitch and pitch to diameter
ratio, the model calculates its corresponding assembly averaged fuel volume fraction,
pressure drop across the core and the temperature difference between fuel centerline
and coolant.
Once this calculation is done, one can define a region of combinations of pitch
and pitch to diameter ratio that satisfies the thermal hydraulic criteria defined in the
previous section and the given fuel volume fraction. The concept of this procedure is
illustrated in Figure 2.6.
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Figure 2.6 Thermal hydraulic model for searching unit cell dimensions.
After obtaining the pitch and pin diameters, we can build a 3D transport
ERANOS model for a more accurate neutronic analysis, and the power distribution
obtained from the ERANOS model can be used for a more careful thermal hydraulic
calculations in order to confirm that all requirements are met.
2.5.3 Pressure drop prediction
Fuel assembly pressure drop can be decomposed into four parts: pressure drops
due to acceleration, gravity, form loss and friction loss. Friction pressure drop can be
further classified as smooth pipe friction loss and wire wrap pressure drop. So the
total pressure drop is
APtot = APacc + APq + APfric + APwire 2.1
Pressure drop due to acceleration is relatively small compared to friction pressure
drop and is ignored in this work. Pressure drop due to gravity can be expressed as
AP, = pgH 2.2
where p is sodium density (g/cm 3), g is 9.8 m/s 2, and H is the total height of the core
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Sets of all possible
combinations of pitch
and pitch to diameter
which is 3.42 m.
Pressure drop due to flow friction along smooth pipe APfric is calculated as
L
aPfric = ffric_ 0.5pV 2  2.3De
where v is flow velocity in m/s and ffric is the friction loss factor and can be
calculated by the Blasius formula [N. E. Todreas, et al, 1989] as
0.316
ffric = Re.z 2.4
where Re is the Reynold's number.
Various correlations are available for predicting pressure drop due to wire wraps
such as the Novendstern model, Rehme model [K. Rehme, 1973] and Cheng and
Todreas models. For sodium coolant, the Rehme model is evaluated to give the best
results [E. Bubelis, 2008]. Friction factor for the wire-wrapped fuel assembly in the
Rehme model is calculated as
64 0.0816 5Nr7r(Dr + Dw)f= -F 0 -5 + e FO-9335 2.5Re R -13St
Pt "'5 (Dr + D,) P 2]2.16
where F = - + 7.6 H , 2.6
\Dr) H G- r
Pt = Dr + 1.0444Dw, 2.7
and other symbols are summarized in Table 2.4.
Table 2.4 Symbol meanings of Rehme model
Dr Fuel rod diameter (m)
DW Wire diameter (m)
Nr Number of fuel pins
St Total wetted perimeter (m)
H Wire lead length (m)
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The wire dimensions are based on [M. J. Memmott, 2009]. The wire diameter is
chosen to be 0.08 cm and the wire lead (pitch) is 20.23 cm.
2.5.4 Temperature Evaluation
We separate the temperature difference between centerline and coolant into three
parts for metal and carbide fuel. Temperature difference between outer cladding wall
and coolant is calculated based on forced convection cooling. Temperature difference
between outer and inner cladding walls is calculated based on a heat conduction
model without any source term. Fuel temperature is also calculated based on this
model but with a source term.
There is also a thermal resistance across the bond. This thermal resistance varies
with operating time. As fresh fuel starts to burn, it will swell at a rate that is specific to
different fuel types. Swelling of the fuel pellets would squeeze the bond out. The fuel
thermal conductivity would decrease with increasing bumup. In this simple thermal
hydraulic model, fuel thermal conductivity in the worst case is considered, and in that
case the gap thickness is negligible. The approach is conservative since fuel
conductivity is much less than that of the bond (except for the helium used for U0 2
fuel which is discussed in Chapter 5). For metal and carbide fuel, the bond is sodium
which has a much higher thermal conductivity than that of the fuel.
For oxide fuel, the situation is different since the thermal conductivity of helium,
which fills the gap, is less than that of fuel. In this case one needs to evaluate the
temperature difference across the gap based on gap conductance.
Centerline temperature is a function of linear heat generation rate and thermal
resistances and can be expressed as follows:
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'p 1(1 1 0  2.1
Tcl - Tbulk = q' 1D h + + , 2.8
( Dcoh ' 2 nrksteel 4ikfuel
where Dco is the outer diameter of cladding,
D1. is the inner diameter of the cladding wall,
q'is linear heat generation rate in Wim,
k is the thermal conductivity of the cladding/fuel in W/m. K,
Tc, and Tbulk are the centerline temperature and coolant temperature.
The first term on the right hand side in the parenthesis is the thermal resistance of
sodium forced convection. The heat transfer coefficient is evaluated as
h-Nuk Na2.h = .2.9
De
The Nusselt number is evaluated using the Westinghouse model [M. S. Kazimi, 1976]
as follows:
(P 3.1Pe \ 0.6P\ 5.10 2.10Nu = 4.0 + 0.33 Q 3.0 ) +0.16 O
where Pe is the Peclet number.
The second term in the parenthesis in Equation 2.8 is the thermal resistance of the
cladding and the third term describes the thermal resistance of the fuel. To calculate
cladding inner wall temperature, one only keeps the first two terms.
The average temperature difference between fuel and coolant is also calculated
using the same method discussed above with average linear power. This fuel
temperature is used in ERANOS 3D transport model.
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2.6 Discretized Single Channel Analysis
2.6.1 Coolant Thermal and Physical Properties
For a more accurate thermal hydraulic analysis, we discretize the core in the axial
direction into small cells (nodes). The average coolant temperature of each node is
calculated and the coolant thermal properties are updated. After determining the
coolant properties, we can apply the same model described in section 2.4.4 to all the
cells and obtain temperature and pressure drop results. Then, the pressure drop is
summed up to obtain the total pressure drop across the core. For pressure drop
calculation, the average coolant flow rate is used so that the pressure drop for all
assemblies is consistent.
Table 2.5 Sodium physical and thermal properties as functions of temperature
Temperature Density (kg/m) Specific Heat Thermal Viscosity x 104
(K) (kj/kg.K) Coductivity (Pas)
(W/m.K)
500 897 1.334 80.09 4.15
700 852 1.277 68.00 2.64
900 805 1.252 58.34 2.01
Sodium properties are taken from an ANL report [J. K. Fink, 1995]. Table 2.5
shows the sodium density, thermal conductivity, viscosity, and specific heat as
functions of temperature. A linear least square fit is calculated for sodium density in
the temperature range of 400 to 900K which covers the coolant temperature range of
the USFR. It is give as
P = -0.22829T + 1010.9. 2.11
For sodium thermal conductivity and specific heat, a quadratic fit function is
calculated in the same temperature range. For thermal conductivity, the equation is
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kNa [W/K. m] = 121.81 - 0.099429T + 3.2161 x 10-sT 2
and the specific heat is
C, [kJ/kg. K] = 1606.8 - 0.7385T + 3.8214 x 10- 4T2 . 2.13
The logarithm of sodium dynamic viscosity is plotted against temperature, and a
second order fit function is calculated as
p [Pa.s] = exp(2.9465 x 10~ 6 T2 - 0.0059634T - 5.5203). 2.14
2.6.2 Temperature Calculation
The first step in this model is to calculate coolant thermal properties for each cell
along the channel. The inlet temperature of the channel is assumed to be constant. The
inlet and outlet temperature of each successive cell are calculated based on an initial
guess of the sodium heat capacity. Then the average temperature of a single cell is
calculated based on the cell inlet and outlet temperatures.
N
i+1/2
1-1/2
Figure 2.7 Discretization of channel into N cells
Sodium heat capacity evaluated at cell average temperature is used to calculate
the outlet temperature of any cell as follows:
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2.12
T. 1=T. 1+ qA . 2.15
2 '2 fitCp,j
The initial condition is Ti/ = Ti. In order to evaluate the cell outlet temperature;
sodium specific heat at cell average temperature is calculated, which depends on the
cell outlet temperature itself, so one needs to loop around these three equations until
cell average temperature converges.
The calculation for fuel centerline and cladding temperature uses the same
equation as that of the simple model for each cell. The linear power is obtained from
ERANOS calculation. The maximum among all cells is checked to see if it is within
requirements. Table 2.6 summarizes the important parameters used in this model.
2.5.3 Pressure Drop Evaluation
The pressure drop calculation splits into three regions: lower zone, core, and
upper zone. Lower zone consists of lower shielding, lower reflector and core support
grid and is 100 cm high. Upper zone consists of upper reflector, upper shielding and
gas plenum and is 140 cm high. Only the core zone is discretized into small cells.
Sodium properties are evaluated at the inlet temperature of 395*C to calculate pressure
drop in the lower zone. For upper zone pressure drop, sodium properties are taken at
545*C, the outlet temperature.
The pressure drop is evaluated for each cell in the core region as
APi = APfric, + APwire,i + APg,g . 2.16
The total pressure drop in each cell includes pressure drop due to flow friction in
smooth pipes, wire wrap friction loss, and gravity friction loss. The form loss term is
not included since there is no major area change along the channel in the core region.
An inlet form loss is included in the evaluation of pressure drop in the lower zone,
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and outlet form loss is included for pressure drop in upper zone. The total pressure
drop is the sum of pressure drops in all three regions. The core region pressure drop is
the sum of pressure drops in all discretized individual cells.
Table 2.6 Parameters for thermal hydraulic calculations
Cell Average Temperature T;
Prandtl Number Pri = pp
kNaji
Reynolds Number Re- =
Peclet Number Pei = Re Pri
Sodium Density p [- ] = -0.22829T + 1010.9
Sodium Thermal kNa,i -8 - 0-099429Ti + 3-2161 x 10-5T.
Conductivity 1
Sodium Viscosity yti = exp(2.9465 x 10- 6T,2 - 0.0059634Ti - 5.5203)
Sodium Heat Capacity C,,; = 1606.8 - 0.7385Ti + 3.8214 x 10- 4 T2
Cladding Thermal
Conductivity [Xueren Wang, 33 W/n.K
2004]
p 3.8 p Peo .86 p s.0Nusselt Number Nui = 4.0 + 0.33 +)() 0.16 5.
Heat Transfer Coefficient h= NukN,De
1
Coolant Thermal Resistance
Cladding Thermal Resistance in
2 1rksteel
1
Fuel Thermal Resistance 4 1kfuei
(4 0.0816 \NnD ,
Friction Factor (wire wrap) f = Fo-s + F09335 (Dr + D)
0.316
Friction Factor (Smooth Pipe) ffric~i = Re 25
Inlet/Outlet Form Loss 0.5/1.5
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2.7 Summary
This chapter has discussed the methodology used for designing USFR. The
ERANOS code is used in the neutronic performance analysis. Both RZ diffusion and
3D transport ERANOS models are employed in the neutronic analysis. The simple
model is used to search for the optimum fuel volume fraction and enrichment. A
single channel analysis is performed to check for thermal hydraulic criteria. Power
profiles are calculated using the ERANOS 3D transport model and are input to the
thermal hydraulic model.
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3 Uranium Carbide Fuel
3.1 Introduction
In this chapter, the possibility of using uranium carbide fuel in the USFR is
explored. Uranium carbide has a high melting point and high thermal conductivity,
which is a significant thermal hydraulic advantage. In terms of neutronics, the neutron
spectrum is softer than metal fueled cores and harder than uranium oxide fueled cores.
This is an advantage in the present application since both reactivity and fluence can be
a constraint on the fuel residence time. ODS steel is selected as the cladding material
for its high performance under high irradiation and high temperature.
3.2 Uranium Carbide Fuel
Fuel materials used in a reactor core must be able to operate successfully under
challenging conditions. Nuclear fuels must be able to operate and maintain integrity
under high temperature and sustain high radiation damage. The most studied fuel
forms for fast reactors are metal (U+Zr) and uranium dioxide (UO 2). The advantages
and disadvantages of these two fuel forms are discussed in Chapter 5 and Chapter 6.
Besides these two mostly used fuel forms, advanced nuclear fuel forms have also
been studied and tested. These fuel types include uranium carbide and nitride fuel.
This chapter is devoted to USFR designs utilizing uranium carbide fuel.
Uranium Carbide has several advantages over metal and oxide fuel. It has a high
thermal conductivity that is comparable to that of metal fuel. It also has a high melting
temperature that is similar to that of uranium oxide fuel. These two properties allow
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carbide fuel to operate at a much higher linear heat generation rate. The centerline
temperature of a fuel pin depends on linear heat generation rate and fuel thermal
conductivity, expressed as follows,
4 = - kfuei(T)dT ~ kAT, 3.1
4r Tf
where Tc; and T, are the fuel centerline and boundary temperature, k is the average
fuel thermal conductivity, and q' is the linear power across the fuel pin. A higher
allowable centerline temperature and a better fuel thermal conductivity help achieve a
higher linear heat generation rate q'.
The maximum linear heat generation rate depends on the reactor thermal power,
radial power peaking factor, axial power peaking factor and the number of fuel pins in
the core. For designing an economically competitive USFR, we assume a constant
thermal power level (2400MW) and number of fuel assemblies. Radial and axial
power peaking factors would not change significantly. As a result, the number of fuel
pins in a subassembly could be smaller if we can operate at a higher linear heat
generation rate. This gives uranium carbide fuel the advantage to operate with a
thicker pin design, thus a larger fuel volume fraction. Experiments done at
Experimental Breeder Reactor-II (EBR-II) have shown that carbide fuel was able to
operate at four times higher power than oxide fuel pin as shown in Table 3.1.
Table 3.1 Comparison of Total Energy Output of Similar Oxide and Carbide
Irradiation Experiments [R. B. Matthews, 1983]
Number of Pins Total Energy per Total Energy per
Pin (MWh) Assembly
Oxide EBR-II 61 129 7870
Experiment
Carbide EBR-II 19 443 8420
Experiment
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The main disadvantage of carbide fuel is that it has less industrial operating data
than oxide and metal fuel. Nevertheless, uranium carbide fuel has been irradiated in
EBR-II and FFTF to high burnups ranging from 10 to 20%. Both helium bonded and
sodium bonded fuel pins have been tested. There were 472 and 219 uranium carbide
fuel rods that have been tested in EBR-II and FFTF respectively [D. C. Crawford,
2007].
3.2.1 Chemical Compatibility with Sodium
In order to use uranium carbide fuel with sodium bond, we must examine the
chemical compatibility of UC with sodium bond and steel cladding.
Hypostoichiometric uranium carbide that has a carbon to uranium atom ratio below 1
is not acceptable because the metallic second phase forms a eutectic with stainless
steel that has a low melting temperature [0. Gotzman, 1972].
There is carbon transfer in three steps from hyperstoichiometric UC fuel to steel
cladding [H. Watanabe, 1971]. The first step is the decarburization of the UC2 phase
in UC+,. Step 2 is carbon atom transfer through the sodium bond. Subsequently,
carburization of steel occurs. However, for stoichiometric and slightly
hyperstoichiometric uranium carbide, the carburization does not occur and UC is
compatible with sodium and steel cladding.
3.3 Neutronic Analysis
This section examines the neutronic performance of a USFR using a uranium
carbide fuel core. Various enrichments and fuel volume fractions are investigated by
using a two dimensional (R-Z) diffusion model. This preliminary analysis illustrates
the general trend of reactivity and fluence as a function of enrichment and fuel
volume fraction. This model was also used to find the optimal fuel cycle cost.
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3.3.1 ERANOS RZ Diffusion Model.
For a two dimensional ERANOS calculation model (RZ model), the core is
azimuthally symmetric. Neutronic properties such as flux, power, reaction rates etc.
have no dependence on the azimuthal direction. Hence, the position of each
subassembly is no longer relevant in this model, and only the radius of each fuel zone
from the core center is required. The core radial layout for the RZ model is shown in
Figure 3.1.
The equivalent diameter for each zone is calculated by equating the
circular/annular area of each zone in the RZ model to the cross sectional area of all
subassemblies in that zone in the 3D model. Thus the total area of each zone is
conserved and consistent. Table 3.2 summarizes the dimensions of each zone.
Control Rods
Fuel 1
-- Fuel 2
Fuel 3
Reflector
Shielding
Figure 3.1 Radial core layout for ERANOS RZ model (not to scale).
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Table 3.2 Equivalent diameter and area of each zone for ERANOS RZ model
Control Rod 1 1 225.65 8.48
Fuel 1 36 8123.29* 51.55
Control Rod 2 6 1353.88 55.57
Fuel 1 48 10831.06* 80.85
Control Rod 3 6 1353.88 83.47
Fuel 2 138 31139.29 129.92
Control Rod 4 6 1353.88 131.57
Fuel 3 138 31139.29 164.99
Reflectors 150 33847.05 194.93
Shielding 102 23015.99 212.89
Total area of Fuel 1 is 18954.4 cm
Reactivity as a function of Effective Full Power Days (EFPD) was calculated and
plotted for different enrichment and fuel volume fractions. Figure 3.2 to Figure 3.6
show the reactivity trajectory for fuel volume fractions' from 35% to 49%. For each
fuel volume fraction, reactivity is calculated at 5 different enrichment levels.
Reactivity curves have linear shape at low fuel volume fractions, and parabolic
shaped reactivity curves are only observed at high fuel volume fractions with low
enrichment.
This fuel volume fraction is the assembly averaged fraction and is equal to fuel area divide by assembly area.
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Figure 3.2 Reactivity vs. EFPD at 35% fuel volume fraction. U235 enrichments range
from 12.5% to 16.5% with an increment of 1%.
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Figure 3.3 Reactivity vs. EFPD at 39% fuel volume fraction. U235 enrichments range
from 11.5% to 13.5% with an increment of 0.5%.
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Figure 3.4 Reactivity vs. EFPD at 43% fuel volume fraction. U235 enrichments range
from 11.0% to 15.0% with an increment of 1%. The very bottom curve corresponds to
an enrichment of 10.8357% at which the initial reactivity becomes zero.
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Figure 3.5 Reactivity vs. EFPD at 45% fuel volume fraction. U235 enrichments range
from 11.0% to 13.0% with an increment of 0.5%. The very bottom curve corresponds
to an enrichment of 10.6455% at which the initial reactivity becomes zero.
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Figure 3.6 Reactivity vs. EFPD at 49% fuel volume fraction. U235 enrichments range
from 10.5% to 12.5% with an increment of 0.5%. The very bottom curve corresponds
to an enrichment of 10.3121% at which the initial reactivity becomes zero.
3.3.2 Reactivity and Fluence Limited Burnup
Two important parameters that determine how long the reactor is able to operate
using a specified enrichment and fuel volume fraction can be extracted from these
reactivity curves. One is the reactivity limited fuel residence time in units of EFPD.
This gives the number of EFPD that the reactor can operate before reactivity drops
down below zero, and it is calculated by a linear interpolation between the two
adjacent depletion steps when the reactivity first becomes subcritical.
The other parameter that could affect the fuel residence time is peak fast neutron
fluence, since ODS steel cladding is assumed to withstand 5 x 1023
(>0.1MeV)neutrons/cm 2. Thus the reactor is required to shut down when the cladding
accumulates more than 5 X 1023 (>0.1MeV)neutrons/cm 2 fast neutron fluence, even
though the reactivity is still above zero.
Peak fast neutron fluence is calculated in two steps procedure. The first step is to
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extract axial fast neutron flux profiles at different burnup levels and at different radial
locations. These profiles are examined to locate the axial position at which fast
neutron flux reaches its maximum. Figure 3.7 through Figure 3.9 show axial neutron
fluxes at radii of 10.5 cm, 80.0 cm and 160.0 cm, which represent the center, middle
and outer fuel zone in the radial direction. The neutron fluxes showed in Figure 3.7
through Figure 3.9 consist of the total of the first eleven groups' neutron fluxes, which
have an energy range of 0.06 MeV to 20 MeV [G. GEFFRAYE et al, 2010]. This
energy range is conservative for evaluation of peak fast neutron fluence with energy
above 0.1 MeV.
As indicated by Figure 3.7 through Figure 3.9, the peak axial fast neutron flux
occurs at 151.0 cm which is the center in the axial direction. The curve is symmetric
due to the symmetry of the USFR core. The small difference between the top and
bottom boundary is due to the slight asymmetry of the core since there is an 80 cm.
gas plenum above the core but not below and control assemblies are at the top as well.
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Figure 3.7 Total fast neutron fluxes at different fuel residence times as a function of
axial location at 10.5 cm radius from the core center. The core is uranium carbide
fueled with a fuel volume fraction of 43% and enrichment of 11.0%.
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Figure 3.8 Total fast neutron fluxes at different fuel residence times as a function of
axial location at 80.0 cm radius from the core center. The core is uranium carbide
fueled with a fuel volume fraction of 43% and enrichment of 11.0%.
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Figure 3.9 Total fast neutron fluxes at different fuel residence times as a function of
axial location at 160.0 cm radius from the core center. The core is uranium carbide
fueled with a fuel volume fraction of 43% and enrichment of 11.0%.
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Based on these results, one can assume that the axial flux profile will not change
shape as the fuel volume fraction and enrichment change. This assumption is
applicable when the change in fuel volume fraction and enrichment is globally
uniform, thus fuel volume fraction and enrichment in the axial direction are uniform
and the symmetry of the core is conserved.
The second step to calculate peak fast neutron fluence is to plot the radial flux
profile at the axial center plane, which always gives the axial peak flux independent
of fuel volume fraction and enrichment. Figure 3.10 gives an example of radial
neutron flux profile at four different fuel residence times (0.0, 600.0, 1200.0, 1800.0
days) for a fuel volume fraction of 43% and enrichment of 11.0%. The average flux at
each location is calculated by summing up the fast neutron flux at each day for 1800
days and dividing it by 1800 days.
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Figure 3.10 Radial fast neutron fluxes as a tunction 01 radial positions in uranium
carbide fueled core with 43% fuel volume fraction and 11.0% enrichment at 0, 600,
1200 and 1800 days
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Neutron fluence is an integration of flux over time. An estimate of neutron
fluence can be made using the trapezoidal rule for numerical integration over the time
period of 1800 days as follows:
Gj = AT + )i,600 + Pi,120o + 2800
where Oi is the fluence at 1800 days,and #f,5 is the fast flux at dayj. After
finding the average fluxes, the fluence limited fuel residence time can be calculated
by dividing the fluence limit, 5 x 1023 neutrons/cm2 , by the peak average fluxes
along the radial direction.
The fluence limited burnup and reactivity limited burnup are calculated base on
these two fuel residence times as constrained by these different limitations. Table 3.3
through Table 3.7 summarize the results of these two types of burnups for different
fuel volume fractions and enrichments. Both reactivity and fluence limited fuel
residence time increases with enrichment but at different rate. Reactivity limited fuel
residence time increases faster with increasing enrichment than that of fluence limited.
At low fuel volume fractions, the reactivity limited fuel residence time eventually
becomes longer than that of fluence limited at certain enrichment level. However, at
high fuel volume fractions, reactivity limited fuel residence time is always longer than
that of fluence limited.
Table 3.3 Reactivity and fluence limited burnup and residence time at different
enrichments for fuel volume fraction of 35%
Fluence Limited Reactivity Limited
T., (days) Bu (MWd/kg) Tr, (days) Bu (MWd/kg)
12.5 1491.7 95.14 737.7 47.05
13.5 1580.9 100.83 1174.9 74.93
14.5 1668.4 106.41 1471.2 93.83
15.5 1753.9 111.86 1709.2 109.01
16.5 1837.8 117.21 1913.8 122.06
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Table 3.4 Reactivity and fluence limited burnup and residence time at different
enrichments for fuel volume fraction of 39%
Fluence Limited Reactivity Limited
Te (days) Bu (MWd/kg) T., (days) Bu (MWd/kg)
11.5 1500.2 85.87 891.6 51.03
12.0 1553.3 88.91 1255.8 71.88
12.5 1605.9 91.92 1490.7 85.32
13.0 1657.8 94.89 1673.1 95.76
13.5 1709.0 97.82 1828.8 104.68
Table 3.5 Reactivity and fluence limited burnup and residence time at different
enrichments for fuel volume fraction of 43%
Fluence Limited Reactivity Limited
T. (days) Bu (MWd/kg) Tre (days) Bu (MWd/kg)
11 1512.0 78.49 1373.6 71.31
12 1635.4 84.90 1930.6 100.22
13 1754.5 91.08 2264.0 117.53
14 1869.3 97.04 2524.4 131.05
15 1979.3 102.75 2747.0 142.61
Table 3.6 Reactivity and fluence limited burnup and residence time at different
enrichments for fuel volume fraction of 45%
Fluence Limited Reactivity Limited
T., (days) Bu (MWd/kg) T., (days) Bu (MWd/kg)
11.0 1553.5 77.06 1953.2 96.89
11.5 1620.0 80.36 2173.7 107.83
12.0 1686.4 83.66 2350.7 116.61
12.5 1749.0 86.76 2501.9 124.11
13.0 1811.8 89.88 2637.4 130.83
Table 3.7 Reactivity and fluence limited burnup and residence time at different
enrichments for fuel volume fraction of 49%
Fluence Limited Reactivity Limited
T., (days) Bu (MWd/kg) T., (days) Bu (MWd/kg)
10.5 1558.3 70.99 2737.5 124.71
11.0 1635.4 74.50 2898.0 132.02
11.5 1710.6 77.93 3040.5 138.51
12.0 1784.5 81.30 3166.4 144.25
12.5 1856.9 84.59 3283.8 149.60
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Fuel cycle cost is approximately proportional to the enrichment to burnup ratio.
Increasing enrichment or decreasing burnup would increase the cost. However,
burnup is not independent of enrichment. Both reactivity and fluence limited burnups
increase with enrichment but at different rate. This is demonstrated in Table 3.3 to
Table 3.7 for a range of fuel volume fractions. As a result, minimization of fuel cycle
cost requires minimization of enrichment to burnup ratio.
Both reactivity and fluence limited burnups were used to compute enrichment to
burnup ratio for a range of fuel volume fractions. Figure 3.11 shows the trend of
enrichment to burnup ratio as enrichment increases. For fluence limited burnup,
enrichment to burnup ratio is relatively constant. This can be demonstrated as follows:
Q = xXf#C,, 3.3
Bu1 = C2QTf, 3.4
T = lmi ()lmit Cj X, 3.5
X1 f
x x 1
-- - ~ constant3C2 Q4'iimitCX21  3.Bu __C2 __mCx_ C2 C1limit'Q
where Q is the power,
x is the enrichment,
Zf is the one group fission cross section,
q5 is the neutron f lux,
QIumit is the fast fluence limit and is equal to 5 x 10 2 3n/cm2 ,
Tf is the fluence limited residence time,
Buf is the fluence Imited burnup,
and C1, C2 are constants.
Decreasing enrichment would require increasing neutron flux level in order to
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obtain a certain thermal power level. The product of enrichment and neutron flux is a
constant. As a result, the fluence limited residence time would be reached earlier, and
the fluence limited burnup would also decrease. The net effect is a roughly constant
enrichment to burnup ratio. There is a small effect that reduces this ratio as
enrichment decreases. When the neutron flux level in the core increases due to
reduction of enrichment, both the mass and neutron absorption rate in U238 increase,
thus the production rate of fissile plutonium (Pu23 9 and Pu24 ) increases. Pu 239 has a
larger fission cross section in a faster neutron spectrum, and this would increase the
fission cross section, so that the enrichment to burnup ratio, which is inversely
proportional to fission cross section, would decrease. This corresponds to the small
positive slope for the enrichment to burnup ratio versus enrichment plot.
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Figure 3.11 Enrichment over burnup vs. enrichment. Two sets of burnups are
evaluated based on reactivity (solid lines) and fluence (dotted lines) limited fuel
residence time. Fuel volume fractions are from 35% to 49% with an increment of 2%.
A small increase in enrichment could result in a large increase in the reactivity
limited burnup at low fuel volume fractions. Thus, enrichment to burnup ratio
decreases with increasing enrichment.
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3.3.3 Minimization of Enrichment to Burnup Ratio
Two regions can be identified in Figure 3.11. For low fuel volume fractions, there
is an intersection point between reactivity and fluence limited burnup curves. This is
shown in Figure 3.12 for fuel volume fraction of 39%. In this situation, the lowest
achievable enrichment is required to make the reactor critical at the beginning of life
(BOL). Thus for low enrichment, the enrichment to burnup ratio, which is an
indication of fuel cycle cost is limited by reactivity. As the enrichment increases, the
enrichment to burnup ratio will follow the reactivity limited curve until it intersects
with the fluence limited curve. At that point, the reactor is required to shut down both
because the core becomes subcritical and the fluence limit on cladding material is
exceeded. By further increasing starting U235 enrichment, the fuel residence time is
limited only by fast neutron fluence, so the enrichment to burnup ratio will follow the
fluence limited curve and thus it increases with increasing enrichment. The point at
which the two curves intersect corresponds to an optimal point at which the
enrichment to bumup ratio is minimized.
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Figure 3.12 Enrichment to burnup vs. enrichment for fuel volume fraction of 39%.
The enrichment to burnup follows the trajectory indicated by the arrow.
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For high fuel volume fractions, the reactivity limited burnup curve is not able to
intersect with the fluence limited burnup curve. This situation is illustrated in Figure
3.13 for a fuel volume fraction of 49%. In this case, the lowest enrichment achievable
is still calculated by setting the initial reactivity to zero, but even at this low
enrichment, the reactivity limited burnup is higher than the fluence limited burnup.
The enrichment to burnup ratio increases with increasing enrichment. The lowest
point would correspond to the lowest achievable enrichment. For the case of 49% fuel
volume fraction, the lowest enrichment is 10.3 1%.
0.16 I
E' Finrce.1imited.0.12
Figure 3.13 Enrichment to burnup vs. enrichment for fuel volume fraction of 49%.
The enrichment to burnup follows the fluence limited curve since it never drops
below the reactivity limited curve.
By using these two optimization schemes, one can predict the fuel cycle cost for
different fuel volume fractions. The detailed cost model is explained in Chapter 7.
Figure 3.14 shows the results of cost model calculations for fuel volume fractions
ranging from 35% to 49% with an increment of 2%. The optimum enrichment can be
calculated for each fuel volume fraction, then the burnup (either limited by reactivity
or fluence) can be interpolated from the data.
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Figure 3.14 Fuel cycle cost as a function of fuel volume fractions. (1 mill/kWh waste
fee is not included.)
The curve has a lowest point around 43% fuel volume fraction. The cost is about
7.99mills/kWh. This point separates the curve into two parts. For the left part of the
curve, the points are calculated based on finding the intersection point of reactivity
and fluence limited burnup. For the right part of the curve, the fuel residence time is
always limited by the fast neutron fluence, and the optimal point for a particular fuel
volume fraction corresponds to the lowest enrichment possible. Table 3.8 summarizes
important parameters at different fuel volume fractions.
Table 3.8 Summary of enrichment, bumup and fuel cycle cost for different volume fractions
35 15.85 113.73 8.40
37 14.29 103.72 8.22
39 12.93 94.50 8.09
41 11.77 85.94 8.01
43 10.84 78.46 7.99
45 10.65 75.70 8.15
47 10.47 73.03 8.31
49 10.31 70.51 8.48
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3.3.4 Conversion Ratio
The different behaviors of low and high fuel volume fractions are due to the
differences in conversion ratios. The conversion ratio is defined as
_ =Fissile Mass Produced ff Rj(r, t)dtdV
Fissile Mass Destroyed jf Ra(r,t)dtdV'
where R(r, t) and Ra(r, t) are the capture and absorption reaction rates. Figure 3.15
to Figure 3.17 show conversion ratios as a function of EFPD for different enrichments
at fuel volume fractions of 35%, 43% and 49%. The conversion ratio decreases as
operation time goes on, since the mass of U23 decreases and Pu2 3 9 has a higher fission
cross section. It increases with decreasing enrichment since more absorption reactions
occur in U2 3 8 for lower enrichment. A high fuel volume fraction can achieve a lower
enrichment. For example, in Figure 3.15, the lowest enrichment is 10.31%. At this
low enrichment, the conversion ratio is above 0.91 at 300 EFPDs. This corresponds to
the parabolic shape of the reactivity curve at high volume fraction and low
enrichment.
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Figure 3.15 Conversion ratios of the 35% fuel volume fraction core as a function of
irradiation time and enrichment (12.5% to 16.5% with 1.0% increment)
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Figure 3.16 Conversion ratios of the 43% fuel volume fraction core as a function of
irradiation time and enrichment (top curve at 10.8357%, the rest from 11.0% to 15.0%
with 1% increment).
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Figure 3.17 Conversion ratios of the 49% fuel volume fraction core as a function of
irradiation time and enrichment (top curve at 10.3121%, the rest from 10.5% to 12.5%
with 0.5% increment).
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Low fuel volume fraction cases do not have a parabolic reactivity curve shape. A
parabolic reactivity curve shape requires low enrichment, but for low fuel volume
fractions, the enrichment needed for a critical initial core is still not low enough to
give a high conversion ratio. Also the conversion ratios decrease more rapidly with
time for lower fuel volume fractions at the same enrichment level. This is
demonstrated in Figure 3.18 which shows the conversion ratios at 12.5% enrichment
for different fuel volume fractions. This effects partly explains why the reactivity limit
becomes less important for high fuel volume fractions.
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Figure 3.18 Conversion ratios at
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EFPD
12.5% enrichment for different fuel volume
fractions.
3.4 Fuel Assembly Design
The previous section only studied the neutronic performance of uranium carbide
fuel for different volume fractions. However, the practical fuel volume fraction should
be determined also by a thermal hydraulic calculation. After imposing thermal
hydraulic requirements, not all fuel volume fractions can be achieved with pin cell
geometry and sodium cooling. This section uses simple thermal hydraulic calculations
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to search for plausible pin diameter and pitch to diameter ratio that correspond to
certain fuel volume fractions.
3.4.1 Uranium Carbide Thermal Conductivity
Thermal conductivity of uranium carbide fuel is about 22W/m.K [P. Rodriguez,
1999] at temperature around 1000*C. UC thermal conductivity as a function of
temperature is given in [R. De Coninck, 1975]. The equation is
k [; .--k = 20.4 + 2.836 x 10 6 (Tuc - 570)2. 3.8
The valid temperature range is from 570*C to 2000*C.
Besides temperature, carbide fuel thermal conductivity is also a function of
density and plutonium content. It decreases with increasing plutonium content and
increases with increasing density [S. Majumdar, 2006]. This means that the carbide
fuel thermal conductivity would decrease as burnup increases since both plutonium
content increases and density decreases with increasing fuel residence time. Thus, the
fuel thermal conductivity needs to take into account the burnup effect.
The fuel is uranium carbide at BOL, and as it is burned, plutonium is bred.
However, Figure 3.19 shows that even for high conversion ratio (fuel volume fraction
=49% and enrichment =10.31%) the plutonium produced over the reactivity life time
is below 10w%. Figure 3.20 shows that for Uo.9Puo.1C the thermal conductivity does
not differ significantly. Especially at high temperature, mixed carbide thermal
conductivity is even higher than that of pure UC. For a conservative approximation,
65% reduction in thermal conductivity is assumed to account for the burnup effect [N.
Stauff, 2011].
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Figure 3.19 Plutonium fraction as a function of EFPD for fuel volume fraction of 49%
and enrichment of 10.3121%. The reactivity limited fuel residence time is about 3000
EFPD at which the plutonium content is below 0.1
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Figure 3.20 [IAEA, 2003] Thermal conductivity of U/PuC fuel as a function of
temperature for different U and Pu contents at zero burnup.
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3.4.2 Pitch and P/D search
With carbide fuel thermal conductivity as calculated in the previous section, a
thermal hydraulic calculation is performed to search for the unit cell pitch and pitch to
diameter ratio that satisfies the thermal hydraulic criteria and gives the optimal fuel
volume fraction, which is 43% for UC fuel.
Radial and axial power peaking factor are required to perform the analysis. Figure
3.21 and Figure 3.22 show the radial and axial power profiles at 0, 600, 1200, and
1800 days. The radial power peaking factor is about 1.6, and the axial power peaking
factor is about 1.2 for fuel volume fraction of 43% and enrichment of 10.84%.
The pitch values searched range from 0.5 to 2cm with an increment of 0.002cm.
The P/D ratios range from 1.05 to 2. Pressure drop, temperature difference between
fuel centerline and coolant and fuel volume fraction are calculated for each pitch and
P/D combination. Figure 3.23, Figure 3.24 and Figure 3.25 show the results of
pressure drop, temperature difference and fuel volume fraction respectively.
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Figure 3.21 Radial power profile at z=151.Ocm for 43% fuel volume fraction and
10.8357% enrichment.
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Figure 3.22 Axial power peaking at r=10.5cm for 43% fuel volume fraction and
10.8357% enrichment.
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Figure 3.23 Pressure drop (MPa) for different pitch and P/D combinations.
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Figure 3.24 Temperature difference (*C) between fuel centerline and coolant.
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Fuel volume fractions for different pitch and P/D combinations.
Pressure drop increases with decreasing unit cell pitch and P/D ratio. As P/D ratio
becomes smaller, there is less room for coolant to flow through between fuel pins. The
spacing becomes even smaller if the pitch is smaller for the same P/D. The zigzag
behavior of the curves is due to adjustment of the number of fuel pins per
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subassembly so that the assembly remains symmetrical.
Temperature difference between the fuel centerline and the coolant becomes the
limiting factor for large pitch and weakly depends on P/D ratio. Sodium has a high
thermal conductivity and it is very effective in removing heat, so the temperature
difference between the cladding wall and the coolant is not strongly dependent on the
velocity of sodium. As a result, the fuel centerline temperature is primarily affected by
the linear heat generation rate per fuel pin. The average linear heat generation rate for
each assembly is constant, so the linear heat generation rate is inversely proportional
to the number of fuel pins per assembly. A larger pitch corresponds to a smaller
number of fuel pins in an assembly.
The fuel volume fraction is at its maximum for large unit cell pitch and small P/D.
The thermal hydraulic limit for pressure drop is below 0.7MPa and for temperature
difference below 800*C so that the maximum fuel centerline temperature is below
1300 0 C on a first order approximation. The allowable combinations of pitch and
P/D ratio are plotted in Figure 3.27. As discussed above, the pressure limit is at the
bottom left, and the temperature limit is at the top. The allowable region is at the
bottom right. The desired fuel volume fraction (43%) is near the intersection of the
pressure limited region, temperature limited region and the allowed region.
Figure 3.26 shows that the desired pitch is 1.32cm and the P/D ratio is 1.066.
Cladding outer diameter is 1.2383cm. The cladding thickness is 0.05cm which is
consistent with that of the ABR design. The measured smear density of carbide fuel is
75% to accommodate the high swelling rate of carbide. Then the outer fuel diameter
is determined to be 0.9858cm. The number of fuel pins in an assembly is 127, so the
fuel volume fraction in this case is 42.96%. Table 3.9 summarizes the detailed
geometry information for an assembly, and Figure 3.27 shows the layout of 1/12 of an
assembly.
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Figure 3.26 Allowed combinations of pitch and P/D for UC assemblies
Table 3.9 Pin cell geometry and volume fractions for UC assemblies
Pitch (cm) 1.3200
P/D 1.0660
Outer Cladding Diameter (cm) 1.2383
Outer Cladding Radius (cm) 0.6191
Inner Cladding Diameter (cm) 1.1383
Inner Cladding Radius (cm) 0.5691
Outer Fuel Diameter (cm) 0.9858
Outer Fuel Radius (cm) 0.4929
Unit Cell Area (cm2) 1.5090
Bond Thickness (cm) 0.0762
Number of Pins 127
Fuel VF 0.4296
Bond VF 0.1960
Cladding and Duct VF 0.1976
Coolant VF 0.1768
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Figure 3.27 1/12th UC assembly layout.
3.5 Multi-Batch Fuel Management Scheme
Section 3.4 showed that the lowest cost for a single batch UC fuel core is
7.99mills/kWh, excluding the lmills/kWh waste fee which is charged for waste
disposal. A typical PWR core with enrichment of 4.5% and 50MWd/kg has a fuel
cycle cost around 6.39mills/kWh (again excluding the waste fee). Thus single batch
USFR core fueled with 43% UC is not economically competitive with typical LWRs.
The limitation on minimum achievable cost is mostly due to fast neutron fluence. The
limiting fluence is reached first in the center fuel zone where the fast neutron flux is
the highest, while there is still excess reactivity and margin to limiting fluence left in
the peripheral fuel assemblies which could continue to be used to increase the
achievable core average burnup.
A multi-batch management scheme is developed in order to take the advantage of
the remaining excess reactivity. The scheme is illustrated in Figure 3.28. The core is
loaded with three identical fuel batches placed correspondingly in the center, middle
and outer fuel zones. The center fuel is replaced with fresh fuel after one cycle, while
the middle and outer fuel batches would switch their positions and operate for another
cycle. If the length of the second cycle is sufficiently long to reduce the fuel cycle cost,
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the total average burnup would increase and the total fuel cycle cost would decrease.
Also, the heavy metal masses replaced in the second cycle should be small. Thus, a
high fuel volume fraction and low enrichment USFR would have a higher burnup by
implementing this strategy since a higher conversion ratio results in higher excess
reactivity.
50 100 128 150 165
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Figure 3.28 Demonstration of multi-batch fuel switching scheme
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To demonstrate why this multi-batch switching scheme works, one can assume
the second cycle length is T2 = fiT, where f, > 0. Then for initial loading of heavy
metal mass M and power Q, the single batch burnup is
Q T1Bu = ---.M 3.9
The average burnup of the 3-batch core with heavy metal mass of Mi = f 2 M in the
core center zone is
Bu'(MI + M) = Q(T + T2 ),
B'- QT1(1 + fi) Bu(1 + f1)
M(1+ f 2) 1+ f2
0
CD
WA
M
LA.
3.10
3.11
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If fi > f2, the total burnup increases, and this can be achieved with a high conversion
ratio core. A high conversion ratio in the middle and outer fuel zones produces more
fissile materials and sustains a longer second cycle.
3.5.1 Reactivity and Fluence
The first step of the neutronic analysis for the proposed multi-batch fuel
management scheme requires the determination of the dimension of the center fuel
zone. Figure 3.28 shows that the fast neutron flux drops down by 1.0E15
neutrons/cm 2 s at 128cm from the core center. The 1.0E15 n/cm2 .s is equal to the flux
value at the outermost fuel region, so the sum of the fluxes at these two locations is
roughly equal to the peak flux value. Hence after a second cycle of approximately the
same length as the first, the fluence in the outer and middle fuel zone is still below the
maximum fluence value. As a result, a radius of 128cm is selected to mark the
boundary of the center fuel zone. This roughly corresponds to 84 fuel assemblies or 6
rings in a 3D model. Figure 3.29 shows the core layout with 3 batches.
Figure 3.29 Three-batch USFR carbide core layout.
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A 3D transport ERANOS model with heterogeneous fuel lattice calculation is
used to solve for reactivity and neutron fluxes. Figure 3.30 shows the reactivity curve
as a function of EFPD. Cycle 1 ends after 1500 days of operation. The second cycle
lasts for about 972 days.
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Figure 3.30 Reactivity vs. EFPD for 3-batch UC core (11% enrichment and 43% VF).
Fast neutron fluences are calculated for all fuel assemblies at the axial midplane.
Table 3.10 to Table 3.12 give the neutron fluence for all fuel assemblies in 1/61h of the
core. The numbering scheme for all assemblies is explained in Appendix A, which
shows an example of numbering assemblies for a 6-ring core.
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Table 3.10 Fast neutron fluence of fuel assemblies in the center zone for the carbide fueled core
31 29 4.64E+23 3.71E+23
31 28 4.65E+23 3.70E+23
32 28 4.64E+23 3.68E+23
31 27 4.43E+23 3.49E+23
32 27 4.43E+23 3.49E+23
33 27 4.45E+23 3.49E+23
31 26 4.24E+23 3.29E+23
33 26 4.24E+23 3.29E+23
34 26 4.23E+23 3.26E+23
31 25 4.05E+23 3.07E+23
32 25 4.07E+23 3.11E+23
33 25 4.07E+23 3.11E+23
34 25 4.05E+23 3.07E+23
35 25 3.82E+23 2.86E+23
Max. Fluence 4.65E+23 3.71E+23
Table 3.11 Fast neutron fluences for fuel assemblies in the middle zone in cycle 1.
39 21 1.96E+23 33 21 1.76E+23 3.71E+23
31 21 2.24E+23 36 21 1.76E+23 4.00E+23
38 21 2.24E+23 34 21 1.73E+23 3.98E+23
38 22 2.56E+23 35 21 1.73E+23 4.30E+23
31 22 2.80E+23 32 21 1.68E+23 4.49E+23
37 22 2.80E+23 37 21 1.68E+23 4.49E+23
32 22 2.99E+23 34 20 1.32E+23 4.31E+23
36 22 2.99E+23 36 20 1.32E+23 4.31E+23
37 23 3.03E+23 33 20 1.31E+23 4.35E+23
33 22 3.09E+23 37 20 1.31E+23 4.40E+23
35 22 3.09E+23 32 20 1.21E+23 4.30E+23
34 22 3.11E+23 38 20 1.21E+23 4.32E+23
31 23 3.23E+23 31 20 1.03E+23 4.26E+23
36 23 3.23E+23 39 20 1.03E+23 4.26E+23
32 23 3.46E+23 35 19 8.97E+22 4.36E+23
35 23 3.46E+23 36 19 8.97E+22 4.36E+23
33 23 3.56E+23 34 19 8.83E+22 4.45E+23
34 23 3.56E+23 37 19 8.83E+22 4.45E+23
31 24 3.63E+23 33 19 8.31E+22 4.46E+23
35 24 3.63E+23 38 19 8.31E+22 4.46E+23
32 24 3.86E+23 40 20 7.71E+22 4.63E+23
34 24 3.86E+23 32 19 7.OOE+22 4.56E+23
33 24 3.90E+23 39 19 7.OOE+22 4.60E+23
Max Fluence 4.63E+23
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Table 3.12 Fast neutron fluences for fuel assemblies in the outer zone in cycle 1.
32 19 1.11E+23 33 24 2.91E+23 4.01E+23
39 19 1.11E+23 32 24 2.87E+23 3.97E+23
40 20 1.21E+23 34 24 2.87E+23 4.07E+23
33 19 1.29E+23 31 24 2.68E+23 3.97E+23
38 19 1.29E+23 35 24 2.68E+23 3.97E+23
34 19 1.37E+23 33 23 2.59E+23 3.96E+23
37 19 1.37E+23 34 23 2.59E+23 3.96E+23
35 19 1.39E+23 32 23 2.50E+23 3.89E+23
36 19 1.39E+23 35 23 2.50E+23 3.89E+23
31 20 1.57E+23 31 23 2.32E+23 3.89E+23
39 20 1.57E+23 36 23 2.32E+23 3.89E+23
32 20 1.82E+23 34 22 2.21E+23 4.04E+23
38 20 1.82E+23 33 22 2.19E+23 4.02E+23
33 20 1.96E+23 35 22 2.19E+23 4.15E+23
37 20 1.96E+23 37 23 2.16E+23 4.12E+23
34 20 1.97E+23 32 22 2.11E+23 4.08E+23
36 20 1.97E+23 36 22 2.11E+23 4.08E+23
32 21 2.44E+23 31 22 1.97E+23 4.41E+23
37 21 2.44E+23 37 22 1.97E+23 4.41E+23
34 21 2.5 1E+23 38 22 1.78E+23 4.29E+23
35 21 2.5 1E+23 31 21 1.53E+23 4.04E+23
33 21 2.54E+23 38 21 1.53E+23 4.07E+23
36 21 2.54E+23 39 21 1.31E+23 3.86E+23
Max Fluence 4.41E+23
None of the fuel assemblies exceed the cladding fluence limit of 5E23 n/cm2 . The
maximum fluence in the center fuel zone in the second cycle is smaller than that of
the first cycle due to a shorter operating time. The strategy used to switch the middle
and outer fuel assemblies is to sort one fuel zone assemblies in the order of increasing
neutron fluence and the other of decreasing neutron fluence, and then an assembly in
the first list is exchanged with the assembly having the same order in the second list.
The fuel cycle cost model predicts a 6.38mills/kWh value for the 3-batch 2-cycle
scheme. This is a little higher than the value -6.14mills/kWh predicted by setting
f = 0.658, and f2 = 0.233 in equation 3.11 to estimate the burnup using
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multi-batch fuel management scheme. The difference is presumed to be due to the
time value of money and the assumption that power generated in the second cycle is
equal to that in the first for the center fuel zone.
3.5.2 Radial and Axial Power
The power of the core is peaked in the center fuel zone due to the use of uniform
enrichment. The multi-batch switching strategy takes advantage of the uniform
enrichment, which gives a higher center neutron flux and lower middle and outer
neutron fluxes, so that the second cycle can operate longer before reaching the fluence
limit in the middle and outer fuel zones. However, this could be a problem for the
second cycle in terms of satisfying thermal hydraulic requirements. The center fuel is
replaced with fresh fuel; thus the power would be even higher in that region in the
second cycle. This is illustrated in Figure 3.31 and Figure 3.32 which show the
assembly power maps at the BOL and EOL of cycle 1 and 2 respectively.
Figure 3.31 Assembly power map at BOL (right) and EOL (left) of cycle 1
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Figure 3.32 Assembly power map at BOL of cycle 2.
The center fuel has a power peaking factor of around 1.65 at BOL of cycle 1. As
the center fuel zone is burned out rapidly, more power is generated in the outer and
middle fuel zones and the power peaking of the center fuel zone drops down to 1.44.
In the second cycle, the power peaking in the center fuel assembly increases to 1.75 at
the BOL and drops down to 1.69 at the EOL. For checking thermal hydraulic
requirements, the axial power profile at the BOL of the second cycle should be used
for a conservative calculation. Figure 3.33 shows the axial power profiles of the
center fuel assembly at the BOL of cycle 1 and cycle 2. The higher power profile is
used for thermal hydraulic parameter calculations. There is a power peaking at the
boundaries of the fuel region due to moderation of fast neutrons in the MgO reflector
region both at the top and bottom. The power peaking at the top is smaller than that in
the bottom due to the presence of banked control assemblies above the core which are
very effective in absorbing thermal neutrons. Less thermal fissions occur at the top
boundary due to the absorption by these control assemblies.
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Figure 3.33 The axial power profiles at the BOL of cycles 1 and 2.
3.5.3 Single Channel Analysis
The single channel thermal hydraulic model discussed in chapter 2 is applied to
obtain the axial temperature profiles for fuel centerline, cladding wall and coolant.
The temperature profiles are presented in Figure 3.34. Table 3.13 summarizes
important thermal hydraulic parameters.
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Table 3.13 Thermal hydraulic parameters at BOL of cycle 2 for the 3-batch carbide
fueled core
Parameters Value
Pressure Drop (MPa) 0.6453
Max. Centerline Temperature (*C) 1200
Max. Cladding Temperature (*C) 700
The melting temperature of uranium carbide is about 2300-2500'C [R. B.
Matthews, 1983]. The maximum fuel centerline temperature of the UC fueled USFR
is significantly below this point, and is also consistent with the French carbide core
design [G. Rimpault, 2009] which is around 1200-1480*C. The cladding temperatures
in the French designs range from 770 to 840*C. The thermal hydraulic performance of
the USFR is below the requirements specified in chapter 2 and is comparable to
concurrent French designs of UC fueled SFR.
3.5.4 Comparison of Different Center Zone Dimensions
Previous sections have examined neutronic and thermal hydraulic performance of
3-batch UC fueled USFR. The center zone contains 84 fuel assemblies (6 rings). This
section compares the performance using a different number of rings in the center zone.
Changing the number of assemblies in the center zone affects the neutronic
performance. Increasing the number of rings in the center zone increases the length of
the second cycle and also decreases the radial power peaking at the BOL of cycle 2.
The change in fuel cycle cost would depend on the relative change of . Figure1+f2
3.35 shows the reactivity curves for all three cases as a function of EFPD. Table 3.14
shows the neutronic performance for the 5-ring, 6-ring and 7-ring center zones. The
fuel cycle cost is the lowest for the 6-ring center zone. The core layout and assembly
power map are presented in Appendix A. The detailed middle and outer fuel
assembly's neutron fluence data for the 5-ring and 7-ring cases are also listed in
Appendix A.
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Table 3.14 Comparison of neutronic performance for different number of rings in the
center zone.
Number of Rings 5-ring 6-ring 7-ring
2nd Cycle Length (days) 825.2 972.4 1148.5
# of Assemblies in the center 60 84 120
Max. Fluence (n/cm2) 4.76E23 4.65E23 4.65E23
Max. Power Peaking 1.78 1.75 1.73
Cost (mills/kWh) 6.41 6.38 6.44
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Figure 3.35 Comparison of reactivity using a different number of rings in the center
zone.
3.6 Summary
This chapter investigates the use of uranium carbide fuel in USFRs. The high
thermal conductivity and melting point of uranium carbide are two important thermal
properties that help to achieve a high fuel volume fractio. Analysis of cores with
different fuel volume fractions and enrichments are performed and show that both fast
neutron fluence and reactivity can limit the achievable discharge burnup level. A core
with high fuel volume fraction and low enrichment tends to have a high conversion
ratio. A high conversion ratio can relieve the reactivity limit but have little effect on
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the fluence limited burnup.
Fuel cycle cost for single-batch USFR has the lowest fuel cycle cost around 43%
fuel volume fraction. In order to compete with typical LWRs economically, a 3-batch
2-cycle fuel management strategy is developed. Fuel assemblies in the center zone are
replaced with fresh fuels, while the outer and middle fuel assemblies exchange
positions. This strategy works only if the fraction of the extended lifetime is greater
than the fraction of replaced fuel in the second cycle. Thus a high conversion ratio is
preferred. This multi-batch fuel management strategy has long cycle length which can
reduce the cost due to periodic reactor refueling. However, this strategy might not be
the optimal strategy that gives the lowest fuel cycle cost. There might be other fuel
management scheme that gives lower radial power peaking factor and better
economic performance.
The thermal hydraulic model discussed in Chapter 2 is used to search for the
desired unit cell pitch and P/D ratio. The fuel cycle cost of the 3-batch scheme is
comparable to that of LWRs based on the reactivity and fluence obtained from using
ERANOS results. A single channel analysis is performed to show that all thermal
hydraulic requirements are satisfied, with the input of power profiles supplied from
neutronic calculations. The best case gives a fuel cycle cost of 6.38mills/kWhe, which
is slightly lower than that of LWRs (6.39mills/kWhe). Other important features such
as safety related parameters are examined in Chapter 8, and spent fuel content is
discussed in Chapter 7.
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4 Selection of Reflector Material
4.1 Introduction
One important feature of the USFR design is the use of MgO reflectors instead of
fertile blankets, in part, for non-proliferation considerations. Magnesium Oxide (MgO)
is selected to be the reflector material for its excellent neutronic performance. The
selection of reflector materials must satisfy the following requirements:
1. Low absorption cross section;
2. High scattering cross section;
3. High density;
4. Stability in a high-temperature high-radiation environment.
This chapter compares the neutronic performance of MgO reflectors of different
thicknesses. Use of zirconium reflectors is also investigated because of its low
interfacial power peaking and otherwise similar to MgO neutronic performance.
4.2 MgO Reflectors
Previous studies [R. R. Macdonald, 2010] [C. Petit, 2010] at MIT have shown
that MgO extends the reactivity limited fuel cycle length longer than other candidates
(BeO, Be, Pb, Zr3Si 2, etc). It has good thermal properties. The melting point of MgO
is 3098K. Thermal conductivities are 15.9W/m.K at 400*C and 10.9W/m.K at 800*C.
The density of MgO is 3.581g/cm 3 [J. F Shackelford, 2001].
The MgO reflector assembly implemented in the USFR core is designed in [C.
Petit, 2010]. Figure 4.1 shows the reflector assembly layout. The only difference
between this design and that used in the USFR is that the HT9 steel is replaced by
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ODS steel. The volume fractions of MgO, Sodium and steel are given in Table 4.1.
Axial reflectors have the same dimensions at the fuel in the core region. Thus, the
volume fraction of axial reflectors varies with fuel volume fraction.
sodium
- steel (W11)
Figure 4.1 MgO Reflector Design
Table 4.1 Structure volume fractions of reflector assembly
MgO 77.368
Sodium 17.762
ODS Steel 4.87
4.2.1 MgO Reflector Thickness
The neutron leakage rate of the USFR core is minimized for a thicker MgO
reflector region. However, this would result in higher capital cost due to the increase
of the reactor size. An examination of reflector thickness effect on reactivity saving
was performed by using Ocm, 20cm, 40cm, and 60cm thick axial reflectors. The
reference core is the UC fueled USFR with fuel volume fraction of 43% and
enrichment of 11.0%. For radial reflector assemblies, four configurations are
investigated: 0-ring, 1-ring, 2-ring, and 3-ring reflector assemblies. The reactivity
curves of the first cycle are plotted in Figure 4.2 and Figure 4.3 for different axial and
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radial reflector thicknesses. Figure 4.4 shows the reactivity change at the BOL of the
first cycle as a function of different axial and radial reflector thicknesses.
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Figure 4.2 Reactivity curves of UC fueled USFR core using axial MgO reflectors
having different thicknesses.
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Figure 4.3 Reactivity curves of UC fueled USFR core using radial MgO reflectors
having different thicknesses
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Figure 4.4 Reactivity change at the BOL of the first cycle due to reflector thickness
change. The axial reflector curve is calculated with 2-rings of reflector assemblies,
and the radial reflector curve is calculated with 40cm-thick axial reflectors.
Figure 4.4 shows that as the thickness of the reflector increases, the change in
reactivity decreases for both axial and radial directions. Thicknesses of radial
reflectors are calculated based on the difference in equivalent diameters of the
hexagonal assembly rings. The neutron savings reach saturation for 40cm thick
reflectors. Thus the axial reflector height is selected to be 40cm and 2 rings of
reflector assemblies are used in the radial direction. The leakage rate is higher in the
axial direction than that in the radial direction due to the pancake shape of the core, so
the reactivity change due to implementation of axial reflectors is larger than that of
radial reflectors.
4.2.2 Reflector Assembly Management
Reflectors are also subject to radiation damage. Axial reflectors are a part of the
fuel pin, so they are replaced when fuel is replaced. The low neutron fluence in the
upper and lower reflectors imposes little challenge to reflector material during fuel
residence time.
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A reflector management strategy is employed for the radial reflector assemblies to
extend their residence time in the core. The fast neutron flux at the interface is around
1E15 n/cm2 .s. MgO has demonstrated resistance to radiation damage. It has been
studied as a matrix for minor actinide fuel in a sodium fast reactor [M. Pope, 2008]. In
USFRs, MgO reflectors should be more radiation resistant, since no fission occurs
inside reflectors. The fluence limit on the cladding and assembly duct constrains the
total residence time of MgO reflectors to be no more than 4 cycles.
The strategy to extend reflector residence time is illustrated in Figure 4.5. For
every two cycles, the 2-ring radial reflectors are rotated by 1800, then the inner ring
reflectors switch positions with the outer ring reflectors. This reduces the maximum
fluence received by roughly a half. Thus the reflector residence time is extended to 8
cycles. After 8 cycles, radial reflectors can be flipped to operate for another 8 cycles,
since the fast neutron fluence above the core is much less than that in the core axial
center.
Switch
180* 180*
0 Flip U
Core
Figure 4.5 Reflector management strategy: (1) rotation and switching (left), (2)
flipping (right).
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4.3 Zirconium Reflector
MgO reflectors provide a greater saving in neutron economy for the core. The
disadvantage of MgO reflectors is that the interfacial power peaking is comparable to
the power peaking at the core center, both axially and radially. This is mainly due to
the slowing down of fast neutrons in MgO at the interface. The small atomic masses
of magnesium and oxygen are effective in terms of reducing neutron energy.
This interfacial power peaking can be detrimental to the thermal stability of the
fuel at the boundary and also the thermal stress across the assembly. The use of
uniform enrichment throughout the core helps reduce this effect since the center
power peaking is greater. If one wants to flatten the power shape by adjusting
enrichment or fuel volume fraction in different regions of the core, then this
interfacial power peaking can be a problem. It could be much greater than the center
power peaking. Use of lower enrichment in the fuel assemblies near reflectors can
reduce this interfacial power peaking, and this strategy is investigated in Chapter 5
and 6.
One way to reduce this power peaking is the use of high atomic mass elements
with high scattering cross section and low absorption. One candidate of this type of
material is zirconium which is widely used in LWRs as cladding material. The
thermal properties of zirconium [J. F Shackelford, 2001] are compared with that of
MgO in Table 4.2. It shows that the thermal conductivity is higher for zirconium
reflectors, and the volume fraction of zirconium in a reflector assembly can be
comparable to that of a MgO reflector assembly.
Table 4.2 Thermal Properties of Zirconium
Properties Zr MgO
Density(g/cm3) 6.51 3.581
Melting Temperature (K) 2125 3098
Thermal Conductivity (W/m.K) 20.9 at 700K 15.9W/m.K at 700K
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Figure 4.6 shows that the reactivity curve of a Zr reflected core is lower than that
of a MgO reflected core in the first cycle. This is caused by the harder spectrum
present in the Zr reflector assemblies, since the energy loss per collision is higher for
MgO reflectors due to the lower atomic mass of Mg and 0. This reactivity reduction
is also confirmed for a metal fueled USFR in [C. Petit, 2010]. However, the second
cycle of the Zr reflected core has a longer cycle length than that of MgO reflected
core. This is explained by Table 4.3 which shows that the fissile masses in the middle
and outer fuel zones are about 1.7% higher in the Zr reflected core. This means that
the starting fuels of the second cycle in the middle and outer zone of a Zr reflected
core have 1.7% higher fissile content. The harder spectrum produced by Zr reflectors
is illustrated in Figure 4.7. It shows that more neutrons have energies above 10keV in
Zr reflector assemblies than in MgO reflectors. The harder spectrum is the root cause
of the larger fissile mass remaining in the Zr reflected core. The harder spectrum
corresponds to a higher conversion ratio, which is shown in Table 4.3 for both the
middle and outer fuel regions in the Zr and MgO reflected cores.
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Figure 4.6 Reactivity as a function of EFPD for UC fueled SFR using Zr and MgO
reflectors
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Figure 4.7 Neutron spectrum in the reflector assemblies for both Zr and MgO
reflectors.
Table 4.3 Fissile Masses Comparison for Zr and MgO Reflected Cores at EOL of the
first cycle
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Figure 4.8 Normalized scattering interaction rate as a function. of neutron energies in
MgO and Zr reflector assemblies. The data is normalized to the total scattering events
in MgO reflectors.
Figure 4.8 shows the neutron scattering interaction rate as a function of neutron
energies. There are more neutron scattering events in the thermal energy range in the
MgO reflector assemblies. The larger amount of thermal neutrons is re-introduced
into the outer fuel zone and causes a boost in the power level at the interface. The
interfacial power peaking is significantly reduced by the use of Zr reflectors instead of
MgO reflectors. This is illustrated in Figure 4.9 and Figure 4.10 for the axial and
radial power profile obtained from ERANOS RZ transport calculation. Figure 4.9 and
Figure 4.10 also show that the center power peaking is increased by using Zr
reflectors since the power level is maintained at 2400MWth. Thus reducing interfacial
power would shift the center power density upward.
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Figure 4.9 Axial power profile for Zr and MgO reflected UC cores. The asymmetry of
the axial fluxes is due to the control assemblies holding above the core.
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Figure 4.10 Radial power profile for Zr and MgO reflected UC cores
This large central power peaking can be reduced by the use of different
enrichment zones. Figure 4.11 shows the power map at the BOL of the second cycle
of Zr reflected UC cores with two different enrichment zones. The central zone (84
fuel assemblies) is loaded with 10.8% enriched UC fuel, and the middle and outer
zones are made with 11.205% enriched fuel. This reduces the radial power peaking
from 1.75 of MgO reflected cores to 1.54 at the BOL of the second cycle. Reduction
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in the enrichment in the central fuel zone would increase the flux level. The maximum
fast neutron fluence reaches 4.74E23n/cm 2 by the end of the first cycle. Also as power
level in the central and outermost fuel zones is reduced, more power is generated in
the middle fuel zone. As a result, the maximum fast neutron fluence in the middle
zone increases to 4.92E23n/cm 2 at the end of the second cycle. Fuel assemblies placed
in the outer zone in the first cycle have a maximum neutron fluence of 4.70E23n/cm 2
since they are switched to the middle zone during the second cycle. The maximum
neutron fluence for each fuel zone is summarized in Table 4.4 and compared with that
of an MgO reflected core with uniform enrichment.
Figure 4.11 Power map at the BOL of the second cycle for Zr reflected UC core with
two enrichment zones
Table 4.4 Maximum neutron fluences in the three fuel zones.
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The maximum neutron fluences in all three fuel zones do not exceed the limit
imposed on the cladding materials. Table 4.5 summarizes important neutronic and
thermal hydraulic parameters of the Zr reflected UC core with two different
enrichment zones.
Table 4.5 Neutronic and thermal hydraulic parameters of Zr reflected UC core with
two enrichment zones
Reflectors Zr MgO
Central zone enrichment 10.8% 11.0%
Middle zone enrichment 11.205% 11.0%
Outer zone enrichment 11.205% 11.0%
First cycle length (days) 1500 1500
Second cycle length (days) 1050 974
Average Burnup 107.4 104.2
(MWd/kg)
Cost (mills/kWh) 6.27 6.38
Max. Radial power 1.54 1.75
peaking at BOL
Pressure Drop (MPa) 0.6453 0.6453
Max. fuel centerline 1189 1200
temperature ('C)
Max. cladding temperature 675 700
(OC)
4.3.1 BGCore Benchmark
UC fuel is a relatively new fuel form, so benchmarking of the results using
BGCore is performed. The difference between the reactivity predicted by BGCore and
ERANOS 3D transport model is within 250pcm.
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Figure 4.12 Reactivity comparison between BGcore and ERANOS model for Zr
reflected carbide fuel core of l't cycle
4.4 Summary
This chapter has discussed the design of the MgO reflector assembly and its
advantages in terms of neutronic performance. However, the MgO reflector
introduces an interfacial power peaking both axially and radially due to its high
albedo and high moderating power. This would create a problem if the power profile
of the core is flattened. In the case of the multi-batch switching scheme discussed in
Chapter 3, the interfacial power peaking is not as problematic due to the use of
uniform enrichment, since the power has its larger peak in the center.
This interfacial power peaking can be significantly reduced by using zirconium
reflectors. The harder spectrum in the Zr reflector assemblies make the interfacial
power peaking disappear. The reactivity is lower for Zr reflected cores in the first
cycle due to a larger leakage rate. However, the fuel residence time in the second
cycle is longer than that for MgO reflected cores due to a higher conversion ratio. The
disadvantage of Zr reflected cores is that the central power peaking is augmented if
uniformly enriched fuels are used in the core. Both reflectors work well in terms of
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fuel cycle cost. There is still need to design a zirconium reflector assembly and to
check if the high volume fraction of the MgO reflector can be achieved in a Zr
reflector assembly.
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5 Uranium Dioxide Fuel
5.1 Introduction
Unlike carbide fuel, uranium dioxide has been extensively studied and tested. The
fabrication technology of oxide fuel is well developed since uranium oxide is widely
used as the fuel in LWRs. This chapter examines the possibility of using oxide fuel to
achieve an economically competitive USFR design. The methodology applied is the
same as that for UC fuel. There are several differences between the carbide and oxide
fuels. Oxide fuel has low thermal conductivity. This prevents achieving high fuel
volume fraction, especially using the conventional pin configuration. Also oxide fuel
has two oxygen atoms for each uranium atom, so the moderation of neutrons is more
effective in oxide fuel than in carbide fuel, which has only one carbon atom per
uranium atom. Therefore, a softer neutron spectrum is expected for USFR using oxide
fuel. Due to the low fuel volume fraction and softer neutron spectrum, a USFR fueled
by uranium oxide tends to be reactivity limited, and the strategy of switching of outer
and middle fuel assemblies would not work well, since it is mainly effective for
solving the neutron fluence problem.
5.2 Oxide Fuel Properties
Uranium oxide is the exclusive fuel of choice used in the LWR industry. This is
an advantage over carbide fuel since fabrication of oxide fuel for fast reactors can use
the existing technology employed for LWR fuels. Oxide fuels has been extensively
tested in EBR-II and FFTF in the U.S. In the FFTF Core Demonstration Experiment
[A.E. Bridges, 1993], a peak pellet burnup of 238MWd/kg has been attained with
HT9 cladding for oxide fuel. More than 65000 oxide fueled pins have been irradiated
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in FFTF [R.B. Baker, 1993]. This number is much higher than that of carbide fueled
pins. Oxide fuel has been demonstrated to operate successfully in both LWRs and
SFRs. Especially in France, both Super-Phenix 1 and 2 used mixed oxide fuel
(PuO 2+UO 2)-
The thermal conductivity of oxide fuel is almost ten times lower than that of
carbide or metal. One effect due to the low thermal conductivity is that the centerline
temperature is higher than that of carbide and metal at the same linear power level.
This creates a large temperature gradient in the radial direction. Fission gas release
rate, which increases with temperature, is higher in oxide fuel than in carbide or metal
fuel. Initial fission gas release into the gap gives a lower swelling rate [J.H. Kittel,
1993]. Thus the smear density of the oxide fuel is generally greater than that of the
carbide and metal fuel and is usually around 80-90% [A.E. Waltar, 2012]. In this
work, the smear density of oxide fuel is assumed to be 85%. This brings a neutronic
advantage which helps compensate for its low theoretical density (10.97g/cm 3).
The neutronic performance of oxide fuel is different from that of carbide fuel.
The theoretical heavy metal density (9.66g/cm3) of uranium dioxide is smaller than
that of uranium carbide (12.97g/cm 3) and metallic fuels (14.52g/cm 3). Hence at the
same fuel volume fraction, oxide fuel requires higher enrichment to obtain criticality
than that needed for carbide and metallic fuel. The neutron spectrums for oxide and
carbide fuel are shown in Figure 5.1. The spectrum of oxide fuel shifts slightly to the
left: i.e. a softer spectrum with proportionally more neutrons at lower energies.
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Figure 5.1 Normalized neutron flux for UC and U02 fuel at 45% fuel volume fraction
and 13.0% enrichment
Another disadvantage of uranium dioxide is that it reacts with sodium at high
temperature. The product of the reaction has lower thermal conductivity than U0 2
fuel [R.V. Strain, 1993]. Thus a sodium bond is avoided and replaced by a helium
bond in oxide fueled pins. In this case, the temperature drop across the gap in fuel
pins increases and cannot be ignored as for sodium bonded carbide and metallic fuel.
5.3 Neutronic Performance
The same methodology is applied to oxide fuel to study the reactivity and neutron
fluence behaviors at different fuel volume fractions and enrichments as described
previously in the uranium carbide analysis chapter. An ERANOS two-dimensional
RZ diffusion model is applied with a homogeneous lattice calculation. The fuel
enrichment is uniform in the core. The equivalent diameters of different regions in the
core are the same as that of the carbide fuel which is summarized in Table 3.2. The
"bond" gap volume fraction is calculated by multiplying the fuel volume fraction by a
factor of 0.15/0.85 since the smear density is assumed to be 85%.
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Figure 5.2 to Figure 5.5 show the reactivity curves for four different fuel volume
fractions with different enrichments. The general trend is similar to that of carbide
fuels. However, at high fuel volume fractions and low enrichments, the parabolic
reactivity curve is not observed for oxide fuels even for a fuel volume fraction as high
as 49%. This is due to the low density and high moderation of uranium oxide. The
heavy metal mass loaded in an oxide fueled core at 49% fuel volume fraction is
equivalent to the heavy metal mass loaded in a 37% carbide core. The carbide core
with 37% fuel volume fraction has reactivity curves shown in Figure 5.5 at different
enrichments and compare with that of oxide fueled cores. All the curves are linear due
to low conversion ratios and are very similar to the reactivity curves of oxide fuel at
49% fuel volume fraction. The enrichment of carbide fueled core is lower than that of
the oxide fueled cores, though the reactivity limited fuel residence time of carbide
cores is longer than that of the oxide cores.
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Figure 5.2 Reactivity versus EFPD for oxide fueled cores at 37% fuel volume fraction
and 14.0% to 19.0% enrichment with an increment of 1.0%.
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Figure 5.3 Reactivity versus EFPD for oxide fueled cores at 41% fuel volume fraction
and 14.0% to 19.0% enrichment with an increment of 1.0%.
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Figure 5.4 Reactivity versus EFPD for oxide fueled cores at 45% fuel volume fraction
and 13.0% to 18.0% enrichment with an increment of 1.0%.
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Figure 5.5 Reactivity versus EFPD for oxide fueled cores at 49% fuel volume fraction
and carbide fueled cores at 37% fuel volume fraction. (enrichment = 12.5% to 16.5%
for carbide fuel and 13.0% to 17.0% for oxide fuel)
The same method for calculation of peak neutron fluence as in a carbide fueled
core is applied. The fluence limited burnup is calculated and compared with the
reactivity limited burnup. Two enrichment-to-burnup curves for each fuel volume
fraction are plotted based on these two types of burnups limits in Figure 5.6. Based on
these curves, the optimal enrichment and cost are calculated and presented in Figure
5.7 and Table 5.1. The difference between the cost curves of oxide and carbide fuel is
that the minimum cost point for oxide fuel is not observed in the curve due to the low
density of oxide fuel. The optimal point of the carbide fuel occurs at 43% fuel volume
fraction. The loaded heavy metal mass in this carbide core is equivalent to a 57%
oxide core which is unlikely to be achieved using a pin configuration due to thermal
hydraulic constraints.
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Figure 5.6 Enrichment to burnup ratio as a function of enrichment for oxide fueled
cores with 41%-49% fuel volume fractions.
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Figure 5.7 Fuel cycle cost as a function of fuel volume fraction for oxide fueled core.
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Table 5.1 Neutronic parameters for oxide fueled core at different fuel volume
fractions
Volume Fraction Enrichment (%)Burnup Cost (mills/kWh)(%) (MWd/kgHM)
41 23.1 162.9 9.05
43 21.3 153.4 8.81
45 19.6 143.5 8.63
47 18.1 134.4 8.43
49 16.7 125.4 8.25
51 15.4 116.9 8.09
5.3.1 Coolant Effect
The relatively low density of uranium dioxide has a negative effect on the
reactivity of the core. Two methods can be used to increase the reactivity limited
burnup. The first way is to increase the fuel volume fraction, which can increase the
loaded fissile mass to a similar amount as that of the carbide fueled core. However, as
discussed in the previous section, the required fuel volume fraction is too large to be
achieved by a regular pin configuration. In order to avoid the use of an inverted fuel
configuration (vented fuel outside a coolant tube), increase in the conversion ratio of
the core can be considered. This could also extend the fuel cycle length by
introducing more bred fissile materials later in the cycle lifetime.
The conversion ratio depends on the amount of loaded fertile materials and the
neutron spectrum. A harder neutron spectrum is generally required to obtain a higher
conversion ratio without changing the enrichment or the fuel volume fraction. For a
selected fuel type without fertile blankets, one can only change the coolant, structural
and reflector type to increase the conversion ratio. Chapter 4 discusses the possibility
of using a Zr reflector to lower the fuel cycle cost. The coolant type can also be
changed to harden the neutron spectrum. One candidate is Lead-Bismuth Eutectic
(LBE). Figure 5.8 demonstrates the neutron spectrum in the fast energy range from
lattice calculations of LBE and sodium cooled oxide cores at 49% fuel volume
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fraction and 15% enrichment. The LBE cooled oxide core has a higher fast neutron
flux above lkeV. Figure 5.9 shows that the conversion ratio of the LBE cooled oxide
core is slightly larger than that of the sodium cooled core. As a result of this larger
conversion ratio, the reactivity limited fuel residence time of the LBE cooled core is
longer than that of the sodium cooled. Figure 5.10 shows that the fuel cycle cost for
the LBE cooled oxide is smaller than that of Na cooled due to the longer reactivity
limited fuel residence time. The optimal point is still not observed at fuel volume
fractions below 51%.
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Figure 5.8 Normalized neutron flux above lkeV for the oxide core with 49% fuel
volume fraction and 15% enrichment for LBE and Na coolant.
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Figure 5.9 Conversion ratio comparison as a function of EFPD for LBE and Na
cooled oxide cores.
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Fuel cycle cost comparison between LBE and Na cooled oxide core at
different fuel volume fractions.
5.4 Assembly Design
The method applied earlier to search for a unit cell pitch and P/D ratio of carbide
fueled cores can also apply to oxide cores. However, there are two differences which
need to be taken into account. First, the optimal point (fuel volume fraction that gives
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the lowest fuel cycle cost using single batch loading) in the oxide core is not observed,
so a calculation of the maximum achievable fuel volume fraction is performed instead
of matching the desired fuel volume fraction. This maximum fuel volume fraction
would be the desired volume fraction since the fuel cycle cost decreases
monotonically with increasing fuel volume fraction.
The second difference in the model is in the calculation of bond thermal
resistance. In the carbide fuel assembly design, the bonding inside the cladding is
assumed to be squeezed out of the fissile fuel region due to fuel expansion. This
assumption is conservative since the sodium bond has a much higher thermal
conductivity than that of the UC fuel and the temperature rise in the sodium bond is
negligible compared to the temperature rise in the fuel region. For the oxide fueled
pin, the bonding material is helium gas (mixed with fission product gas) which has a
very low thermal conductivity and the temperature rise across the gap cannot be
ignored.
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Figure 5.11 Thermal conductivity of U02 as a function of temperature
The thermal conductivity of U0 2 is about 2.7W/m.K at 1000*C. The temperature
dependence of U0 2 thermal conductivity is plotted in Figure 5.11 [C. Ronchi, 1999].
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Equation 4.1 [M. Inoue, 2000] is used to predict U0 2 thermal conductivity at different
temperatures. A reduction of about 15% in thermal conductivity is assumed due to
porosity effects, similar to that of carbide fuel.
1 4.715 x 109  16361
0.06059 + 2.011 x 10- 4T + T 2  exp T5
5.4.1 Gap Conductance
Helium is selected to be the bonding material of the oxide fuel due to the poor
compatibility of U0 2 and sodium. Helium gas is widely used to fill the gap in PWR
fuel pins for improving gap conductivity. Fuel pins with helium gas are relatively
easier to fabricate than those with sodium bond. The major disadvantage of the helium
bond is the low thermal conductivity of helium, which is a function of temperature
and pressure as given in equation 4.2 [H. Peterson, 1970]. Helium is pressurized to 7
bars in order to improve the thermal conductivity in this work.
k = 2.682 x 10-3(1+ 1.123 x 10-3P)TO.71(1~2x10- 4P) 5.2
where P is pressure in bars, and T is temperature in K.
Xe and Kr are released into the gap and mixed with helium at high burnup level.
Both Xe and Kr have lower thermal conductivity than that of helium gas. Hence the
gap thermal conductivity decreases with burnup. However, at high burnup levels, the
gap closure reduces the gap thermal resistance significantly, and also the radial power
peaking factor decreases, so the net effect would result in a smaller temperature rise.
For the simple thermal hydraulic model developed in this work, the gap
conductance [N. E. Todreas, 1989] is calculated as
kgas T- 4 - Tc
hg,open = f+ 1+ 1 Tfo -TCL' 5.3
ef Ec
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where Seff = 6 g + Sjump1 + 6 jump2, for helium Sjumpi + Sjump2 = 10pm, and og
is the real gap width. ef is the emissivity of the fuel and is given by [J. K. Fink, 2000]
as
ef = 0.836 + 4.321 x 10 6 (TfO - 3120) 5.4
The emissivity of the cladding is assumed to be 0.2. a is the Stefan-Boltzman
constant and is equal to 5.670373x10-8 W/m2K4 . Equation 5.3 models the gap
conductance at the BOL. Another term needs to be included when the fuel swells and
contacts the cladding. This improves the gap conductance significantly by a factor of
2-3.
5.4.2 Assembly Geometry
The recommended melting temperature of pure U0 2 is 3120+20K [S.G. Popov,
2000]. 2000*C is set to be the centerline temperature limit, which allows an 800*C
margin before fuel melting. This corresponds to a 35-40% increase in power in order
to melt the center of the fuel. It is higher than the required power increase.for melting
fuel in the ABR design [E. A. Hoffman, 2006]. The radial and axial power profiles are
plotted in Figure 5.12 and Figure 5.13. The radial and axial power peaking factors are
similar to that of carbide fuel and are equal to 1.7 and 1.18 respectively. The
maximum fuel volume fraction can be obtained given the specified thermal hydraulic
limits (pressure drop <0.7MPa and temperature rise in the fuel <12000 C) and power
peaking factors, and it is found to be around 37-38%. Figure 5.14 shows the allowable
pitch and P/D ratio selections. The desired point corresponds to a pitch of 0.748cm
and P/D of 1.13. The outer cladding diameter is 0.6619cm. There are a total of 397
fuel pins per assembly. The fuel volume fraction is calculated based on these
parameters and is equal to 37.09%. The detailed geometrical dimensions of the fuel
assembly are summarized in Table 5.2, and Figure 5.15 presents the fuel assembly
layout.
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Figure 5.12 Radial power profile for oxide fueled core at different burnup levels.
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Figure 5.13 Axial power profile for oxide fueled core at different burnup levels.
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Figure 5.14 Pitch and P/D allowed combinations for oxide fuel.
Figure 5.15 Fuel assembly layout for oxide fueled core.
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Table 5.2 Pin cell geometry and fuel volume fractions of oxide fue led core
Pitch (cm) 0.748
P/D 1.1300
Outer Cladding Diameter (cm) 0.6619
Outer Cladding Radius (cm) 0.3310
Inner Cladding Diameter (cm) 0.5619
Inner Cladding Radius (cm) 0.2810
Outer Fuel Diameter (cm) 0.5181
Outer Fuel Radius (cm) 0.2590
Unit Cell Area (cm 2) 0.4845
Bond Thickness (cm) 0.022
Number of Pins 397
Fuel VF 0.3709
Bond VF 0.1182
Cladding and Duct VF 0.2617
Coolant VF 0.2492
5.5 Multi-batch management
The fuel cycle cost of the oxide fueled USFR is much higher than that of LWRs
for a single cycle. Unlike carbide fueled USFRs, the fuel cycle length is limited solely
by the lower reactivity due to lower U0 2 density. The 3-batch shuffling scheme
developed for the carbide core will not work in this case since the switching of outer
and middle fuel zones does not improve the reactivity.
This problem can be solved by resorting to linear reactivity theory. According to
linear reactivity theory [M. J. Driscoll, 1990], the discharge burnup can be increased
by 50% if a three batch loading scheme is applied. Fuels are divided into three fuel
zones having an equal number of assemblies. Figure 5.16 displays the three fuel zone
arrangement. The fresh fuel assemblies are placed in the middle fuel zone. The once
burned fuel assemblies from the middle fuel zone are relocated in the center fuel zone.
The outer fuel zone is filled with twice burned fuel located in the center fuel zone, and
the fuel assemblies in the outer fuel zone are discharged and stored.
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Figure 5.16 Fuel zones in the oxide fueled USFR.
The strategy for selecting enrichment also needs some modification since the
enrichment corresponding to the matching point of reactivity and fluence limited
burnup is no longer the optimal enrichment. For the 3-batch loading strategy, the
reactivity limited burnup should be about 50% larger than that for a single cycle. Thus
in this case, one should match the fluence limited burnup with 1.5 times the reactivity
limited burnup. Table 5.3 summarizes the reactivity and fluence limited cycle lengths
from 14.0% enrichment to 19.0%. It shows that the fluence limited cycle length is
about 1.5 times the reactivity limited cycle length between 18.0% and 19.0%
enrichment. A linear interpolation technique was applied to both cycle lengths, and
the two straight lines intersect around 18.5% enrichment.
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Table 5.3 Fuel residence time for the 3-batch oxide core of 37% fuel volume fraction
14 1385.3 112.6 168.9
15 1452.7 446.3 669.4
16 1519.9 696.3 1044.4
17 1586.3 901.7 1352.5
18 1652.1 1079.7 1619.5
19 1716.8 1240.1 1860.1
5.5.1 Neutronic Performance
The neutronic calculation for the 3-batch oxide core is performed based on the
enrichment determined in the previous section. The reactivity curves for the 3-batch
oxide core are displayed in Figure 5.17 for 8 cycles. The oxide fueled USFR core is
filled with uniformly enriched fuel assemblies in the initial cycle. The cycle length
reaches equilibrium after about 4t or 5* cycle. The difference in initial reactivity
between successive cycles drops below 100pcm after the 4 cycle as shown in Table
5.4. Additional advantage of using the 3-batch loading strategy is the reduction of the
BOL reactivity of the equilibrium cycle. As illustrated in Figure 5.17, the reactivity at
the BOL of the first cycle is almost two times that of the equilibrium cycle. Such a
large reactivity creates a problem of reactivity control. Thus, more control assemblies
are required to be placed in the core which would occupy room initially designed for
fuel assemblies and reduce the core power output. This problem is further investigated
in Chapter 8 and 9.
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Figure 5.17 Reactivity of 3-batch oxide core as a function of EFPD for 8 cycles
The fast neutron fluences accumulated on the cladding of each fuel assembly are
reduced in the 3-batch oxide core. At the BOL of the equilibrium cycle, 120 fresh fuel
assemblies are loaded into the middle zone. The 120 fuel assemblies stay in the core
for three cycles with positions moving from middle to center at the 2"d cycle and then
to the outer zone at the 3"d cycle. The fuel assemblies exchange positions at the EOC
of an equilibrium cycle in a way to minimize the neutron fluence received. The
detailed exchanging strategies are summarized in Table 5.5 along with the maximum
fast neutron fluence data for each fuel assembly.
The maximum total fluence is 3.97 x 1023n/cm2, and the distribution of
neutron fluence values for all 120 fuel assemblies is fairly narrow. All fuel assemblies
have neutron fluence values between 3.79 x 1023n/cm2 and 3.97 x 1023n/cm2
This value is about 20% lower than the limit on ODS steel. For a single-cycle oxide
core, the fluence limit is reached at 1.5 times the reactivity limited cycle length, which
is equivalent to the operation time of 3 cycles for the 3-batch oxide core. However,
the calculation is based on the maximum fluence among all fuel assemblies, and this
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overestimates the total fluence in the 3-batch oxide core since fuel assemblies move
around in the core and receive less fluence in the middle and outer zones.
Table 5.5 Fast neutron fluence of each fuel assembly in 1/6th oxide core
Assembly Fluence Assembly Fluence Assembly Fluence Total
(10enm 2) (102nicm 2 ) (1023nkm2 ) (1023n/m 2 )
37 21 1.18 31 28 1.78 31 21 1.01 3.97
32 21 1.18 32 28 1.78 38 21 1.01 3.97
38 22 1.22 33 27 1.77 34 20 0.910 3.89
35 21 1.26 31 27 1.74 36 20 0.910 3.92
34 21 1.26 34 26 1.75 33 20 0.879 3.89
36 21 1.26 33 24 1.76 37 20 0.879 3.90
33 21 1.26 31 29 1.76 39 21 0.835 3.85
37 22 1.37 32 24 1.74 32 20 0.782 3.90
31 22 1.37 32 27 1.74 38 20 0.782 3.90
34 23 1.73 37 23 1.47 31 20 0.640 3.84
36 22 1.50 31 25 1.73 39 20 0.640 3.87
32 22 1.50 34 24 1.74 35 19 0.598 3.84
35 22 1.56 31 26 1.73 36 19 0.598 3.89
33 22 1.56 34 25 1.73 34 19 0.573 3.87
36 23 1.58 32 25 1.72 37 19 0.573 3.87
34 22 1.58 33 25 1.72 33 19 0.526 3.83
31 23 1.58 33 26 1.73 38 19 0.526 3.83
35 23 1.68 31 24 1.66 40 20 0.472 3.82
32 23 1.68 35 25 1.68 32 19 0.434 3.79
33 23 1.73 35 24 1.66 39 19 0.434 3.83
Max. Fluence 3.97
Another advantage of the 3-batch loading strategy is that the radial power
peaking in the core is significantly reduced due to the placement of once burned fuel
assemblies in the center zone. The thermal power level of each fuel assembly is given
in Figure 5.18 at the BOC and EOC of an equilibrium cycle. The radial power
peaking is largest at the BOC of an equilibrium cycle, and the fuel assembly having
the highest power level is located in the 8th ring instead of the center zone due to the
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loading of fresh fuel. This power peaking is much less than that of carbide fueled
cores (1.45 compared to 1.75).
Figure 5.18 The power map of the 3-batch oxide core at the BOC(left) and EOC(right)
of an equilibrium cycle.
The radial power profile of fuel assemblies in the center and middle zone is
smoother than that of the carbide core. More thermal power is generated in the middle
zone as the fissile materials in the center and outer zone are burned more rapidly.
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Figure 5.19 Radial power profile at z=151.Ocm for the 3-batch oxide core.
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Figure 5.20 Axial power profile of the fuel assembly with the highest power radial
peaking for the 3-batch oxide core.
Figure 5.19 shows the radial power profile in the center plane for the 3-batch
oxide core. The interfacial power peaking is not larger than the radial power peaking
in the middle fuel zone at both BOC and EOC. Figure 5.20 shows the axial power
profile of the fuel assembly with the highest radial power peaking factor. This is used
in the single channel analysis to calculate the maximum temperatures and pressure
drop. Temperatures of the inner cladding wall and the fuel center line are plotted in
Figure 5.21. The thermal hydraulic parameters calculated are summarized in Table 5.6.
The maximum fuel centerline temperature is about 1870*C. The required power
increase for the fuel centerline temperature to go beyond the U0 2 melting temperature
is 155%. The maximum cladding temperature is below 640*C, which is better than
that of the carbide core due to a lower linear heat generation rate. The maximum
linear power is 27.7kW/m, which is comparable to that of the SuperPrism reactor [A.
E. Dubberley, 2000].
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Figure 5.21 Temperatures of the inner cladding wall and the fuel centerline for
3-batch oxide core.
Table 5.6 Thermal hydraulic parameters
Parameters Value
Pressure Drop (MPa) 0.6375
Max. Centerline Temperature ('C) 1870
Max. Cladding Temperature ('C) 628
The 3-batch loading strategy works well for the oxide fuel. The reactivity limited
bumup increases as predicted by the linear reactivity theory, and the fast neutron
fluence accumulated over the fuel residence time is reduced. The fuel cycle cost
computed based on the enrichment and fuel cycle length is equal to about
6.79mills/kWh. This is slightly larger than the cost of typical PWRs and UC fueled
USFRs.
5.5.2 Four and Five Batch Loading Strategy
One way to extend the reactivity limited cycle length further is to use more than 3
batch loading for the oxide fueled core.
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4-Batch Core:
An oxide core with 4 batches is divided into 4 fuel zones. Each fuel zone can
accommodate 90 fuel assemblies. The center zone is numbered zone 1, and the
outermost zone is numbered zone 4. Figure 5.22 shows the core layout in the radial
direction. The fresh fuel assemblies are placed in the 3"rd zone. After one cycle, they
are moved to zone 2 while fuel assemblies in zone 2 are moved to zone 1. Fuel
assemblies in zone 4 are discharged and zone 4 is loaded with fuel from zone 1. This
strategy is illustrated in Figure 5.22.
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Figure 5.22 4-batch oxide core layout (left) and the loading strategy demonstration
(right): fuel zones are numbered from the center to the outermost as 1 to 4.
The reactivity curves for the first 8 cycles are shown in Figure 5.23. The
reactivity at the BOC of each cycle decreases with increasing number of cycles
operated until it reaches equilibrium. The equilibrium is reached after the 4h or 5a
cycle. As mentioned previously, multi-batch fuel management reduces the initial
excess reactivity. In the 4-batch loading core, the reactivity at the BOC of the
equilibrium cycle is reduced further to only 5440 pcm which is lower than that of the
3-batch cycle (7600 pcm). Thus, the reactivity control would be easier for a 4-batch
oxide fueled core. The equilibrium cycle length is 450 days or about 15 months,
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which is comparable to that of the PWR cycle length. The enrichment used is
18.214%. This is another advantage of the 4-batch core compared to the 3-batch core
since the total fuel residence time (1800 days) is the same while the enrichment of the
4-batch core is lower.
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cycles of the 4-batch oxide fueled core.
5-Batch Core:
The core layout of the 5-batch oxide fueled core is shown in Figure 5.24. There
are 5 fuel zones and each has 72 fuel assemblies. The loading strategy of the 5-batch
core is illustrated in Figure 5.24. The fresh fuel assemblies are placed in the 3 rd zone,
and fuel assemblies in the 5th zone are discharged. Figure 5.25 shows the reactivity
curves of the 5-batch core in the first 8 cycles.
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Figure 5.24 Five-batch oxide core layout (left) and the loading strategy demonstration
(right): fuel zones are numbered from the center to the outermost as 1 to 5.
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8 cycles of the 5-batch oxide fueled core.
The 5-batch core reaches equilibrium after the 6t cycle. The enrichment of the
fresh fuel is 18.45%. The cycle length is 400 days or about 13 months. The fuel
residence time is 2000 days which is 200 days longer than that of the 4-batch and
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3-batch loaded cores. This longer fuel residence time corresponds to a higher neutron
fluence level.
For both 4-batch and 5-batch loaded cores, the fuel assemblies are shuffled in
such a way that the maximum neutron fluence on the cladding materials is minimized.
The detailed shuffling strategy and the maximum fluence accumulated in each fuel
assembly are summarized in Table 5.7 for the 4-batch core and in Table 5.8 for the
5-batch core. The maximum fluence for the 4-batch core is 3.99E23 n/cm 2 and is
similar to that of the 3-batch core due to the same fuel residence time. The small
difference is due to the decrease in enrichment for the 4-batch core. The maximum
neutron fluence in the 5-batch core is 4.43E23 n/cm2 . None of them exceed the
fluence limit of 5E23 n/cm2 .
Table 5.7 Maximum fluence (1023n/cm2) of each fuel assembly for the 4-batch core
Assembly Fluence Assembly Fluence Assembly Fluence Assembly Fluence Total
36 20 0.782 32 24 1.25 31 25 1.20 33 20 0.736 3.97
34 20 0.782 34 23 1.27 34 25 1.20 37 20 0.736 3.99
39 21 0.760 33 23 1.27 33 24 1.24 32 20 0.668 3.94
38 21 0.879 32 23 1.24 35 25 1.18 38 20 0.668 3.97
31 21 0.879 34 24 1.25 32 25 1.18 31 20 0.569 3.88
37 21 0.957 31 24 1.21 33 27 1.15 39 20 0.569 3.89
32 21 0.957 35 23 1.24 32 28 1.14 35 19 0.511 3.84
33 21 1.02 31 23 1.17 31 26 1.15 36 19 0.511 3.85
36 21 1.02 36 23 1.17 33 26 1.15 34 19 0.489 3.83
35 21 1.02 36 22 1.14 34 26 1.18 37 19 0.489 3.83
34 21 1.02 32 22 1.14 33 25 1.18 33 19 0.444 3.79
38 22 1.01 35 24 1.21 31 28 1.13 38 19 0.444 3.79
35 22 1.20 31 22 1.08 31 27 1.13 40 20 0.424 3.83
34 22 1.21 37 22 1.08 32 27 1.13 32 19 0.371 3.79
33 22 1.20 37 23 1.13 31 29 1.10 39 19 0.371 3.80
Max. Fluence 3.99
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Table 5.8 Maximum fluence (102 3n/cm 2) of each fuel assembly for the 5-batch core
4.40 0.573 20 34 0.301 20 40 1.24 23 34 1.08 23 31 1.20 26 34
4.42 0.573 20 36 0.407 20 31 1.08 22 35 1.17 24 31 1.19 26 33
4.41 0.538 20 33 0.407 20 39 1.24 23 33 1.01 23 37 1.22 25 34
4.43 0538 20 37 0.486 20 32 1.11 22 34 1.08 23 36 1.22 25 31
4.29 0.371 19 35 0.545 21 39
4.29 0.371 19 36 0.486
4.34 0.349 19 34 0.657 21 31 0.924 22 37
20 38 1.08 22 33 41.17 23 32 1.19 28 32
1.23 25 33 1.18 28 31
4.36 0.349 19 37 0.737 21 32 0,845 21 35 1.25 24 34 1.18 27 31
4.35 0.318 19 33 0.657 21 38 1.01 22 32 1.17 23 35 1.19 26 31
4.37 0.318 19 38 0.801 213 3 0.821 22 38 1.28 24 33 1.15 29,31
4.33 0.265 19 32 0.801 21 36 0.845 21 34 1.25 24 32 1.17 25 35
'0
1.01 22 36 1.17 24 35 1.19 27 33
The radial power level of each fuel assembly at the BOC of the equilibrium cycle
of the 4-batch and 5-batch cores are shown in Figure 5.26. The 4-batch core has a
smaller power peaking factor of 1.35 than the 5-batch core which has a power peaking
factor of 1.58. The power profile at the BOL is used since it has a higher power
peaking factor. The maximum centerline temperatures are 1743*C and 2042*C for the
4-batch and 5-batch cores respectively. Values of the neutronic and thermal hydraulic
parameters are summarized in Table 5.9. The fuel cycle cost is lower for the 5-batch
core, however, the maximum fuel centerline temperature is 2042'C, which is slightly
above the thermal hydraulic limit of 2000*C.Also the cycle length is only 400EFPDs
which is shorter than that of PWRs, and this would reduce the capacity factor. Hence
the 4-batch core is selected to compare with LWR and USFR with other fuel types.
5-batch core is still a potential candidate and requires more effort on fuel batch
shuffling.
One thing to be noted for the 4-batch core is that the selected enrichment of 18.2%
is not the optimal enrichment. This low enrichment reduces the discharge burnup and
the initial reactivity of an equilibrium cycle but increases the fuel cycle cost. To
minimize fuel cycle cost, one needs to increase the enrichment since the limiting
factor for the oxide core is reactivity. A second case of a 4-batch oxide core uses 19.5%
enrichment, and the equilibrium cycle length is extended to 525 days. The discharge
burnup increases to 171MWd/kgHM and the fraction of the increment is larger than
that of the enrichment increment. The performance of this 4-batch oxide core with
higher enrichment is also reported in Table 5.9. The maximum radial power peaking
factor increases slightly due to the higher enrichment as shown in Figure 5.26.
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Figure 5.26 Power distribution at the BOL of an equilibrium cycle for the 4-batch
oxide cores having 18.2% enrichment (a) and 19.5% enrichment (b) and the 5-batch
oxide core having 18.45% enrichment (c).
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Table 5.9 Performance comparison among multi-batch oxide cores.
4-batch at low 4-batch at high 5-batchParameter 3-batch5-ac
enrichment enrichment
Number of Cycles 3 4 4 5
Cycle length (days) 600 450 525 400
Enrichment (%) 18.5 18.214 19.5 18.45
Fuel Residence Time (days) 1800 1800 2100 2000
Max. Fluence (102 n/cm2) 3.97 3.99 4.58 4.43
Ave. Burnup (MWd/kgHM) 150 150 171 166
Peak Burnup (MWd/kgHM) 183 180 207 198
Radial Power Peaking 1.45 1.35 1.43 1.58
Max. Centerline
Temperature ('C) 1870 1743 1847 2042
Max. Cladding Temperature 628 612 625 649
(C)
Fuel Cycle Cost
(mills/kWh)* 6.79 6.57 6.09 5.96
Max. Linear Power (kW/m) 27.7 25.8 27.3 30.2
Ave. Linear Power (kW/m) 16.5 16.5 16.5 16.5
* Compared to UC at 6.27mills/kWh and LWR at 6.39 mills/kWh
5.6 Summary
This chapter has discussed the possibility of using uranium dioxide as USFR
fuels. It shows that there is less fissile mass loaded in the core for oxide fuel than
carbide fuel at the same fuel volume fraction. The lower thermal conductivity of oxide
fuel prevents it from achieving high fuel volume fraction to compensate for the lower
density. Thus the fuel cycle length of an oxide fueled USFR core is reactivity limited
up to 51% fuel volume fraction.
A Multi-batch loading scheme is required to lower the fuel cycle cost of an oxide
fueled USFR core. A 4-batch loading strategy works best overall. It has lower fuel
cycle cost than that of the 3-batch scheme. The radial power peaking factor is also
lower, and this results in a lower fuel centerline temperature and lower maximum
cladding temperature. The 5-batch loading scheme has a higher fuel centerline
temperature due to the higher radial power peaking. And with more investigations on
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multi-batch fuel management, the 5-batch core could work better. None of the loading
schemes exceed the fluence limit.
One thing to be noted is that the goal of the multi-batch fuel management studies
was to get to the point of practical interest - the equilibrium cycle - in the most
convenient way. The neutronic feasibility and economics of the initial cycle are not
analyzed. Different enrichment zones can be employed in the initial cycle to reduce
the reactivity at BOL. This strategy is investigated in Chapter 8.
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6 Metal Fuel
6.1 Introduction
Metal fuels have been studied extensively as a fuel type for fast reactors. Metal
fuels are characterized by very hard spectrum, which results in a high conversion ratio.
Unlike oxide fuels, the density of a metal fuel is much higher, thus the reactivity is not
a limiting factor for metal fuels unless the fuel volume fraction is relatively lower.
However, the hard spectrum produced by metal fuel imposes a severe challenge to
cladding irradiation endurance. A USFR using metal fuel typically has to be shut
down before the reactivity drops down to zero.
In order to solve the high fast neutron fluence problem, small amounts of
moderating materials are required to soften the neutron spectrum of the metal fuel.
The added moderating materials occupy fuel spaces and reduce the total loaded fissile
mass. Thus the reactivity can become the limiting factor after adding moderating
materials in the fuel region. Then the multi-batch fuel management strategy applied to
the oxide fuel can be applied to the moderated metal fueled core.
6.2 Metallic Fuel Properties
The first Liquid Metal Cooled Fast Reactors (LMRs) used metallic fuel. It was
continuously developed and improved though the 1970s. It was also specified for the
Integral Fast Reactor (IFR) concept and claimed to be more cheaply reprocessed using
pyro-methods [Y.I. Chang, 1989]. The thermal conductivity of metal fuel is higher
than that of oxide fuel. At 1000K, the thermal conductivity of metal fuel is around
30W/m.K. However, this advantage of the metal fuel is somewhat offset by the
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relatively low melting temperature. The melting point of pure uranium metal is about
1132*C. This temperature can be raised by adding other elements to make alloys:
chromium, molybdenum, titanium and zirconium. Zirconium has a special property in
that it enhances compatibility between fuel and stainless steel cladding [C. M. Walter,
1975]. The melting temperature of metal fuel is plotted in Figure 6.1 as a function of
zirconium weight percent [J. Rouault, 2010]. In this work, 90% uranium and 10%
zirconium are selected to be the fuel composition.
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Figure 6.1 Melting temperature of uranium metal fuel as a function of Zr content.
Fuel swelling due to irradiation is a problem for metal fuel. This phenomenon
sets a limit on the maximum burnup achievable. The metal fuel used in the early fast
reactors (EBR-I, DFR, etc) had high smear density, from 85% to 100% [G L. Hofman,
1997]. Cladding failure due to fuel swelling constrained the burnup to be lower than
4-5%. Decreasing the initial metal fuel smear density can solve this problem. 75%
smear density was proved to work well [G. L. Hofman, 1980]. Irradiation induced
fuel swelling is mainly due to fission gas bubbles and voids. As fuel expands by about
20-25%, the gas pores inside the fuel pellet interconnect, and fission gas is released
into the plenum.
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More than 13600 metal fuel pins have been irradiated in EBR-II. The maximum
burnup was as high as 20% FIMA [R. G. Pahl, 1990]. Another advantage of UZr is
the excellent compatibility with sodium. Thus sodium bond can be used to fill the
fuel-clad gap. The density of the metal fuel is high. For 90% uranium and 10%
zirconium, the alloy density is around 16.13g/cm 3. The heavy metal mass loaded is
larger for the metal fuel (14.53g/cm 3) than for other fuel types (9.66g/cm 3 for oxide
and 12.97g/cm 3 for carbide) at the same fuel volume fraction.
6.3 Neutronic Performance
Two characteristics of the metal fuel make it different from the other two fuel
types in terms of neutronic performance. One feature is the high density of the metal
fuel. The 43% fuel volume fraction core designed for UC fuel has the same heavy
metal mass loaded for a metal fueled core with 38% fuel volume fraction. For the
oxide fueled cores, the fuel volume fraction is determined to be 37% in Chapter 5, and
this is equivalent to a metal fueled core with 24% fuel volume fraction in terms of
total loaded heavy metal mass.
This does not mean that the metal fueled USFR would achieve the lowest fuel
cycle cost at 38% fuel volume fraction due to the difference in the neutron spectrum
of the UC fueled and metal fueled core. Figure 6.2 shows the normalized neutron flux
spectra for both carbide and metal fueled assemblies. The metal fueled core has a
higher peak in the fast neutron range, and it is also shifted more to the higher neutron
energy than the carbide fueled core.
The harder neutron spectrum of the metal fuel has two effects. First, the metal
fueled core tends to have a longer reactivity limited fuel cycle length than the carbide
and oxide fuel if loaded with the same heavy metal mass and enrichment. This is due
to the higher conversion ratio of the metal fuel. However, the fluence limited fuel
cycle length is shorter for the metal fuel due to the harder spectrum.
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Figure 6.2 Neutron spectrum comparison for the metal fueled and carbide fueled
cores.
The reactivity curves of the metal fuel have similar shapes to those of carbide fuel
and are plotted in Figure 6.3 through Figure 6.6. Linear shaped reactivity curves are
observed for high enrichment and lower fuel volume fraction. Parabolic shaped
reactivity curves for the metal fueled cores are present at a much lower fuel volume
fraction than in carbide fueled cores. Table 6.1 compares metal and carbide fueled
cores with three fuel volume fractions (35%, 37% and 39%). The two fuel types are
compared at the same enrichment. The fuel residence time is limited by the fast
neutron fluence for the six metal fuel cases, and the fluence limited burnup is lower
than that of the carbide fueled core at the same enrichment and fuel volume fraction.
Above 35% fuel volume fraction, the reactivity limited burnup is always greater than
the fluence limited one, and this is illustrated in Figure 6.7.
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Figure 6.3 Reactivity of metal fuel with 33% fuel volume fraction and enrichment
from 12.0% to 14.0% with an increment of 0.5%.
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Figure 6.4 Reactivity of metal fuel with 35% fuel volume fraction and enrichment
from 11.5% to 13.5% with an increment of 0.5%.
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Figure 6.5 Reactivity of metal fuel with 37% fuel volume fraction and enrichment
from 11.5% to 13.5% with an increment of 0.5%.
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Figure 6.6 Reactivity of metal fuel with 39% fuel volume fraction and enrichment
from 11.0% to 13.0% with an increment of 0.5%.
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Table 6.1 Comparison of fuel cycle length and burnups between metal and carbide
fuel for both reactivity limited and fluence limited cases.
Fuel Type E ht Fluence Limited Reactivity Limited
(Volume Bu Bu
Fratin) (%) Tres (days) (Mdk) Tres (days) (~/gFraction) (MWd/kg) (MWd/kg)
Carbide 12.5 1491.7 95.14 737.7 47.05
35% 13.5 1580.9 100.83 1174.9 74.93
Metal 12.5 1223.4 69.7 1670.1 95.2
35% 13.5 1302.7 74.2 1992.2 113.5
Carbide 12.5 1549.2 93.47 1110.8 67.02
37% 13.5 1645.4 99.27 1495.2 90.21
Metal 12.5 1264.8 68.2 2192.7 118.2
37% 13.5 1349.7 72.7 2452.3 132.2
Carbide 11.5 1500.2 85.87 891.6 51.03
39% 12.0 1553.3 88.91 1255.8 71.88
Metal 11.5 1213.4 62.0 2437.6 124.6
37% 12.0 1259.6 64.4 2572.3 131.5
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Figure 6.7 Enrichment to burnup ratio as a function of enrichment for metal fueled
cores at fuel volume fractions from 33% to 39% with an increment of 2%.
The minimum of fuel cycle cost is calculated for a range of fuel volume fractions
and the results are plotted in Figure 6.8. It shows that the fuel cycle cost of the metal
fueled core is higher than that of the carbide fueled core at the same fuel volume
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fraction due to the higher neutron fluence. Thus, metal fueled cores may benefit from
introduction of neutron moderators that will lower the fast fluence and allow the
designs to be economically competitive. The optimal enrichments and burnups at
different fuel volume fractions are summarized in Table 6.2. Though the enrichment
of the metal fuel is low compared to that of the carbide fuel at the same fuel volume
fraction due to the higher fuel density, the achievable burnup is also lower due to the
higher fluence.
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Figure 6.8 Fuel cycle cost of metal fueled core versus fuel volume fractions
Table 6.2 Summary of enrichment, burnup and cost for different volume fractions for
metal fueled cores
31 12.9 76.8 9.98
33 11.7 69.6 9.94
35 11.5 65.2 10.08
37 10.8 62.0 10.31
39 10.6 59.1 10.56
41 10.3 56.4 10.81
43 10.1 53.9 11.07
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6.3.1 Moderated Metal Fuel
A metal fueled core requires a certain level of moderation in order to reduce the
fast neutron fluence. There are two negative effects of adding moderators in the core.
First, the moderator displaces some of the fuel pins. The reactivity at the BOL
decreases. Also, the softer spectrum due to moderation leads to a lower conversion
ratio. Hence, the reactivity limited lifetime is reduced.
The selection of moderators is similar to that of reflector selection discussed in
Chapter 4. In this work, MgO and ZrHx are selected to demonstrate the neutronic
benefits of moderated metal fuel. The properties of MgO have been discussed in
Chapter 4. It is a fairly good moderating material with a high melting temperature.
Zirconium hydride was used in the Systems for Nuclear Auxiliary Power (SNAP)
[R. Balent, 1965]. The SNAP reactor was cooled by NaK, and the moderator can
operate up to a temperature of 800*C. The Kompakten Natriumgekuhlten Kernreactor
(KNK) also used zirconium hydride as the moderator, and the maximum moderator
temperature is about 600*C [J. B. Vetrano, 1970].
Three moderated metal fuel cases are investigated. One case uses the MgO
moderator with 1.5% volume fraction averaged over the assembly. The other two
cases use the ZrH1.7 moderator with 0.5% and 1.5% volume fractions. The neutron
spectra are plotted in Figure 6.9 and compared with that of the pure metal fuel. ZrH 1.7
is a better moderating material than MgO. The moderated metal fuel with ZrH 1.7 of
1.5% volume fraction has the softest spectrum. Thus ZrH1 .7 is a better moderating
material than MgO due to the higher moderating power.
For all three moderated metal fuel cases, neutronic performance is evaluated at
four different fuel volume fractions2 with various enrichments. Using the same
2 For the moderated metal fuel, the "fuel" volume fraction is taken as the sum of the volumes occupied by both
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method, the optimum enrichments are determined at all four fuel volume fractions and
used to evaluate the fuel cycle cost. Figure 6.10 demonstrates the optimum fuel cycle
cost at each fuel volume fraction, and the detailed burnup and enrichment data are
summarized in Table 6.3 for all three moderated metal fuel cases.
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Figure 6.9 Neutron spectrums of metal fueled core with MgO and ZrH1.7 moderators.
fuel and moderator and divided by the total volume of an assembly.
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Figure 6.10 Fuel cycle cost at different fuel volume fractions for three moderated
metal fuel cases.
At low fuel volume fractions, the reactivity is the limiting factor on the fuel
residence time, so the metal fueled core moderated with MgO of 1.5% volume
fraction gives a lower cost due to its harder spectrum. At high fuel volume fractions,
more fuel material is loaded into the core so the fast neutron fluence becomes the
main constraint on the achievable burnup. Thus a stronger moderating material would
have a lower cost due to the softer spectrum. This is consistent with Figure 6.10
which shows 1.5% ZrH1.7gives the lowest cost at high fuel volume fractions.
All three moderated metal fuel cases have lower fuel cycle cost than the core with
pure metal fuel. The fuel cycle costs at different fuel volume fractions for all three
cases are also summarized in Table 6.3. The fuel cycle cost of MgO moderated metal
fuel reaches its minimum at around 35% fuel volume fraction. This fuel cycle cost
value is approximately equal to that of ZrH1.7 moderated metal fuel at 39% fuel
volume fraction. For higher fuel volume fractions of ZrH1.7 moderated metal fuel, the
fuel cycle cost decreases. However, ZrH1.7 cannot operate at high temperature, so
higher fuel volume fraction would require an advanced fuel configuration such as
annular fuel pins or inverted fuel. For a pin configuration, 35% fuel volume fraction is
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selected to be the desired fuel volume fraction for calculating pin diameter and pitch
instead of the 33% volume fraction for a pure metal fueled core.
Table 6.3 Optimum enrichments, burnups and costs for different volume fractions of
MgO, ZrH1 .7 moderated metal fuel.
MgO at 1.5% Volume Fraction
31 15.4 90.6 9.80
35 12.8 79.5 9.23
39 11.2 63.6 9.88
43 10.7 57.8 10.35
ZrH1 .7 at 0.5% Volume Fraction
31 16.2 99.2 9.58
35 13.2 80.8 9.39
39 11.0 66.3 9.40
43 10.6 60.4 9.86
ZrH. 7 at 1.5% Volume Fraction
31 23.8* 151.2 10.13
35 18.4 120.7 9.52
39 14.6 98.2 9.07
43 12.0 79.6 8.91
* This enrichment exceeds the 20% IAEA safeguards enrichment limit. Hence 1.5% zirconium
hydride moderated metal fuel is not desirable at this fuel volume fraction.
6.4 Pin Diameter and P/D Determination
For a uniformly enriched metal fueled core, the radial power profile is center
peaked. The axial and radial power profiles for the core with 35% fuel volume
fraction are used to calculate the pin diameter and pitch since the desired fuel volume
fraction is 35% as discussed in the previous section. At this fuel volume fraction, the
power profiles are generated for an enrichment of 12.5% since it is close to the
optimum enrichment (12.8%) of the MgO moderated metal fuel. Figure 6.11 and
Figure 6.12 show the radial and axial power profiles respectively. One can also
assume that the power peaking factor does not strongly depend on the enrichment or
fuel volume fraction due to uniform enrichment. Thus, the radial and axial power
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peaking factors of 1.70 and 1.18 for the core with 12.5% enrichment and 35% fuel
volume fraction are assumed to be constant for all enrichment and fuel volume
fractions.
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Figure 6.11 Radial power density at the center plane (z=15 1.0 cm from the bottom of
lower grid) for the metal fueled core with 12.5% enrichment and 35% fuel volume
fraction.
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Figure 6.12 Axial power density at the radial position of 10.5 cm for the metal fueled
core with 12.5% enrichment and 35% fuel volume fraction.
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The thermal conductivity of the metal fuel is taken from [J. Rouault, 2010], and
is:
WKue k1= a +bT +cT 2 , 6.1
where a, b, c depend on the weight fractions (Wz, Wu, Wp,) of uranium, plutonium
and zirconium in the fuel, calculated as follows,
1 - 2.23Wzr
a = 17.5(1166W- - 2.62Wu), 6.2
1T + 1.6 1Wzr
b = 0.0154( + 0O6lWzr + 0.9W,,), 6.3
+ 1.61Wzr
c = 9.38 X 10-6(1 - 2.7Wpu). 6.4
In this case, the weight fraction of plutonium is 0, and the weight fraction of
zirconium is 10%. Then a, b, and c are evaluated to be 11.71, 0.0133, and 9.38E-6. T
in equation 6.1 is temperature in units of Kelvin.
If the metal fuel expands more than 23%, the pores created due to irradiation are
interconnected. Fission gases would be released and sodium bond would infiltrate into
the fuel. The infiltration of sodium enhances the thermal conductivity of the fuel.
Thus metal fuel has its lowest thermal conductivity before interconnection of the
pores. The thermal conductivity that takes burnup effects into account can be
calculated as
Kf,irr = XKruei. 6.5
And X is evaluated as
3 c
X = (1 - Pmin)T, 6.6
where Pmin = 0.23, and e = 1.75. Thus X is approximately 0.51. Then the thermal
conductivity of the metal fuel at 800*C is approximately 18.8 W/m.K. This value
should be conservative and is used to calculate the pin diameter and unit cell pitch.
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The pressure drop is limited to below 0.7 MPa, as that for carbide and oxide cores.
The temperature difference between the fuel centerline and coolant is chosen to be
below 200*C. The outlet temperature is about 545*C, so the fuel centerline
temperature is below 800*C. The allowed pitch and P/D regions are presented in
Figure 6.13.
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Figure 6.13 Allowed unit cell pitch and P/D combination for metal fueled cores.
Table 6.4 Pin cell geometry and fuel volume fractions of UZr fueled cores
Pitch (cm) 0.8200
P/D 1.1140
Outer Cladding Diameter (cm) 0.7361
Outer Cladding Radius (cm) 0.3680
Inner Cladding Diameter (cm) 0.6361
Inner Cladding Radius (cm) 0.3180
Outer Fuel Diameter (cm) 0.5509
Outer Fuel Radius (cm) 0.2754
Unit Cell Area (cm 2) 0.5823
Bond Thickness (cm) 0.0426
Number of Pins 331
Fuel VF 0.3496
Bond VF 0.1693
Cladding and Duct VF 0.2507
Coolant VF 0.2304
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Table 6.4 summarizes unit cell geometry and volume fractions. The pitch is
determined to be 0.82 cm, and P/D is 1.114. The spacing between each adjacent fuel
pin is about 0.0839 cm, which leaves sufficient room for placing the wire wrap. The
fuel volume fraction is 34.96% for pure metal fuel. For moderated metal fuel, this
number would be reduced since some fuel rods are replaced by moderator rods.
Figure 6.14 shows the assembly layout of pure metal fuel. The moderated fuel
assembly is discussed in section 6.5.
Figure 6.14 Metal fuel assembly layout. (teal=sodium, grey=duct wall, red=fuel rod)
The temperature difference between fuel centerline and coolant for the
determined unit cell geometry is about 198.4*C, and the pressure drop is about
0.63MPa. Thus, both requirements are satisfied.
6.5 Multi-batch Fuel Loading
For a single batch metal fueled USFR core, the fuel cycle cost is higher than that
of carbide and oxide cores, even though the cost is reduced by using moderators in the
fuel. A multi-batch loading scheme is required to reduce the fuel cycle cost. Two
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different strategies are employed in the carbide and oxide fueled cores discussed in
Chapter 3 and Chapter 5. The strategy for the carbide fuel is selected to reduce the
fuel cycle cost of the metal fueled core for the high fluence.
For the case of oxide fuel, the linear reactivity theory is applied to predict the
outcome of the multi-batch loading scheme. However, this cannot be applied to the
core fueled with pure uranium alloy since the reactivity curve is not linear at low
enrichment and fluence is also an important limiting factor, as illustrated in Figure 6.4.
At 11.5% enrichment, the reactivity curve is parabolic. Figure 6.7 also shows that the
reactivity limited burnup curve intersects with the fluence limited bumup curve at low
enrichment. Linear reactivity theory predicts that the fuel cycle cost for a 3-batch core
is at minimum when the reactivity limited burnup is 50% less than that of the fluence
limited burnup. This can only be achieved by further reducing the enrichment.
However, for the 35% fuel volume fraction, further reducing enrichment would result
in an initial reactivity below zero, so in the metal fueled core case, the strategy used
for oxide cores is not applicable.
6.5.1 Metal Fueled Core without Moderation
The strategy applied to reduce the fuel cycle cost of carbide fueled core is used
for the metal core since neutron fluence is the limiting factor at 35% fuel volume
fraction. Figure 6.15 plots the reactivity as a function of EFPD for 11.5% enriched
metal fuel. The fuel cycle length of cycle 1 is about 1200 EFPDs and is limited by
both reactivity and fluence. Cycle 2 can operate for 650 days at which both reactivity
and fluence limits are reached.
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Figure 6.15 Reactivity of the metal fueled core with 35% fuel volume fraction and
11.5% enrichment.
Table 6.5 summarizes the maximum neutron fluence received for all fuel regions
in cycles 1 and 2. In the center fuel zone, the maximum neutron fluence accumulated
in cycle 1 is 4.93E23 neutrons/cm2 . In cycle 2, fuel assemblies in the center fuel zone
do not exceed the fluence limit; the neutron fluence accumulated in fuel assemblies
that are initially placed in the middle zone is 4.73E23 neutrons/cm2 . All of these
satisfy the fluence limit.
Table 6.5 Maximum neutron fluence for the metal fueled core.
Fluence (1023 neutrons/cm 2)
Cycle 1 Cycle 2 Total
Center 4.93 2.73 -
Middle 4.08 0.65 4.73
Outer 2.61 1.63 4.24
The fuel cycle cost for this core is 7.71mills/kWh. As discussed in Chapter 3, the
burnup increase is proportional to where fi is the ratio of the cycle length of
cycle 2 over that of cycle 1, and f2 is the fraction of heavy metal mass in the center
fuel zone. In this case, f1 is 0.54 and f2 is 0.23. The minimum fuel cycle cost for the
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single batch metal fueled core is 10.08mills/kWh, so the fuel cycle cost of the
multi-batch core is expected to be 10.08(1 + 0.23)/(1 + 0.54) = 8.05mills/kWh,
which is 0.3 higher than the real value. The average burnup of the metal fueled core is
about 85.6 MWd/kgHM which is much smaller than that of the carbide fueled core.
6.5.2 ZrH1 .7 moderated metal fuel
A metal fueled core without moderation is not cost competitive with LWRs or
UC fueled USFRs due to the higher fast neutron fluence. One way to solve this
problem is to add moderators in the fuel region. In this sub-section, a 3-batch and a
4-batch ZrH1 .7 moderated metal fueled USFR are investigated. For all cases, the
moderator occupies 1.5% volume fraction averaged over the assembly. The fuel
volume fraction is limited to 35% due to thermal hydraulic requirements. Thus the
fuel volume fraction is 34.96% - 1.5% = 33.46%. The reactivity becomes the
limiting factor in the moderated metal fueled core at this fuel volume fraction. In this
case, the same multi-batch fuel management strategy as applied to the oxide fueled
USFR core can be useful.
The core layout of the 3-batch moderated metal fuel has the same fuel zones as
that of the 3-batch oxide fuel (Figure 5.15). The same loading pattern is employed for
the moderated metal fuel. The enrichment of metal fuel can be determined by the
same method used for the 3-batch oxide fueled core. Table 6.6 lists the fluence and
reactivity limited fuel cycle length at enrichments from 12.0% to 16.0% for a single
batch moderated metal fuel.
Table 6.6 Fuel cycle length of single-batch ZrH1.7 moderated metal fuel.
. Fluence Limited Cycle Length Reactivity Limited Cycle
(EFPD) Length (EFPD)
12 1521.7 198.0
13 1619.1 741.9
14 1713.3 1097.9
15 1805.6 1379.7
16 1895.0 1619.9
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Between 14% and 15%, the fluence limited fuel cycle length is roughly 1.5 times
the reactivity limited fuel cycle length. The enrichment can be varied to adjust the fuel
cycle length and discharge burnup. For 14.66% enrichment, the equilibrium cycle
length is 710 EFPDs. The reactivity curves for the first 8 transition cycles are plotted
in Figure 6.16. The equilibrium cycle is reached after the 4h or 5 h cycle.
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Figure 6.16 Reactivity for the first 8 cycles of moderated metal fuel with 14.66% enriched.
The maximum neutron fluence for each fuel assembly is summarized in Table 6.7.
The maximum neutron fluence value is 4.44E23 neutrons/cm2 which is below the
endurance limit. The energy generated in each fuel assembly is also listed in Table 6.7.
The energy data is used to calculate the discharge bumup for each fuel assembly. The
average bumup is 126.94 MWd/kgHM. The maximum assembly averaged discharge
bumup is about 130 MWd/kgHM. This number needs to be multiplied by the axial
power peaking factor to estimate the maximum local burnup which is about 156
MWd/kgHM. This number is below the maximum bumup of tested metal fuel pins
discussed in section 6.2. However, one might want a lower peak burnup to be below
150 MWd/kgHM which is the peak burnup of the Advanced Liquid Metal Reactor
(ALMR) [E. L. Gluekler, 1997].
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Table 6.7 Neutron fluence and energy generated in each fuel assembly for the 3-batch ZrHi.7 moderated metal fuel (Fluence in 102 n/cm2,
Energy in MWd, Burnup in MWd/kg)
37 21 1.28 4513.70 31 28 2.04 6394.90 31 21 1.12 3178.54 4.44 14087.14 125.93
32 21 1.28 4513.70 32 28 2.04 6386.89 38 21 1.12 3178.54 4.44 14079.13 125.86
38 22 1.37 4865.53 33 27 1.98 6192.83 34 20 1.00 2936.42 4.35 13994.78 125.11
35 21 1.33 4702.76 31 27 2.02 6429.53 36 20 1.00 2936.42 4.36 14068.71 125.77
34 21 1.37 4794.84 34 26 1.99 6341.15 33 20 0.97 2799.69 4.33 13935.68 124.58
36 21 1.37 4865.53 33 24 1.99 6341.15 37 20 0.97 2799.69 4.34 14006.37 125.21
33 21 1.37 4794.84 31 29 2.01 6306.65 39 21 0.93 2709.74 4.31 13811.23 123.46
37 22 1.50 5225.22 32 24 1.97 6256.86 32 20 0.87 2538.58 4.33 14020.65 125.34
31 22 1.50 5225.22 32 27 1.97 6256.86 38 20 0.87 2538.58 4.33 14020.65 125.34
34 23 1.90 6534.58 37 23 1.61 5089.65 31 20 0.71 2311.38 4.23 13935.61 124.58
36 22 1.63 5615.92 31, 26 1.95 6105.84 39 20 0.71 2311.38 4.29 14033.14 125.45
32 22 1.63 5615.92 34 24 1.96 6087.44 35 19 0.66 2485.67 4.25 14189.02 126.84
35 22 1.70 5838.91 31 25 1.95 6192.45 36 19 0.66 2485.67 4.31 14517.03 129.77
33 22 1.70 5838.91 33 26 1.95 6105.84 34 19 0.64 2347.12 4.29 14291.87 127.76
31 23 1.72 5895.80 32 25 1.95 6192.45 37 19 0.64 2347.12 4.30 14435.37 129.04
36 23 1.73 6103.22 33 25 1.94 6027.35 33 19 0.58 2159.35 4.26 14289.91 127.74
34 22 1.73 6103.22 34 25 1.94 6027.35 38 19 0.58 2159.35 4.26 14289.91 127.74
35 23 1.85 6371.61 31 24 1.85 5850.24 40 20 0.53 2216.98 4.23 14438.83 129.08
32 23 1.85 6371.61 35 25 1.88 5970.32 32 19 0.48 2051.74 4.21 14393.67 128.67
33 23 1.90 6534.58 35 24 1.85 5850.24 39 19 0.48 2051.74 4.24 14436.57 129.06
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The peak discharge burnup is directly proportional to the fuel cycle length. Thus,
to reduce the peak burnup, one can shorten the fuel cycle length, which can be
achieved by reducing the fuel enrichment. For 14.0% enrichment, the fuel cycle
length is reduced to 620 days. The neutronic performance is analyzed using a 3D
ERANOS transport model with a homogeneous ECCO calculation. For the
heterogeneous model, the assembly layout is demonstrated in Figure 6.17, where 14
out of 331 rods are ZrH1.7. The ZrH1.7 rod has a radius of 0.2774 cm, which is
slightly larger than that of a fuel rod which is 0.2754 cm. This radius gives an exact
1.5% volume fraction of ZrH1 .7.
Figure 6.17 Assembly layout of moderated metal fuel with 1.5% moderator volume
fraction. (red = fuel, green = moderator)
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The reactivity of an equilibrium cycle for all three cases (14.66% homogeneous,
14.0% homogeneous, and 14.0% heterogeneous) is compared in Figure 6.18. The
heterogeneous model predicts similar neutronic performance as that predicted by the
homogeneous model since the mean free path of fast neutrons is long and
assembly-wise modifications are almost transparent to fast neutrons. The slope of
the reactivity curve predicted by the heterogeneous model is slightly larger due to a
lower conversion ratio (0.5758 versus 0.5966). The average burnup of the 14.0%
enriched core is about 110 MWd/kgHM, and the peak burnup is about 132
MWd/kgHM. The maximum neutron fluence is about 3.94E23 neutrons/cm 2 and is
lower than for the 14.66% enriched core due to the shorter cycle length.
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Figure 6.18 Reactivity comparison between 14.0% and 14.66% enriched metal fuel
(Both the heterogeneous and homogeneous model have the same moderator volume
fractions).
One disadvantage of the 14.0% enriched core is that the fuel cycle cost
increases with decreasing enrichment if the fuel cycle length is constrained by
reactivity. This increase is not linear as illustrated in Figure 6.7, so a small decrease
in enrichment would produce a large increase in fuel cycle cost. The fuel cycle cost
in this case is 6.70 mills/kWh, which is slightly larger than that of typical LWRs.
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Moderated metal fuel using a 4-batch loading scheme is also investigated to
reduce the fuel cycle cost while maintaining a lower peak discharge burnup. The
enrichment can be further reduced to 13.85%. The reactivity curves of the first 8
cycles are plotted in Figure 6.19. The fuel cycle length of an equilibrium cycle is
about 465 EFPDs. Thus the total fuel residence time is 1860 EFPDs which is the
same as that of the 14.0% enriched 3-batch core. The equilibrium cycle is reached
after the 4t cycle.
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Figure 6.19 Reactivity of the first 8 cycles of the 4-batch core using moderated
metal fuel.
The core layout is similar to that of the 4-batch oxide fueled core. The shuffling
strategy is also the same, which is illustrated in Figure 5.22. The fuel cycle cost is
further reduced to 6.51mills/kWh while the peak discharge burnup is 135.3
MWd/kgHM. The maximum neutron fluence is 3.89E23 neutrons/cm2 . The
maximum neutron fluence received and the average discharge burnup for each fuel
assembly during the residence lifetime are summarized in Table 6.8.
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Table 6.8 Neutron fluence and burnup in each fael assembly for the 4-batch ZrHj.7 moderated
metal fuel (Fluence in 102 n/cm, Burnup in MWd/kg)
37 21 1.24 34 23 1.22 35 25 0.72 33 20 0.69 3.88 113.09
34 20 1.21 32 24 1.25 33 24 0.72 37 20 0.69 3.88 110.53
33 21 1.24 34 24 1.25 34 25 0.71 32 20 0.63 3.83 114.66
38 22 1.24 35 24 1.20 32 27 0.81 38 20 0.63 3.89 114.38
36 20 1.25 36 22 1.13 31 27 0.94 31 20 0.54 3.81 103.38
32 21 1.26 37 23 1.07 31 26 0.94 39 20 0.54 3.81 108.17
34 21 1.24 33 23 1.22 33 25 0.81 35 19 0.49 3.76 113.94
39 21 1.24 36 23 1.13 33 26 0.94 36 19 0.49 3.80 105.28
36 21 1.24 31 23 1.13 31 25 0.94 34 19 0.47 3.78 110.55
38 21 1.24 31 24 1.20 33 27 0.89 37 19 0.47 3.80 109.67
33 22 1.24 35 23 1.19 32 25 0.89 33 19 0.43 3.76 116.21
31 21 1.24 32 23 1.19 34 26 0.94 38 19 0.43 3.80 107.30
35 22 1.26 37 22 1.01 31 29 1.12 40 20 0.41 3.80 112.30
34 22 1.26 31 22 1.01 31 28 1.13 32 19 0.36 3.77 111.13
35 21 1.25 32 22 .1.07 32 28 1.12 39 19 0.36 3.81 107.57
Figure 6.20 shows the radial power map for both the 14.0% and 14.66% enriched
3-batch cores. The radial power peaking factors of these two cores are 1.49 and 1.44
respectively. The difference between the two radial peaking factors is due to the
difference in conversion ratios. The conversion ratio is higher for lower enrichment.
Thus more plutonium is available in the center of the core for less enriched cores.
This also explains the difference in the location of the fuel assembly with the highest
power between the metal fueled core and oxide fueled core. The oxide fueled core has
a lower conversion ratio. Table 6.9 lists the total fissile masses in each fuel zone. The
14.0% enriched metal fueled core has a slightly larger fissile content in the center fuel
zone. Figure 6.20 also shows the radial power map of the 4-batch core. The radial
peaking factor of the 4-batch core is 1.32 and is significantly lower than that of the
3-batch core. Also, the fuel assembly with the highest power is located in the middle
region of the core.
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Figure 6.20 Radial power map of the 3-batch (a,b) and 4-batch (c) ZrH1 .7 moderated
core with different enrichments.
Table 6.9 Total fissile masses in each fuel zone for 14% and 14.66% enriched ZrH1 7
moderated cores.
14.00% 14.66%
Mass (kg) Fraction (%) Mass (kg) Fraction (%)
Center 1651.4 33.2 1679.9 33.0
Middle 1879.3 37.8 1967.9 38.7
Outer 1446.8 29.0 1440.1 28.3
Total 4977.5 100.0 5087.9 100.0
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Table 6. 10 Comparison of thermal hydraulic and neutronic parameters for the 3-batch
and 4-batch cores.
Numberof Batches 3t3 4
Enrichment (%) 14.66 14.0 13.85
Cycle Length (EFPD) 710 62&0 465
Max. Fluence (10 n/cm2) 4.44 3.94 3.89
AverageBurnup (MWd/kgHM) 16 t0 110
Peak Burnup (MWd/kgHM) 156 132 135
Initial Reactivity (pcrl) 5683 4545 3228
Cost (mills/kWh) 6.19 6.70 6.51
Average Linear Power (kW/m) 20.6 20.6 20.6
Peak Linear Power (kW/m) 33.3 34.5 30.6
Max. Fuel Temperature (C) 726 736 700
Max. Clad Temperature ("C) 626 634 607
Pressure Drop (MPa) 0.66 0.66 0.66
Temperature profiles of fuel, cladding and coolant are calculated based on the
axial power profile of the fuel assembly with the highest power peaking. The
maximum fuel and cladding temperatures of all three cases are compared in Table
6.10 along with important neutronic parameters. It shows that all parameters of case 3
are superior to those of the other two cases except the fuel cycle cost which is still
comparable to that of carbide fueled cores and typical LWR cores.
6.5.3 MgO Moderated Metal Fuel
Problems with zirconium hydride moderator are the low temperature of
decomposition which is around 800'C, and which would result in the hydrogen release
during reactor operation. In this section, MgO moderator is investigated. It is also the
reflector material. Both 3-batch and 4-batch loading schemes are studied.
The reactivity curves for the first 6 cycles are plotted in Figure 6.21 (left). The
reactivity curve is not strictly linear. There is some curvature of the curve due to the
higher conversion ratio. The equilibrium cycle is reached after the 4* cycle. There is
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still a small amount of excessive reactivity (-500pcm) left for the 12.5% enriched
MgO moderated fuel at the end of an equilibrium cycle. The excessive reactivity can
be reduced using reduced enrichment and more fuel batches. The fuel cycle length is
600 EFPDs and is limited by fluence due to the hard spectrum generated by the
weaker moderation of MgO. However, the enrichment is reduced due to the higher
conversion ratio, and so is the initial reactivity, which is around 2000 pcm.
Table 6.11 lists the neutron fluence and discharge burnup of each fuel assembly.
The maximum fluence received is 4.79E23 neutrons/cm2 which is higher than the 14.0%
enriched ZrH1 .7 moderated core (3.97E23n/cm2 ) that has similar fuel residence time
(1860 EFPD). The average and peak burnup are further reduced due to the shorter
cycle length. The average burnup is 107.3 MWd/kgHM, and the peak burnup is 127.8
MWd/kgHM. The power peaking factor is 1.62 and is illustrated in Figure 6.22. The
neutronic and thermal hydraulic parameters calculated are summarized in Table 6.12.
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Figure 6.21 Reactivity curve for the 3-batch (left) and 4-batch (right) MgO moderated
metal fuel.
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Table 6.11 Neutron fluence and burnup in each fuel assembly for MgO moderated
metal fuel (Fluence in 102 n/cm2, Burnup in MWd/kg)
34 23 1.92 37 23 1.62 31 21 1.16 4.70 106.51
38 22 1.35 31 26 2.28 38 21 1.16 4.79 108.35
35 21 1.34 33 27 2.39 34 20 1.02 4.74 107.81
33 21 1.35 31 27 2.38 36 20 1.02 4.75 108.23
36 21 1.35 32 27 2.38 33 20 1.01 4.73 107.48
37 22 1.49 34 26 2.27 37 20 1.01 4.77 107.36
31 22 1.49 33 26 2.28 39 21 0.99 4.76 108.50
34 22 1.67 33 24 2.10 32 20 0.92 4.69 105.98
37 21 1.29 31 29 2.49 38 20 0.92 4.70 106.91
32 21 1.29 31 28 2.49 31 20 0.78 4.56 104.87
32 22 1.60 32 25 2.18 39 20 0.78 4.56 106.18
36 22 1.60 33 25 2.18 35 19 0.69 4.47 107.22
31 23 1.74 32 24 2.07 36 19 0.69 4.50 107.89
36 23 1.74 34 24 2.07 34 19 0.68 4.48 107.03
35 23 1.86 31 24 1.95 37 19 0.68 4.49 107.15
34 21 1.34 32 28 2.49 33 19 0.63 4.45 105.29
33 22 1.66 31 25 2.17 38 19 0.63 4.46 105.27
35 22 1.66 34 25 2.17 40 20 0.58 4.41 106.30
33 23 1.92 35 24 1.95 32 19 0.53 4.40 106.72
32 23 1.86 35 25 2.05 39 19 0.53 4.44 107.74
Figure 6.22 Radial power maps for the MgO moderated 3-batch core (right) at 12.5%
enrichment and 4-batch core (left) at 12.2% enrichment.
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Table 6.12 Important parameters for the 3-batch and 4-batch MgO moderated cores.
Parameters 3-batch 4-batch
Number of Batches 3 4
Enrichment (%) 12.5 12.2
Cycle Length (EFPD) 600 460
Max. Fluence (102 n/cm2) 4.79 4.73
Average-Burnup (MWd/kgHM) 108 416
Peak Burnup (MWd/kgHM) 128 126
Iiial Reactivity (pcm) 2021 941
Cost (mills/kWh) 6.14 5.77
Average Linear Power (kW/m) 20.6 20.6
Peak Linear Power (kW/m) 39.2 37.7
Max. Fuel Temperature ('C) 769 755
Max. Clad Temperature ('C) 656 646
Pressure Drop (MPa) 0.66 0.66
The 4-batch core is also analyzed and the parameters are reported in Table 6.12.
The performance improves as the enrichment decreases while the total fuel residence
time stays the same. The total fuel residence time cannot be increased to improve the
fuel cycle cost since it is limited by fast neutron fluence. Thus changing the reflector
material from MgO to Zr would not extend the fuel cycle length since the Zr reflected
core has a higher fluence level.
The fuel cycle cost of the MgO moderated core is lower than that of the ZrH1 .7
moderated core. The enrichment of the MgO moderated core is reduced by about 11%
while the burnup only decreases by 3% compared to the ZrH1 .7 moderated core. The
cost is lower than typical LWRs and UC fueled USFRs.
6.5.4 BGCore Benchmark
The result of MgO moderated 4-batch core is benchmarked with BGCore code.
Adding moderators in the fuel soften the neutron spectrum. Also radial power would
peak near the moderator rods. This assembly power peaking factor is about 1.06 from
a steady state MCNP calculation. The reactivity of the initial cycle is shown in Figure
6.23 for both BGCore and ERANOS 3D transport model. The difference between
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these two models is within 130pcm.
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Figure 6.23 Reactivity comparison between BGcore and ERANOS model for the
initial cycle
6.5.5 Zr Reflector and SiC Moderator
In Chapter 4, Zr reflectors are employed to reduce the interfacial power peaking
for the carbide fueled core. These can also be used in the moderated metal fueled core.
The fast neutron fluence is increased to 4.97E23n/cm2 due to the hard spectrum. The
cycle length is slightly reduced to 450 EFPDs. At the EOL of an equilibrium cycle,
the reactivity becomes slightly subcritical (-lOpcm). The radial power peaking factor
increases to 1.64 as more power is generated in the center.
Silicon Carbide (SiC) was also investigated for moderating metal fuel and shows
slightly better neutronic behavior than MgO. The maximum neutron fluence is
slightly increased to 4.80E23 n/cm2, and the reactivity is about 100pcm larger than
that of the MgO moderated core. Radial power peaking is 1.56 and is the same as that
of the MgO moderated core. However, SiC has poorer compatibility with sodium than
MgO. Corrosion of SiC by sodium occurs at 650*C [Kano et al. 1995].
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6.6 Summary
This chapter has discussed the possibility of operating USFR cores with uranium
metal fuel. Metal fuel has high density, good thermal conductivity but low melting
temperature. USFR cores using unmoderated uranium alloy fuel do not have a
competitive fuel cycle cost with that of LWRs. The hard spectrum and high physical
density of metal fuel favors a low fuel volume fraction (around 33%) for a single
batch loading scheme, since the fast neutron fluence becomes the dominant limiting
factor at high fuel volume fractions. The optimal cost of a single batch USFR is still
about 1-2 mills/kWh higher than that of carbide or oxide fueled USFR cores.
Moderators can be added in the fuel assemblies for slowing down neutrons, hence
softening the spectrum of unmoderated metal fuel. Two moderators (ZrH1 .7 and MgO)
are investigated to reduce the fuel cycle cost. Zirconium hydride is a stronger
moderator than MgO and it shifts the lowest cost point toward higher fuel volume
fractions. However, MgO moderators are preferred at 35% fuel volume fraction since
the reactivity is still an important limiting factor and MgO moderated cores have
higher conversion ratio at this low fuel volume fraction. The loading scheme of the
moderated metal fueled core is similar to that of the oxide fueled. The fuel cycle cost
using this loading scheme is reduced to a level similar that of LWRs.
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7 Fuel Cycle Cost
7.1 Introduction
Previous chapters have analyzed neutronic and thermal hydraulic performance of
USFR cores using three different fuel types. The fuel cycle cost is calculated and
compared with that of LWR cores. In this chapter, the fuel cycle cost model is
developed based on balancing the present value of expenditures and revenues. The
cost is levelized by including the interest term. Different parameters that could affect
the value of fuel cycle cost are explored. Uranium utilization is also calculated and
compared for different fuel types.
7.2 Fuel Cycle Cost Model
The fuel cycle cost is derived by balancing the present worth of expenditures and
revenues. The expenditures mainly come from four steps of fuel production. The four
steps are illustrated in Figure 7.1. The sum of the costs in all steps is balanced by the
revenues from electricity generation. Thus, the fuel cycle cost is equal to the cost
required to balance all the expenditures per kWh electricity generated.
Figure 7.1 Production steps for fuel.
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7.2.1 Ore and Enrichment Cost
In the first step, the uranium ore extracted from the earth is processed into yellow
cake (U 30 8 ). The spot prices of U30 8 for the past 5 years are plotted in Figure 7.2
[InfoMine, 2012]. The most recent price (March 19 'h, 2012) is about 112.44$/kg. In
previous chapters, the fuel cycle cost is computed based on a U30 8 price of 100$/kg.
One thing to be noted is that the spot market price is an important indicator of the
future price trends, though the actual cost of natural uranium for long term contracts
should be lower, so sensitivity study on the uranium price is also performed.
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Figure 7.2 U308 prices from 2008 to 2012.
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The second step involves conversion of U30 8 into purified UF6 gas that is suitable
for the subsequent enrichment process. The conversion price ranges from $6 to $14
per kilogram UF6 [UxC, 2012] over the past 5 years. For the cost calculation
performed in previous chapters, an average of 10$/kg is used.
Uranium is enriched based on the mass difference between different uranium
isotopes. Gaseous diffusion and centrifugation [WNA, 2012] are the two commonly
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used methods for enriching uranium. The cost of enrichment is given in units of
dollars/SWU and is shown in Figure 7.3 [UxC, 2012]. The term Separative Work
Units (SWU) is a measure of plants separation effort which is independent of the
specific technology used and can be calculated as follows:
SW U x, xya -xnte
U = (2xp - 1) in XP + XP Xnat( 2 xt - 1) InkgU 17- xP) xnat - Xt 1 - 7.t7.1
- - (2Xnat - )Iln (Xnat
nat - Xt k1 -xnat
where x,, x, and xn, are the product enrichment, tail assay and natural uranium
enrichment respectively. The optimal tails assay is calculated using equation 7.2
[EPRI, 2010].
g Oxn(nat( - Xt) (Xnat - Xt)(1 - 2xt)
= (2xnat - 1) In 1+ . 7.2
Pswu (1 - Xnat)xt xt(1 - Xt)
Pnat and Pswu are the prices of uranium and SWU in units of $/kgU and $/SWU.
Thus the optimal tails assay only depends on the price ratio. Pn, also includes the
price for conversion which is at 10$/NatU. The cost per SWU in this work is selected
to be $100, which is a little lower than the most recent value (-130 $/SWU). The
effect of enrichment cost is investigated in the next section. The optimal tail assay is
calculated to be 0.23%.
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Figure 7.3 Enrichment cost in the past years from 1995 to 2012.
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7.2.2 Fabrication cost
The fabrication cost depends on the fuel form. Fuel does not contain plutonium for
the uranium oxide fueled USFR. The process the oxide fuel would be much the same as
for low enriched uranium (LEU) fuel production used in LWRs [D.E. Shropshire, et al.
2007]. There is little cost data known for U0 2 fuel fabrication cost with enrichment
below 20%. Most data is for MOX fuel which has a much higher fabrication cost due to
the toxicity of plutonium. For metal and carbide fuel, the fabrication cost might be
higher due to the addition of a sodium bond, but this can be compensated by the low
enrichment of these two fuel types. There is no data on the fabrication cost for UC and
UZr fuel at low enrichment. The effect of fabrication cost on the total fuel cycle cost is
investigated in section 7.3. The costs of construction and licensing of fabrication
facilities for above 5% enriched uranium fuel are not included in the model.
7.2.3 Fuel Cycle Cost
The fuel cycle cost is derived based on balancing the discounted costs in each step
and is expressed in equation 7.3 below
[mills1  Z; Zi MjCien(ATi-j) n.
fcc kWhe P C 1 - e-nTres'
where M; = HM mass in fresh fuel loaded at cycle j,
Ci is the cost of the production step i ($/kg),
n = effective continuous discount rate = 7.3% per year,
C= capacity factor assumed to be 0.9 for both USFR and LWR,
P = reactor power in kilowatts,
T= starting time of cycle j (years),
7= reactor thermal efficiency,
Tres = fuel residence time (years),
ATt = lead time of fuel production step (years).
The lead time and cost of each fuel production step are summarized in
Table 7.1 [MIT, 2011].
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Equation 7.3 shows that the fuel cycle cost is an approximate function of
enrichment to burnup ratio. If one ignores the time effect on the fuel cycle cost, the fuel
cycle cost is proportional to ZCi/( ), since the factor nTr can be reduced to
~ X~j 1~eTrs
Tres the discounted factor is ignored. The numerator is linearly proportional to
enrichment, and the denominator is just burnup.
7.3 Sensitivity Analysis
Figure 7.2 and Figure 7.3 show the fluctuation of uranium and enrichment prices
over the past years. Also, different fuel types would have different fuel fabrication cost.
This section examines the impact of changing prices on the fuel cycle cost of LWRs and
USFRs. For LWR, the model in MIT fuel cycle study is applied, and the fuel cycle cost
is evaluated based on typical PWR fuel data which has 5OMWd/kgHM discharge
burnup, 4.5% enrichment, 4.5 years fuel residence time and 33% thermal efficiency,
and it is equal to about 6.39mills/kWhe. For MIT fuel cycle study, the fuel cycle cost is
equal to 7.1 1mills/kWhe [MIT, 2011]. The difference comes from 3 places. First, the
enrichment and uranium ore prices are different. For MIT fuel cycle study, 160$/SWU
and 80$/kgNatU are used. Second, the annual interest rate for the fuel cycle study is
7.6%, whereas the model applied in here assumes continuous discount for the cost in
each production step for simplicity. The fuel cycle cost is equal to 7.08mills/kWhe once
the two differences are eliminated. The remaining 0.4% difference comes from the fact
that uranium losses in each fuel production step are included in the fuel cycle study but
not here. The mass losses in fuel production steps are slightly higher for USFRs due to
the high enrichment, but this is negligible due to the small effect on the fuel cycle cost.
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Three USFR cores with different fuel types are selected to be compared with
LWRs. The standard UC fueled core has 43% fuel volume fraction and uses Zr as the
reflector material for its lower fuel cycle cost. There are two enrichment zones with one
in the center fuel zone at 10.8% enrichment and one in the middle and outer fuel zone at
11.2% enrichment. Thus the fuel cycle model expressed in equation 7.3 would need a
minor modification and the term Ci and Mj would depend on both enrichment and the
sequenced number of cycle. Both standard metal and oxide fueled USFR cores employ
MgO reflectors and have 4 batches.
Either the uranium price or enrichment price is varied at a time to evaluate the
effect it has on the fuel cycle cost while holding the other constant. Figure 7.4 shows the
fuel cycle cost as a function of uranium price while the enrichment price is maintained
to be at 100$/SWU. The slope of the curve for the LWR is somewhat higher. Thus the
fuel cycle cost increases faster for the LWR core if the uranium price increases. Figure
7.5 shows the opposite trend of fuel cycle cost when changing enrichment price. The
fuel cycle cost increases more slowly for the LWR core if enrichment prices increase.
The slope of each curve is summarized in Table 7.2. The difference in slopes between
LWR and USFR cores is due to the higher enrichment of the USFR fuel. Thus changing
enrichment price would have a larger impact on the USFR cores.
The capacity factor of a USFR is assumed to be the same as that of LWR (90%).
However, it might be difficult to achieve this high capacity factor for the first couple of
USFRs. This would increase the fuel cycle costs of UC, U0 2 and UZr fueled USFRs to
6.35, 6.11, and 5.79mills/kWhe if using 85% capacity factor. The increase due to the
smaller capacity factor is within 1%, and the fuel cycle cost remains comparable to that
of LWRs.
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Figure 7.5 Fuel cycle cost as a function of enrichment prices.
Table 7.2 Slopes of the curves in Figure 7.4 and Figure 7.5.
Slope of the uranium Slope of the enrichment
Reactor Type price curve (mills/kWhe price curve (mills/kWhe
per $/kg) per $ SWU)
LWR 0.03639 0.02957
UC 0.03527 0.03459
UZr 0.03324 0.03316
U0 2 0.03234 0.03062
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The fuel cycle cost of the carbide fueled USFR core exceeds that of LWR cores
when the enrichment price is above 135$/SWU. However, the enrichment price
stayed around 100$/SWU before 2006 and spiked between 2006 and 2012, and this
number should decrease as enrichment technology improves. Another factor that
affects the fuel cycle cost is the fabrication cost. Little data is available to predict the
fabrication costs for the carbide and metal fuels at low enrichment. For USFRs, fuel
only contains uranium, thus there is no need for remote handling due to the lack of
more radioactive actinides [D.E. Shropshire, et al. 2007]. Also the process of
fabrication should be similar to that of typical LWRs since there is no plutonium
present. Figure 7.6 illustrates the effect of changing fabrication cost on the fuel cycle
cost. The carbide fuel would become more expensive when the fabrication cost
exceeds $350. Experience would be gained when these fuel types start to be fabricated,
and eventually the price of fabrication should drop. For oxide and metal fuel, the fuel
cycle cost is competitive up to more than $500, and it becomes more expensive when
the fuel fabrication cost is above $700 per kgHM. Higher enrichment (>5%) would be
expected to cost more due to the more stringent requirement for handling and
criticality control. The change in fabrication cost is unknown. Thus, a better
comparison is on uranium utilization which is discussed in the following section.
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Figure 7.6 Fuel cycle cost as a function of fabrication cost.
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7.4 Uranium Utilization
Unlike fuel cycle cost, uranium utilization directly measures how efficiently
uranium mass is transformed into electric energy. Uncertainties associated with
interest rate, lead time and fuel production costs are minimized. Uranium utilization is
defined as the electric energy generated per kg natural uranium initially loaded. Thus
it can be directly related to the fuel discharge burnup Bu as
MWde Bu i7
UU kgNatUi f '
and f = X Pxt is the number of kg of natural uranium required to produce one kg
Xnat-Xt
enriched uranium at enrichment x, and j7 is reactor efficiency in MWe/MWth (This
is 42% for SFRs and 33% for LWRs). Thus uranium utilization decreases as fuel
cycle cost increases. The unit of uranium utilization is in MWde/kgNatU.
The results of uranium utilization for different cores are reported in Table 7.3. It
shows that the UC fueled USFR has the highest uranium utilization even though it has
the highest fuel cycle cost. This is caused by the long cycle length (1500 days + 1050
days). The metal fueled USFR with MgO moderators has similar uranium utilization
as that of the LWR, and the oxide fueled USFR has slightly lower uranium utilization.
Table 7.3 Comparison of uranium utilization for USFR and LWR
7.5 Plutonium Content in Spent Fuel
Another advantage of the USFR is the high plutonium content compared to
typical LWRs. The higher plutonium content makes the spent fuel of USFR more
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attractive to be used in regular fast reactors. Regular fast reactors will be constructed
to meet the energy demand as uranium resources become scarce and reprocessing
facilities become available. Spent fuel from USFRs can sustain more regular fast
reactors than that from typical LWRs can. Table 7.4 and Table 7.5 report the spent fuel
composition of carbide, oxide and moderated metal fueled cores and compare them
with that of typical PWRs [NRC, 2008]. The carbide and moderated metal fueled core
have similar spent fuel composition. Spent fuel from oxide fueled cores contains more
plutonium and fission products due to the longer fuel residence time. For all three
types of USFRs, the spent fuel contains a higher composition of plutonium than that
of LWRs.
Table 7.4 Spent fuel composition for carbide fueled USFRs
Cycle 1 Cycle 2 Cycle 2 Cycle 2
Fuel 1 Fuel 1 Fuel 2 Fuel 3
U fraction (%) 80.95 85.13 81.44 80.25 81.67
Pu fraction (%) 7.39 6.13 7.16 7.50 7.11
MA fraction (%) 0.20 0.15 0.19 0.20 0.19
TRU fraction (%) 7.59 6.28 7.35 7.70 7.30
FP fraction(%) 11.47 8.59 11.20 12.05 11.02
Table 7.5 Spent fuel composition for oxide and moderated metal fueled USFRs
U0 2  UZr+MgO LWR
U fraction (%) 74.72 82.26 97.79
Pu fraction(%) 7.71 6.55 1.11
MA fraction (%) 0.36 0.17 0.14
TRU fraction (%) 8.06 6.73 1.25
FPfraction (%) 17.21 11.01 0.96
The Pu240 composition in the spent fuel of USFRs is greater than the weapon
grade limit (7%). The Pu and Pu weight fractions in Pu are listed in Table 7.6.
The combination of these two fractions does not fill in the weapon grade region but is
more attractive than that of LWRs [N.E. Stauff, 2009]. One thing to be noted is that
the limitation on Pu240 content is arbitrary. Nevertheless, it gives a good measure on
the difficulty of making weapon using the extracted plutonium vector.
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Table 7.6 Pu23 8 and Pu2 0 content in Pu for USFRs
Isotope UC U0 2  UZr+MgO
Pu238  0.63 1.35 0.56
Pu240  10.93 13.76 9.76
7.6 Summary
This chapter presented the cost model used to predict the fuel cycle cost of
different types of cores. The uranium and enrichment price fluctuates with time, and
there is large uncertainty associated with fuel fabrication cost, so fuel cycle cost is
evaluated at different fabrication price levels. Research and demonstration reactors
using high enriched uranium (>20%) fuel is converted to LEU (<20%) fuel. This
would eventually improve the fabrication technology of enriched uranium (>5%) fuel
and reduce the level of uncertainty. Both oxide and metal fueled USFRs remain fuel
cycle cost competitive with LWRs for fabrication cost up to $700.
The analysis shows that the fuel cycle cost of a USFR would increase faster as the
enrichment price increases. On the other hand, the fuel cycle cost of LWRs would
increase faster if the uranium price increases. The natural uranium price will increase
since uranium resources will eventually become limited. In the future enrichment cost
would be expected to fall, as technology improves. Thus USFRs would become more
and more economically competitive compared to LWRs.
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8 Safety Parameters Evaluation
8.1 Introduction
One of the main goals for Generation IV reactors is safety. A preliminary safety
assessment is performed in this chapter by utilizing the quasi-static method [D. C.
Wade, 1988]. This method evaluates the inherent neutronic safety of the reactor in
transients. The important safety related parameters are evaluated for the three standard
USFR designs discussed in previous chapters. The combined effect of negative and
positive reactivity coefficients must be able to provide inherent safe shutdown during
transients. This means that the net reactivity feedback must be sufficiently negative
during transients to limit power increase that can cause failure of the core structural
materials.
Table 8.1 Delayed neutron fractions for U 235, U238 and Pu239
Group Half-Life (sec) Uranitun-235 Uranium-238 Plutonium-239
1 55.6 0.00021 0.0002 0.00021
2 22.7 0.00141 0.0022 0.00182
3 6.22 0.00127 0.0025 0.00129
4 2.30 0.00255 0.0061 0.00199
5 0.61 0.00074 0.0035 0.00052
6 0.23 0.00027 0.0012 0.00027
TOTAL - 0.00650 0.0157 0.00200
For uranium fueled fast reactors, the delayed neutron fraction is higher than that
of plutonium fuel as shown in Table 8.1 [DOE, 1993]. This provides a safety
advantage of uranium fueled reactors over TRU fueled fast reactors. A larger delayed
neutron fraction allows a larger reactivity excursion.
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8.2 Quasi-static Method
The quasi-static method was first developed by Wade and Chang to evaluate the
safety performance of the IFR [D. C. Wade, 1988]. The method was used to calculate
asymptotic state reactivity balance due to variation of fuel and structure temperatures
during transients. This method is quasi-static since it does not capture the
instantaneous change of reactivity due to perturbations in the reactor. Thus the total
reactivity change is assumed to be zero at all states in the balancing equation, so that a
change in reactivity due to some perturbation of the reactor can be compensated by an
opposite reactivity feedback.
The reactivity balance equation is expressed in equation (8.1) as follows:
0 = Ap = (P - 1)A + ( 1 B + STinC + APext, 8.1
where P and F are normalized power and flow, 6Tin is the change of inlet
temperature, Apext is the reactivity change due to external events such as control rod
movement. A, B and C are parameters measuring reactivity change due to fuel and
structure temperature changes.
A, B and C are calculated as the sum of several reactivity feedback coefficients.
According to the definition by Wade and Chang, A is the net power reactivity
decrement, B is the power/flow coefficient, and C is the inlet temperature coefficient
of reactivity. Equations for calculating these three lumped parameters are as follows:
A = (aD + cte)ATF, 8.2
f 2 ATc8.B= aD+ae+aua+2 aCR+ 3 aR 8.3
C = aD + ae + aNa + aR 8.4
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where aD is the Doppler coefficient of reactivity in cents/K,
a, is the fuel thermal expansion coefficient in cents/K,
aNa is the coolant temperature reactivity coefficient in cents/K,
aCR is the control rod driveline thermal expansion reactivity coefficient in cents/K,
aR is the core radial thermal expansion reactivity coefficient in cents/K,
ATF is the average temperature difference between fuel and coolant [K].
ATc is the average temperature difference between inlet and outlet [K].
8.3 Limits on A, B and C
The lumped reactivity coefficients A, B and C are closely related to safety
measures and constrained based on three generic anticipated transient without scram
(ATWS) events. The three ATWS events are loss of flow without scram (LOFWS),
loss of heat sink without scram (LOHSWS), and rod runout transient overpower
(TOP), and these events cover all paths through which external perturbations would
have an impact on the reactor.
For LOFWS, the flow rate F decreases so power P must decrease to compensate
for the negative reactivity introduced by the core temperature increment. As a result,
equation (8.1) becomes
P
0 = (0 - 1)A + - 1) B + 0 x C + 0. 8.5
And the outlet temperature change is
P
&Tout = - 1) ATc + STm, 8.6
and by combining equation (8.5) and (8.6) this can be expressed as
A
6TOt = -AATc. 8.7B
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Thus the limit on A/B is
A t8.8
B ATc,
where 6Tieu is the maximum permissible temperature change in the coolant outlet,
and y is the margin factor for the purpose of conservatism.
For LOHSWS accidents, STin increases, power P decreases, and flow rate F
stays constant. Then from equation (8.1), STin can be expressed as follows:
STin = --- 8.9
C
The flow rate stays constant while power decreases to near zero to compensate for the
reactivity introduced by the increment of coolant temperature, such that the difference
between the outlet and inlet coolant temperatures becomes negligible, so the change
in outlet coolant temperature 6Tne can be expressed as
A+B
STone = 6Tin - ATc = - ATe. 8.10
Thus the limit imposed on CATC/B is given as
A/B+1 y6Ta
- 1 < . 8.11
C ATc/B ATc
Equation (8.11) can be simplified by combining it with equation (8.8) to obtain
ySToa
A /B + 1 < ATC + 1 y te
CATc/B CATc/B ~ Tc
CATC 
8.12
B
In the TOP case, external reactivity is inserted due to a single control rod
inadvertent withdrawal. This positive reactivity perturbation should be balanced by
the power increment which would increase the outlet temperature, then the inlet
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temperature starts to rise as the Balance of Plant is unable to reject the high power, so
the power would be restored to the original level at the end of the transient. Equation
(8.1) becomes
CSTin + APTOP = 0. 8.13
With some manipulation, APTOP is constrained as
-ApTOP/B ySTau 8.14
CATc/B ~ ATc
Equation (8.14) can be simplified by combining it with equation (8.12) to give
-APTOPIB 
-ApTOPiB y6TOut. 8.15
CATc/B 1 - ATC
Besides the three discussed accidents, overcooling of the sodium fast reactor is
also a constraint. The inlet temperature of the coolant cannot go below the sodium
melting temperature. In this case, the inlet temperature decreases, and the power must
increase to compensate the positive reactivity introduced. Equation (8.1) becomes
C
P = 1 - 6Tin. 8.16A+B
The change in outlet temperature becomes
CAT
Tout = + _ 1) (-STin). 8.17
The limit on STin is that the coolant inlet temperature cannot be reduced below the
sodium melting temperature, so the limit on CATc/B becomes
CATC out
B 1 + y , 8.18
B |tT i n
where 16STia| is the maximum allowed inlet temperature reduction.
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8.4 Evaluation of A, B and C
There are four reactivity coefficients which are required to be calculated using
ERANOS models for each fuel type. The Doppler reactivity coefficient of fuel is
evaluated by increasing the fuel temperature. The rate of reactivity change due to fuel
temperature increase is calculated by linear interpolation for several fuel temperatures.
For parameter A, only the Doppler effect of fuel materials is taken into account since
the power variation only influences fuel temperature. Structure temperature depends
on both the power variation and coolant flow rate.
The second reactivity coefficient to be evaluated is the fuel thermal expansion
coefficient. Fuel pin volume is increased by a certain fraction in the ERANOS model
while the fuel density is reduced by the same fraction so that the total fuel mass is
conserved. The thermal expansion coefficient of the cladding material is used to
convert the reactivity change per fractional change of fuel radius to cents/K. Fuel is
assumed to swell and contact the cladding, hence the expansion rate depends on the
cladding thermal expansion coefficient.
The sodium void reactivity coefficient is evaluated by varying the coolant density
in the ERANOS model. The computed result is in units of cents/(g/cm3) and can be
converted to unit of cents/K by calculating the sodium density change as a function of
temperature change (dp/dT).
The core radial expansion reactivity coefficient is calculated by increasing the
assembly pitch and unit cell pitch, and this number is multiplied by 2/3 to account for
the fact that the lower part of the reactor does not expand much due to lower inlet
temperature. Again, the reactivity change due to the core dimensional change is
converted to temperature change by using the thermal expansion coefficient of the
structural material. The control rod driveline expansion reactivity coefficient is
evaluated by increasing the control assembly volume by 1% and reducing the density
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of B4C by 1%. The computed reactivity difference is based on full rod insertion and
needs to be multiplied by a certain fraction to account for the correct rod position
assuming that fully inserted rods has smaller worth per length.
Before calculating A, B and C, the effective delayed neutron fractions (#,ff) need
to be calculated and are reported in Table 8.2 for the UC fueled core at the beginning
and end of both the first and second cycles, and in Table 8.3 for oxide and moderated
metal fueled cores at the BOL and EOL of an equilibrium cycle.
Table 8.2 flgX 105 of UC fueled USFR core
1" Cycle 2 "d Cycle
BOL 722 589
EOL 465 455
Table 8.3 #4jjx105 of an equilibrium cycle for both U0 2 and moderated UZr fueled
USFR core
U0 2  Moderated UZr
BOL 631 607
EOL 553 532
In all three cases, the effective delayed neutron fractions are larger than those of
the TRU fueled ABR [A. Romano, 2003] and the IFR [Wade and Change, 1988]. For
ABR, feff is around 0.0024 at the BOL and 0.0023 at the EOL. For the IFR, the
average value is about 0.0035. This larger difference is mainly due to the uranium
startup of the USFR since U has much higher flff valuen than Pu isotopes. This is
also illustrated in the large variation of f#ff over a cycle in the UC fueled USFR,
which is caused by the production of plutonium and depletion of uranium.
8.4.1 UC fueled core
The external reactivity introduced during a TOP accident is estimated as the
positive reactivity inserted by the regulating control assembly with the highest worth.
The absorbing material is B4C with natural composition of B' 0 . The volume fraction
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of B4C, locations and worth of the regulating control assemblies are given in Table
8.4.
Table 8.4 Regulating control assemblies location and worth for UC fuel
Locations lIt ring (Center) 7 th ring 11th ring
# Assemblies 1 6 6
B4C Volume Fraction 42.8 29.0 42.8
Cycle 1 BOL 0.49 0.62 0.37
Worth ($) EOL 0.74 0.87 0.53
Cycle 2 BOL 0.51 0.73 0.41
Worth ($) EOL 0.95 0.89 0.47
A UC fueled USFR core has a parabolic shaped reactivity curve as a function of
burnup. Thus the reactivity is 0 at both BOL and EOL and no control assemblies are
inserted. The maximum reactivity is 867.1 pcm in the middle of the first cycle (after
750 EFPDs). The total reactivity change due to the insertion of all regulating control
assemblies is about 3456 pcm. Hence only partial insertion is required to adjust the
reactivity to zero during the operation. In this case, APTOP is estimated as the
maximum worth multiplied by the ratio of 867.1/3456. The evaluation of rod driveline
expansion coefficient is zero at the BOL and EOL of a cycle since in both cases no
control assembly is inserted due to zero reactivity. The coefficients (except the
driveline expansion reactivity coefficient which is not negligible) in the middle of life
(MOL) are evaluated by averaging the values at BOL and EOL.
Table 8.5 Reactivity coefficients (1E-3 cents/K) for UC fueled core
Reactivity Cycle 1 Cycle 2
Coefficient BOL MOL EOL BOL MOL EOL
aD -132 -139 -150 -146 -148 -150
ae -13.2 -18 -26.5 -18.2 -22 -27.4
aNa 9.0 26 52.6 23.4 37.6 56.0
aCR 0 -10.6 0 0 -6.0 0
aR -147 -201 -286 -199 -242 -297
A (cents) -32 -39 -36 -39 -35 -37
B (cents) -25 -38 -30 -39 -32 -35
C (cents/K) -0.28 -0.41 -0.34 -0.42 -0.33 -0.37
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The difference between the average fuel temperature and coolant temperature
ATF for UC fuel is about 200K. The limits on the parameters of A, B and C are
reported in Table 8.6. It also shows that all limits are satisfied. APTOP/B is 0 at both
BOL and EOL due to the fact that no control assemblies are inserted since the
reactivity is zero. The outlet coolant temperature rise is required to not exceed the
sodium boiling temperature or material safety limit. For ODS steel, the maximum
allowable operating temperature is 1300'C [Special Metals, Inc. 2004]. The maximum
cladding temperature is 700*C. This corresponds to a maximum temperature rise of
about 600*C. However, the sodium boiling temperature is only 883*C which
corresponds to a much less allowable temperature rise: around 338*C. The margin
factor y is 2/3 which is consistent with that used by [Wade and Chang, 1988] and [P.
Yarsky, 2005]. This gives a limit on A/B and ApTop/B to be below 1.5. Sodium
melting temperature is around 98*C. The maximum allowable change in inlet
temperature ISTa| is 247C.
Table 8.6 Limits on lumped reactivity feedback coefficient
Parameter A ____ APTOP
B B B
BOL 1.17 1.71 0
MOL 1.10 1.58 0.57
EOL 0.94 1.62 0
BOL 1.08 1.67 0
MOL 1.07 1.60 0.33
EOL 0.92 1.62 0
Limit <1.5 >1 and <1.91 <1.5
8.4.2 Moderated Metal Fuel
The eff of the moderated metal fueled core is less than that of the carbide and
oxide fueled cores due to the higher conversion ratio. At the BOL of an equilibrium
cycle, there is more Pu239 in the core. The moderated metal fueled USFR has the best
passive safety performance of all the analyzed fuel types due to a lower temperature
difference between fuel and coolant. The average A TF is about 70'C due in part to
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the small fuel volume fraction of the moderated metal fueled core. The reactivity
feedback coefficients are summarized in Table 8.7. The control assembly geometry is
similar to that of the carbide fueled core.
Table 8.7 Reactivity coefficients of an equilibrium
USFR
cycle for moderated metal fueled
USFR ABRParameters BOL EOL BOL EOL
aD (1E-3 cents/K) -117 -125 -55 -85
a, (1E-3 cents/K) -24 -30 -60 0
aNa (1E-3 cents/K) 43 66 30 40
aCR (1E-3 cents/K) -10 0 -10 0
aR (1E-3 cents/K) -238 -299 -180 -180
A (cents) -10 -11 -10 -8
B (cents) -33 -37 -22 -19
C (cents/K) -0.34 -0.39 -0.27 -0.23
A/B 0.30 0.30 0.47 0.41
CATc/B 1.54 1.59 1.14 1.11
APTOPIB 0.67 0.00 0.69 0
A/B limits <1.5 <1.25
CATc/B limits >1 and <1.91 >1 and <1.8
APTOP/B limits <1.5 <1.25
The results are also compared with that of ABR [A. Romano, 2003] and listed in
Table 8.7. For both carbide and moderated metal fuel, the safety limits are satisfied
and even within the safety criteria of the ABR. The results of the moderated metal
fuel shown above are for an equilibrium cycle. Performance of the initial cycle is
investigated since it has uniform enrichment loading pattern that causes a higher
radial power peaking factor and a larger initial reactivity, as demonstrated in Figure
8.1. This poses a problem on reactivity control and thermal hydraulic performance.
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Figure 8.2 Comparison of the first two cycles between uniformly enriched and
unevenly enriched fuel
One strategy to solve this problem is to use different enrichment zones. This is
demonstrated in Figure 8.2. The enrichment of U235 is 11.8% in the central fuel zone,
12.0% in zone 2, 12.2% in zone 3 and 11.8% in zone 4 (outermost fuel zone). The
reactivity at BOL of the first cycle is significantly reduced compared to the uniformly
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enriched core. Also, the BOL reactivity in the second cycle converges to that of an
equilibrium cycle, and the difference is within 100 pcm. It facilitates the reactivity
control of the moderated metal fueled core.
The radial power peaking factor is also reduced to 1.46 in the unevenly enriched
core compared with 1.56 in the uniformly enriched core, although this advantage
would eventually disappear as convergence to an equilibrium cycle is reached. The
reactivity feedback coefficients for the first cycle with multiple enrichment zones are
summarized in Table 8.8. The passive safety limits are still satisfied even though the
performance is worse than that of an equilibrium cycle.
Table 8.8 Reactivity feedback coefficients for the starting cycle of moderated metal
fuel
Parameter Value
[erf 0.00720
aD (1E-3 cents/K) -115
ae (1E-3 cents/K) -6
aNa (lE-3 cents/K) 23
acR (1E-3 cents/K) -6
aR (1E-3 cents/K) -63
A (cents) -8
B (cents) -15
C (cents/K) -0.16
A/B 0.58
CATcIB 1.65
APTopB 0.96
8.4.3 Oxide Fuel
The oxide core has poorer passive safety features than both the metal and carbide
fueled cores due to the large reactivity swing and higher average fuel temperature.
The detailed safety related reactivity coefficients are summarized in Table 8.9. The
lumped reactivity coefficient A of oxide fuel is large and exceeds the safety limit with
a 2/3 margin factor. If the margin factor is increased to 90%, the safety limit would be
satisfied. The large A is caused by the large temperature difference between fuel and
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coolant. For oxide core, this value is 528K which is 2 times larger than that of the
carbide fuel and almost 8 times larger than that of the moderated metal fuel.
Table 8.9 Reactivity feedback coefficients for oxide fuel
Parameter BOL EOL
aD (1E-3 cents/K) -77 -96
ae (1E-3 cents/K) -20 -27
aNa (1E-3 cents/K) 22 42.5
acR (1E-3 cents/K) -74 0
aR (lE-3 cents/K) -197 -263
A (cents) -51 -65
B (cents) -37 -32
C (cents/K) -0.27 -0.34
A/B 1.41 2.01
CATc/B 1.12 1.59
APTOPIB 1.55 0
There are two passive safety limits which are not satisfied for the oxide fuel. The
reactivity change due to a TOP accident becomes the constraining case due to the
large initial reactivity. The reactivity swing is about 6500 pcm and becomes an
obstacle for reactivity control. Thus control assemblies employed for the carbide and
moderated metal fuel are barely enough to shut down the reactor in the hot full power
condition. The reactivity drops below -723.7 when all control assemblies are inserted.
This becomes a problem to assure a cold shut down condition. At cold zero power
conditions, the coolant, structure and fuel temperatures are reduced to 180*C [F.
Baque, 2009]. The reactivity at the BOL of an equilibrium cycle remains positive
under the cold shutdown condition with all control assemblies inserted. Two
approaches are used to reduce this reactivity. The first approach is to increase the B10
concentration in the control assemblies, but this would also increase the maximum
control rod worth. The second approach is to insert more control assemblies.
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Figure 8.3 Control assembly (blue) layout of oxide fueled core
The locations of control assemblies for the oxide fueled core are shown in Figure
8.3. It is different from that of the carbide and moderated metal fueled cores which
have 19 total control assemblies (13 primary and 6 secondary). The oxide fueled core
has 25 total control assemblies (18 primary and 7 secondary). All control assemblies
use natural boron isotopic concentration. The volume fraction of B4C is 42.8% for all
control assemblies. With 25 control assemblies, the maximum control rod worth for
the regulating rods drops down from 1.02 to 0.66 and the parameter apTop/B is
reduced to 1.55 from 2.7.
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The initial reactivity could be reduced by decreasing the enrichment, and then the
fuel volume fraction must be increased in order to keep the fuel cycle cost constant.
However, a higher fuel volume fraction of the oxide core would increase the average
fuel temperature hence further increasing the A/B ratio.
8.5 Conclusion
This chapter examines the passive safety performance of the three USFR cores
with different fuel types. The quasi-static methodology is applied. Both carbide and
moderated metal fuel satisfy the safety limits based on the three generic transients.
Oxide fuel has poorer safety features due to higher average fuel temperature and
reactivity swing. The A/B ratio at EOL still satisfies the safety limits, but with a
reduced margin. In order to improve the inherent safety of the oxide core, the average
fuel temperature and initial reactivity must be reduced. This can be achieved by using
an inverted fuel configuration, which is investigated in Chapter 9.
The safety parameters calculated in this chapter only capture the quasi-static
behavior of the reactor. Thus the instantaneous behavior during a transient is not
characterized. Transient analysis is required to fully demonstrate the passive safety
features of the USFR cores.
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9 Inverted Fuel Assemblies
9.1 Introduction
U0 2 fuel using a conventional pin cell configuration has poorer passive safety
performance due to the large temperature difference between fuel and coolant.
Inverted fuel assemblies [M. A. Pope, 2006]-with fuel outside coolant tubes-can be
employed to lower this temperature difference between fuel and coolant. Inverted fuel
assemblies have been investigated for a GFR design at MIT by [P. Yarsky, 2005] and
[C.S. Handwerk, 2007]. This chapter presents the design of a U0 2 fueled USFR with
inverted fuel assemblies. The same methodology as presented in the previous chapters
is applied to determine the assembly and unit cell geometries as in earlier chapters.
The neutronic, economic, thermal hydraulic and safety performance are evaluated to
compare with that of the original pin-type design. Inverted fuel assemblies have
several advantages. First, maximum achievable fuel volume fraction is larger for the
inverted pin configuration while the fuel maximum temperature is not increased. The
higher fuel volume fraction will require lower U235 enrichment for the same reactivity
limited fuel residence time, and hence the initial reactivity will decrease.
There is no need to employ inverted fuel assemblies for carbide or metal fuel. For
these fuel types, the optimum fuel volume fraction can be achieved by using
conventional fuel pins. There is no economic incentive to increase the fuel volume
fraction since a further increase would alter the balance between the fluence and
reactivity limits. Only the reactivity limited burnup would increase as fuel volume
fraction increases. The fluence limit would still terminate the reactor fuel cycle length
before it reaches its reactivity limit. Unless strong moderator is inserted into the
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carbide or metal fueled core, there is no need to employ inverted fuel assemblies of
high volume fraction for these two fuel types.
Inverted fuel assemblies have never been implemented and tested in commercial
fast reactors. Thus demonstration of inverted fuel assembly performance is required
before it can be used in large scale. It requires venting of the fission gases to reduce
the pressure on the duct wall and coolant tubes, and this could release radioactive
isotopes into the primary coolant.
9.2 Dimensions of Inverted Fuel Unit Cell
The thermal hydraulic model used for the pin cell geometry is also applied to
inverted fuel assemblies with some modification. One advantage of an inverted
assembly is that the special grids or wire wrap designed to control the spacing
between fuel pins are not required. Hence, the pressure drop model can ignore the
pressure drop due to wire wrap and only include the friction loss along a smooth pipe.
Another modification in the thermal hydraulic model is in the model that was
used to calculate Nusselt number. The Seban and Shimazaki correlation [R. A. Seban]
is applied for the circular tube instead of the correlation for a rod bundle. The Seban
and Shimazaki correlation is expressed as
Nu = 5.0 + 0.025Pe0 . 9.1
The thermal resistances across cladding and fuel are also modified since an inverted
unit cell shown in Figure 9.1 (left) has fuel on the outside and the boundary condition
for solving the conduction equation is reversed. To simplify the calculation, the outer
boundary of the fuel region is approximated by a cylinder. The diameter of the
cylinder is calculated based on conserving the area of the fuel region. Figure 9.1 also
shows the trefoil fuel form for an inverted fuel assembly.
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Figure 9.1 Unit cell in an inverted fuel assembly (left) and trefoil fuel form (right).
The thermal resistances of cladding and fuel are given as
=n )
De__T_. 9.2
27rKsteet
2(nDeq~'
1 Dro)
and Rfuel 2-+ 9.3
gu 4WKguei 
_
Deq/
where Dco and Dcj are the outer and inner channel diameter, Deq is the equivalent
diameter of the unit cell after approximating the outer cell boundary by a cylinder,
and D10 is the fuel outer diameter measured from the coolant center.
Based on these modifications, the allowed pitch and P/D combination is plotted in
Figure 9.2. The pressure limited region locates at the bottom right since the diameter
in P/D is defined as the coolant channel diameter. The temperature limit is more
stringent since the purpose of switching to inverted assemblies is to lower the fuel
temperature for better passive safety. As discussed in Chapter 8, an average
temperature difference of 528"C between coolant and fuel would result in a large A/B
ratio at EOL. The maximum temperature difference between fuel and coolant is
required to be below 1200'C for deternination of the pin diameter of the pin cell
oxide core. Thus to lower A/B ratio to an acceptable level, a maximum temperature
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limit that is 1.5 times smaller than before imposed, and this corresponds to less than
about 850 0C for the maximum temperature difference between fuel and coolant.
The maximum fuel volume fraction is calculated to be around 41%. The high fuel
volume fraction region also locates at the bottom corner on the right of Figure 9.2.
The allowed pitch and P/D that match the desired fuel volume fraction are calculated
to be 0.5545cm and 1.88. The assembly layout is given in Figure 9.3, and the detailed
geometry parameters are summarized in Table 9.1.
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Figure 9.2 Allowed operating region with a more stringent temperature limit for
inverted assemblies.
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Figure 9.3 An inverted assembly layout with 41% fuel volume fraction
Table 9.1 Inverted assembly geometry parameters
Parameter Value
Unit cell pitch (cm) 0.554
P/D 1.88
Inner channel diameter (cm) 0.2947
Outer channel diameter (cm) 0.3947
Outer fuel diameter (cm) 0.4172
Unit cell equivalent diameter (cm) 0.5818
Number of channels per assembly 721
Volume Fractions (%)
Fuel 40.91
Helium Bond 4.58
Gap Between Assemblies 5.28
Cladding 17.30
Duct Wall 9.26
Coolant 21.79
Corner space for venting 0.88
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The six corners in an inverted fuel assembly are left unfilled for venting of the
fission gas. Vented fuel has been successfully evaluated for LMFBRs [O'Neill, et. al.,
1965] and also FFTF [W.R. Gee, 1969]. It has also been investigated at MIT for an
SFR [F. Vitillo, 2012]. Use of venting systems can significantly reduce the pressure
on the duct wall and coolant tubes due to fission gasses. However, this also releases
radioactive isotopes into the primary coolant.
9.3 Neutronic Performance
The neutronic performance of the USFR with inverted oxide fuel is expected to
be better than that with a conventional pin cell due to the larger fuel volume fraction.
The same method is used to search for the optimal enrichment. For 41% fuel volume
fraction, the reactivity and fluence limited fuel residence times are summarized in
Table 9.2.
Table 9.2 Reactivity and fluence limited fuel residence times for 41% fuel volume fraction
using single batch
Enrichment Reactivity Limited T. (days) Fluence Limited T. (days)
14.0% 165 1462
16.0% 771 1607
18.0% 1170 1749
20.0% 1489 1885
Linear interpolation is used to estimate the optimal enrichment. The result shows
that around 17.7% enrichment the fluence limited fuel residence time is 1.5 times that
of the reactivity limited. This is because a 4-batch loading scheme employed for the
pin cell USFR can extend the reactivity limited fuel residence time by a factor of 1.6.
The reactivity curves for the first 6 cycles are plotted in Figure 9.4. The initial
reactivity is around 5100 pcm which is more than 1600 pcm lower than that for the
pin cell core. The inverted fuel assembly cannot achieve the optimal fuel volume
fraction which is greater than 51% (unless the limit on fuel temperature is relaxed).
Thus the reactivity is still the main limiting factor.
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Figure 9.4 Reactivity as a function of EFPDs for the first 6 cycles of USFR with
inverted fuel assemblies
The total fluence received for each assembly at discharge is below 4.0E23
neutrons/cm2 . The peak burnup is equal to 141.6 MWd/kgHM, which is smaller than
that of the pin cell design due to a shorter fuel residence time and larger heavy metal
mass loaded. Table 9.3 summarizes the fast neutron fluence accumulated in each
assembly in 4 cycles. The normalized radial power map is given in Figure 9.5 for an
equilibrium cycle. The radial peaking factor is equal to 1.34 at BOL and 1.28 at EOL.
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Figure 9.5 Radial power of each fuel assembly at BOL (right) and EOL (left) of an
equilibrium cycle for inverted fuel
Table 9.3 Fast neutron fluence (102 neutrons/cm2) data and discharge burnup for
Cycle 1
Assembly Fkience
40 20 0.48
39 21 0.76
34,20 0.76
35 20 0.79
36 20 0.76
37 21 0.89
38 22 0.99
31 21 0.86
38:21 0.86
35 21 0.98
32 21 0.89
34.21 0.98
3522 1.11
33i22 1.11
34,22 1.16
Cycle 2
Assembly Fluence
3224 1.26,
3423 1.24:
3424 1.26'
31 24 1.21
33 23 1.24
3123 1.15.
32:22 1.06
35 24 1.21
32:23 1.21
37'23 1.11
35 23 1.21
3623 1.15
3122 1.04
3622 1.06
37:22 1.044
Max. Fluence,
inverted fuel assemblies
Cycle 3
Assembly
33:24
34 26
33:27
31:25
34.25
32;25
3325
31 28
32.28
35 25
31 26
3326
31 27
3227
31729
Fluence
1.26;
1.23
1.221
1.23,
1.23,
1.22
1.22
1.21
1.22
1.20:
1.20
1.20:
1.20:
1.20
1.19
Cycle 4
Assembly
3320
37 20
3220
38:20
3120
3920
35 19
36 19
34 19
37 19
33 19
38 19
32 19
3919
4119
Fhence
0.70
0.70
0.65:
0.65:
0.58
0.58
0.51
0.51.
0.47
0.47
0.43
0.43
0.37
0.37
0.21.
Total Burnup
Fhience (MWd/kg)
3.69 133.86
3.93 138.24
3.88 138.51
3.88 137.94
3.81 136.64
3.84 139.70
3.77 138.80
3.79 139.68
3.76 137.35
3.77 139.36
3.74 138.66
3.76 140.09
3.72 140.27
3.74 141.64
3.60 138.00
3.93
9.4 Safety Performance in an Equilibrium Cycle
Thermal hydraulic requirements must be satisfied for the core to operate safely.
The maximum fuel and cladding temperatures are calculated based on the axial power
profile calculated from ERANOS. The most limiting case would be at BOL since the
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gap thermal conductivity is at its lowest value while the radial power peaking factor is
at the highest.
The maximum fuel centerline temperature at the BOL is calculated to be 1018.1*C
and the maximum cladding temperature is about 608.7*C. At the EOL, the maximum
fuel centerline and cladding temperature are 991.5*C and 599.0*C respectively. The
total pressure drop is about 0.6975 MPa.
9.4.1 Validation of equivalent diameter model
The method applied to calculate the maximum fuel temperature assumes that the
hexagonal shape of the unit cell can be approximated as a cylinder with diameter
calculated to conserve the total area. However, this model underestimates the
maximum fuel temperature due to simplification of the geometry. A more accurate
model using the Solidworks thermal simulation tool was constructed to compute the
maximum fuel temperature. The thermal conductivity of fuel, peak linear power, and
outer fuel temperature are kept the same as used in the simplified model.
Figure 9.6 Temperature profile inside an inverted fuel cell at maximum power.
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Figure 9.6 shows the results from the Solidworks model. The boundary condition
is zero heat flux on all surfaces except the inner cylindrical surface which is held at a
constant temperature. The maximum temperature is 1051*C and is 32.8*C higher than
that calculated from the simplified model. The difference is small and acceptable. The
difference is mainly due to the longer heat conduction path from the corners of the
hexagon compared to a cylinder. The six corners of the hexagon have higher
temperature peaks.
The average temperature is computed using the average linear power. This
parameter is also needed to compute the lumped reactivity feedback coefficients. The
temperature difference between fuel and coolant is about 312*C for the inverted fuel
design which is much smaller than the 528'C for the pin cell case. The error of 13.3C
associated with simplified equivalent diameter model is again acceptable. the
maximum temperature in this case is 827.85*C versus 814.54 predicted by the
simplified model. Hence the average temperature difference between fuel and coolant
would be 319*C, compared to 312*C calculated using a cylindrical cell.
9.4.2 Reactivity feedback coefficients.
The effective delayed neutron fraction of inverted fuel is similar to that of the pin
cell core. At the BOL of an equilibrium cycle, #eff = 0.00632 and ,ff =
0.00566 at the EOL. Table 9.4 reports all the reactivity feedback coefficients. Most
of the coefficients are similar to those of the pin cell design. The Doppler coefficient
increases at both the BOL and EOL due to the large fuel volume fraction. The sodium
void coefficient decreases due to a smaller coolant volume fraction. The reactivity due
to rod withdrawal decreases due to a smaller initial reactivity. The control rods are
sufficient to shutdown the reactor at the cold zero power condition. The reactivity
drops below -5400 pcm with all rods except the one with maximum worth inserted.
All safety related parameters are within the limits defined in Chapter 8. However, the
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safety performance of an oxide core is still not as good as cores having carbide or
moderated metal fuel.
Table 9.4 Reactivity feedback coefficients for inverted U0 2 fueled core
Parameter BOL EOL
aD (1E-3 cents/K) -120 -122
ae (1E-3 cents/K) -19 -25
aNa (1E-3 cents/K) 22.5 38
acR (1E-3 cents/K) -22 0
aR (1E-3 cents/K) -197 -230
A (cents) -44 -47
B (cents) -32 -33
C (cents/K) -0.31 -0.36
A/B 1.38 1.43
CATc/B 1.48 1.65
APTOPIB 1.48 0
9.4.3 Initial cycle
The reactivity at the BOL of the initial cycle is so high that the current control rod
assemblies are not sufficient to shut down the reactor. This problem can be solved by
using the method introduced in Chapter 8 for managing the initial cycle of a metal
fueled core. With the use of different enrichment zones, the reactivity at the BOL of
an initial cycle can be reduced to the same level as that of an equilibrium cycle.
Figure 9.7 illustrates the reduction of the reactivity at the BOL of the first 3 cycles.
The reactivity swing for the 14 cycle is smaller due to the slightly higher conversion
ratio. The enrichment in each fuel zone is given in Table 9.5. The numbering scheme
of the fuel zones is the same as that of the pin cell oxide core.
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Figure 9.7 Reactivity versus EFPD for the first 4 cycles of the inverted U0 2 core with
multiple enrichment zones.
Table 9.5 Enrichment in each fuel zone of USFR with inverted fuel assemblies
Fuel Zone Number Enrichment (%)
1 14.5
2 15.5
3 17.7
4 14.5
The radial power peaking factor is also significantly reduced as shown in Figure
9.8. It is reduced from 1.68 for the uniformly enriched core to 1.22. It is also smaller
than that of an equilibrium cycle (1.28). This guarantees that the maximum
temperature will not be higher than 105 1C.
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Figure 9.8 Radial power distribution for oxide inverted fuel with single enrichment
zone (left) and multiple enrichment zones (right)
The reactivity feedback coefficients for the initial cycle are summarized in Table
9.6. The sodium void reactivity coefficients are reduced due to absence of plutonium
at the BOL of the 1" cycle and a higher delayed neutron fraction. The overall passive
safety performance is similar to that of an equilibrium cycle.
Table 9.6 Reactivity feedback coefficients at the BOL of the initial cycle for oxide
inverted fuel
Parameter BOL
aD (lE-3 cents/K) -124
ae (1E-3 cents/K) -9
aNa (1E-3 cents/K) 9
aCR (1E-3 cents/K) -22
aR (1E-3 cents/K) -184
A (cents) -42
B (cents) -31
C (cents/K) -0.31
A/B 1.37
CATc/B 1.48
APTOP/B 1.36
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9.5 Fuel Cycle
The average burnup is lower than that of the pin cell design since the total fuel
residence time is shortened to lower the enrichment and more heavy metal mass is
loaded in the core. This would increase the fuel cycle cost and uranium utilization
since the reactivity limited burnup is not a linear function of enrichment. The average
burnup is 140 MWd/kgHM and the uranium utilization is 1.63MWde/kgNatU which
is about 12% lower than that of LWRs.
The plutonium content in the spent fuel is also lower than that for pin cell fuel
due to the lower burnup level. However, this is still higher than that of LWRs and is
given in Table 9.7. Higher fissile content in the spent fuel can sustain more
conventional fast reactors when reprocessing facilities are available. Other important
parameters of a USFR with inverted fuel assemblies are summarized in
Table 9.8.
Table 9.7 Spent fuel content for inverted U0 2 fuel
Material Weight Fraction
Uranium 78.92%
Plutonium 7.01%
Minor Actinides 0.378%
Fission Products 13.8%
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Table 9.8 Summary of USFR performance with inverted fuel assemblies for an
equilibrium cycle
Parameter Inverted Pin Fuel Pin Fuel
Neutronic Performance
Enrichment (%) 17.7 19.5
Number of Batches 4 4
Cycle Length (EFPDs) 450 525
Total Fuel Residence Time
1800 2100
(EFPDs)______ ___
Reactivity at the BOL (pcm) 5406 6722
Total Fast Neutom Fluence (10 393
3.934.58
neutrons/cm)
Average Discharge Burnup 139 171(MWd/kgHM)
Peak Discharge Burnup 167 203(MWd/kgHM)
Thermal Hydraulic Performance
Average Linear Power (kW/m) 9.14 16.5
Peak Linear Power at the BOL
14.5 27.3(kW/m)
Radial Power Peaking Factor 1.34 1.43
Maximum Fuel Temperature (*C) 1051 1847
Maximum Cladding Temperature 609 625
(*C)
Economics
Fuel Cycle Cost (mills/kWhe) 6.68 6.09
Uranium Utilization
1.63 1.81(MWde/kgNatU)
9.6 Conclusions
The inverted fuel assemblies using U0 2 fuel are superior to conventional fuel
assemblies in terms of a better thermal hydraulic and passive safety performance but
inferior in terms of fuel cycle cost and uranium utilization. The use of inverted fuel
assemblies is especially useful for oxide fuel. Due to the low density and soft
spectrum of oxide fuel, the fuel discharge burnup is always limited by reactivity, and
a high fuel volume fraction is desirable for lowering the fuel cycle cost. Inverted fuel
assemblies can have a high fuel volume fraction while maintaining a relatively low
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average fuel temperature to satisfy passive safety requirements. Carbide and
moderated metal fuel do not benefit from an inverted design since the burnup is
limited by fluence and the cost cannot be reduced by simply increasing the fuel
volume fraction.
One major drawback of inverted fuel assemblies is that it is a relatively new
concept. It has never been implemented in fast reactors. Nevertheless, it is still a
potentially attractive concept for USFRs fueled with U0 2.
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10 Summary, Conclusions and Future Work
10.1 USFR Overview
The uranium startup fast reactor (USFR) is designed to facilitate the early
deployment of fast reactors. Conventional fast reactors rely on TRUs produced from
reprocessing facilities which are absent in the U.S.A. Using uranium as the startup
fuel would avoid this difficulty. It has two major advantages. First, early deployment
of USFRs could demonstrate the successful operation of fast reactors and speed up the
commercialization of fast reactors. Also, after introduction of fast reactor reprocessing
facilities, USFR can be transformed into a conventional breeder mode. The second
advantage of a USFR is the higher plutonium content in the spent fuel in comparison
with typical LWR spent fuel. Therefore, its reprocessing will be cheaper and it can
sustain more fast reactors when reprocessing facilities are available.
The function of USFRs in the fuel cycle is similar to that of LWRs, so the USFRs
must possess similar safety features and have similar economical performance in
order to compete with LWRs. Three different types of USFR are designed based on
the unique properties of three different fuel types. UZr and U0 2 are the selected fuel
forms for their common usage in fast reactors and extensive experience. UC is
selected for its excellent thermophysical properties and is representative of advanced
fuel forms. The enrichment of uranium is required to be below 20% safeguards limit.
MgO reflectors are placed in both axial and radial directions to reduce neutron
leakage rate. Fertile blankets are removed for non-proliferation consideration.
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10.2 Methods
Structural materials inside a fast reactor incur a large amount of neutron
irradiation damage due to the hard spectrum. Fast neutron fluence accumulated on the
cladding wall becomes an important parameter that limits the total fuel residence time
in the core and ultimately determines the economics of the reactor. ODS steel is used
as the cladding materials for its high strength at high temperature and excellent
radiation resistance. The limit of the allowable fast neutron dose (above 0.1MeV) is
5 x 1023 neutrons/cm2. Thus the reactor operation would be terminated once this
fluence limit is reached.
Fuel cycle cost depends on enrichment and fuel discharge burnup which are
consequence of the fuel type and fuel volume fraction choices. Enrichment was
optimized to give the lowest fuel cycle cost for each fuel volume fraction by
balancing the reactivity and fluence limited burnup. The best fuel assembly design is
determined to give the optimum fuel volume fraction while satisfying the thermal
hydraulic requirements. Hence dimensions of fuel pins are different for different fuel
types due to their unique physical and thermal properties. All neutronic performance
was analyzed using the ERANOS code.
A multi-batch fuel management strategy is required for all three fuel types to
extend the fuel residence time and reduce the fuel cycle cost. Different fuel loading
schemes produce different power distributions. A simple thermal hydraulic model was
constructed to validate that all requirements are satisfied. The quasi-static method [D.
C. Wade, 1988] is applied to analyze the passive safety response to several
enveloping ATWS. The main idea is to determine constraints on the reactivity
feedback coefficients imposed by the representative transient scenarios obtained from
solving the quasi-static reactivity balance Equation 8.1.
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10.3 Comparison of Fuel Types
10.3.1 Unit Cell Dimensions
Fuel assembly dimensions of the USFRs studied are the same for all fuel types.
The difference comes from fuel pin designs. Uranium carbide fuel favors a high fuel
volume fraction, and is able to achieve such high fuel volume fraction using
conventional pin-type fuel geometry. The discharge burnup of metal fuel is
fluence-limited, except very low fuel volume fraction (below 33%) is used, so a high
fuel volume fraction is not as desirable as for oxide fuel, for which the optimum fuel
volume fraction is above 51%. The unit cell dimensions are summarized in Table 10.1
for all three fuel types.
Table 10.1 Comparison of optimal fuel pin dimensions for the three fuel types
Dimension UC UZr+MgO U0 2
Pitch (cm) 1.32 0.82 0.75
Pin Diameter (cm) 1.24 0.74 0.66
Fuel Volume 42.96 34.96* 37.09
Fraction (%)
Number of Fuel
Pins/assembly
* This fuel volume fraction includes 1.5% moderator volume fraction.
Two calculation steps were used to determine the unit cell dimensions. First, the
relation between the fuel cycle cost and the fuel volume fraction was developed. The
optimal enrichment for each fuel volume fraction was calculated. Based on this
calculation, the desired fuel volume fraction was selected. Then the thermal hydraulic
model searched for the unit cell pitch and pitch to pin diameter ratio that satisfy
thermal hydraulic requirements and give the desired fuel volume fraction. If no
combination of pitch and P/D is able to give the desired fuel volume fraction due to
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thermal hydraulic constraints, then the maximum allowable fuel volume fraction is
used.
For each fuel volume fraction, enrichment was selected based on the fluence and
reactivity limited fuel residence time. At a certain enrichment level, the
fluence-limited fuel residence time is equal to that of reactivity limited. This point is
optimum as demonstrated in Figure 10.1. However, according to linear reactivity
theory [M.J. Driscoll, 1990], this burnup can be increased by a factor of 1.5 using a
proper three-batch loading scheme.
The fuel volume fraction is determined from the optimization of fuel cycle cost.
At low fuel volume fractions, the conversion ratio is low and the discharge burnup is
reactivity-limited especially for oxide fuel due to its low heavy metal density. Thus
the fuel cycle cost decreases as fuel volume fraction increases. This is demonstrated in
Figure 10.2.
At high fuel volume fractions, the conversion ratio is high and the
reactivity-limited fuel residence time is always longer than that limited by fluence.
Thus the discharge burnup is limited by fluence, and further increase in the fuel
volume fraction reduces the fuel cycle cost. Figure 10.2 illustrates this behavior for
carbide and metal fueled cores. The optimal fuel volume fractions are different for
different fuel types. As for oxide fuel, the density is low and the neutron spectrum is
soft. Hence the discharge burnup is reactivity limited up to 51% fuel volume fraction.
On the other hand, metal fuel has high heavy metal density and produces a hard
spectrum. The fluence becomes the dominant limiting factor at 33% fuel volume
fraction. For carbide fuel cores, the discharge burnup is fluence limited above 43%
fuel volume fraction.
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Figure 10.1 Enrichment/Burnup as a function of enrichment for different fuel types (a
= UC; b = U0 2; C = UZr) and fuel volume fractions.
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One challenge for the metal fueled core is that the discharge burnup obtained at
the optimal fuel volume fraction is not sufficient to reduce the fuel cycle cost to be
comparable to that of LWRs. The fluence limited fuel residence time is short due to
the hard spectrum, and even employing the same multi-batch strategy for the carbide
fueled core, the fuel cycle cost is still above that of LWRs. To solve this problem,
moderating materials are added into fuel assemblies. Three cases are investigated: 1.
ZrH1 .7 at 0.5% volume fraction; 2. ZrH1.7 at 1.5%; 3. MgO at 1.5%. Results showed
that MgO moderator has the best performance among the three cases. Fuel assemblies
of metal fueled cores contain both fuel pins and MgO moderator pins as shown in
Figure 10.3. There are 14 moderator pins. The power peaking factor of a fuel
assembly is about 1.06 using a steady state MCNP assembly calculation.
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Figure 10.2 Fuel cycle cost as a function of fuel volume fractions for UC (a), U0 2 (b),
UZr (c) fueled cores.
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Figure 10.3 MgO moderated metal fuel assembly with MgO volume fraction of 1.5%.
10.3.2 Neutronic Performance
Another difference comes from the multi-batch loading strategy. Two different
strategies are employed. For carbide fuel, the fuel volume fraction is at the optimal
point. Three batches are loaded into the core at the start of cycle 1, and only the
assemblies placed in the central fuel zone are discharged at the EOL of cycle 1 while
fuel assemblies in the middle and outer core regions are shuffled and reside in the
core for another cycle. At the end of the second cycle, all fuel assemblies are taken
out of the core. There are 84 assemblies in the center zone, and 138 assemblies in the
middle and outer zone, for a total of 360 fuel assemblies.
For oxide and moderated metal fuel, a 4-batch loading scheme is employed. The
fresh fuel assemblies are placed in fuel zone 3 and moved toward the center for the
next two cycles, and the three-cycle burned fuel assemblies are moved from the center
zone to the outermost zone. There are 90 fuel assemblies in each fuel zone; hence the
total number of fuel assemblies is the same as that of the carbide fueled core. The core
maps of USFR using the two strategies are illustrated in Figure 10.4.
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There is a small difference between oxide and moderated metal fueled cores. The
oxide fueled core has more control assemblies for managing the large initial reactivity,
but the general fuel zone locations are still similar to that of a moderated metal fueled
core. There are 25 control assemblies in oxide fueled cores. This reduces the
maximum control assembly worth from $1.01 to $0.66.
Outer Zone
~~II!Zonel
Zone 4
Middle Zone Zone 2Zone 1Central Zone
Figure 10.4 USFR core map of different fuel zones for the two multi-batch loading
strategies (left = carbide; right = moderated metal).
MgO is used as the reflector material. However, for carbide fuel, it is found that a
Zr reflector performs better than MgO in the second cycle due to a higher conversion
ratio in the first cycle. This does not work in cores fueled with U0 2 or moderated UZr.
For oxide fuel, the large leakage rate of the zirconium reflectors reduces the reactivity
limited burnup, and for moderated metal fuel, the fluence limited burnup is reduced
due to the slightly harder spectrum produced by Zr reflectors. Hence for these two
types of fuel, MgO reflectors are better than Zr reflectors.
Figure 10.5 shows the reactivity as a function of irradiation time for the carbide,
oxide and moderated metal fueled cores. The reactivity limited fuel residence time is
longer for the carbide fueled core with Zr reflectors in the second cycle, even though
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the initial reactivity of the first cycle is lower than that for the MgO reflected UC core.
For both oxide and moderated metal fueled cores, the equilibrium cycle is reached
after about the 4d or 5h cycles.
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Figure 10.5 Reactivity vs. EFPD for carbide (a), oxide (b), and moderated metal (c)
fueled USFR cores
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10.3.3 Safety Parameters
The carbide and moderated metal fueled cores have excellent inherent safety
performance due to small reactivity swing and low average temperature difference
between fuel and coolant. Table 10.2 summarizes the lumped reactivity feedback
coefficients. Oxide fueled cores have poorer passive safety performance. Especially for
the conventional pin cell core, the large temperature difference and initial reactivity
make it difficult to satisfy passive safety requirements. This problem can be solved
using inverted fuel assemblies which have smaller reactivity swing and smaller average
temperature difference.
Table 10.2 Reactivity feedback coefficients for carbide, oxide and moderated metal
fueled cores.
A CAT APTOP
Parameter B B
BOL 1.17 1.71 0
MOL 1.10 1.58 0.57
EOL 0.94 1.62 0
BOL 1.08 1.67 0
MOL 1.07 1.60 0.33
EOL 0.92 1.62 0
U0 2 Pin BOL 1.41 1.12 1.55
Cell EOL 2.01 1.59 0
U0 2  BOL 1.38 1.48 1.48
Inverted EOL 1.43 1.65 0
UZr + BOL 0.30 1.54 0.67
MgO EOL 0.30 1.59 0.00
Limit <1.5 >1 and <1.91 <1.5
10.3.4 Comparison Summary
Table 10.3 and Table 10.4 summarize the important parameters for USFRs with the
three fuel types and compare the economic performance to that of LWRs. Carbide fuel
has the highest uranium utilization due to its longer fuel residence time and lower
enrichment. The maximum cladding temperature is higher than that of the other two
fuel types due to the larger power peaking factor. Moderated metal fuel has a slightly
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higher enrichment, but the uranium utilization is still comparable to that of typical
LWRs. Both of these two fuel types have good safety performance. On the other hand,
oxide fuel needs high enrichment for high burnup to achieve low cost. The uranium
utilization is less than that of LWRs and the safety performance is more limiting due to
its high average fuel temperature and large reactivity swing. Although the use of vented
inverted fuel assemblies could resolve some of the problems, it requires development
and a large amount of testing of the inverted design before commercialization. From the
comparison, moderated metal fuel is the better candidate for USFRs due to its excellent
passive safety, competitive cost and IFR type fabrication technology. Carbide fuel
could be eventually more attractive if more experience is gained from testing of this
advanced fuel form.
Table 10.3 Economic comparison of carbide, oxide, and moderated metal fueled USFR and LWR
Parameters UC UZr + MgO U0 2  PWR
Uranium Consumption per thermal
energy (kgNatU/MWdth)
Uranium Consumption per electric
energy (kgNatU/MWde)
SWU per kg enriched U 22.63 25.37 43.01 7.22
Natural U feed (kgNatU/kgU) 21.92 24.24 39.01 8.67
SWU per unit of thermal energy 0.22 0.24 0.26 0.15
(SWU/MWdth) 0.22_0.2 0.26 0.15
SWU per unit of electric energy 0.51 0.56 0.61 0.45
(SWU/MWde) 0.51 0.56 0.61 0.45
Enrichment (%) 11.05* 12.2 19.5 4.5
Fuel Cycle Cost (mills/kWhe) 6.27 5.77 6.09 6.39
Thermal Efficiency (%) 42 42 42 33
* This is the average enrichment.
The systematic optimization scheme developed is used to search by successive
case for the fuel volume fraction that gives the lowest fuel cycle cost when using single
batch loading. The multi-batch fuel management scheme developed in such case
demonstrates the capability of reducing the fuel cycle cost to be comparable to that of
LWRs, but the strategy is not fully optimized in a mathematical sense.
The long-term capacity factor of a USFR is assumed to be the same as that of
current LWRs (90%). However, it might be difficult to achieve this high capacity factor
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for the first couple of USFRs. For example, this would increase the fuel cycle costs of
UC, U0 2 and UZr fueled USFRs to 6.35, 6.11, and 5.79mills/kWhe if using an 85%
capacity factor. The increase due to the smaller capacity factor is within 1%, and the
fuel cycle cost remains comparable to that of LWRs. Furthermore, the thermal
efficiency of LWRs is assumed to be 33%, which reflects current LWR technology. The
possible improvement of LWR thermal efficiency is not taken into account in this work.
This can also affect economic comparisons unless SFRs can be comparably improved
(e.g. by current efforts to develop the supercritical C02 power cycle, which should also
reduce plant capital cost).
Also to be noted is that the conversion ratio (defined in Chapter 3) is based on the
fissile mass and does not take into account the different reactivity worth between
uranium and plutonium. Thus, the conversion ratio cited would be higher if it is
weighted by reactivity worth.
Table 10.4 Comparison of USFRs fueled with UC, UZr+MgO, and UO 2.
Parameter UZr+MgO UC 2 U0 2(Pin Cell) (Inverted)
10.8 (center)
11.2
Enrichment (%) 12.2 (middle and 19.5 17.7
outer)
Fuel Residence Time (EFPDs) 1840 1500+1050 2100 1800
Fuel Cycle Length (EFPDs) 460 1500+1050 525 450
Average Burnup (MWd/kgHM) 110 107.4 171 140
Maximum Fluence
2,C3 2etosc 4.73 4.92 4.58 3.93(10" neutrons/cm)2_____
Maximum Fuel Temperature (*C) 755 1189 1847 1051
Maximum Cladding Temperature 646 675 625 609
(*C)
Assembly Radial Power Peaking 1.56 1.54 1.43 1.34
Factor (BOL)
Maximum Linear Power (kW/m) 37.7 93.5 27.3 14.5
Average Linear Power (kW/m) 20.6 51.5 16.5 9.14
Specific Power (W/gHM) 59.60 51.96 81.09 77.78
Heavy Metal Mass (MT/unit) 40.27 56.97 29.60 30.86
Heavy Metal Mass per Year (MT) 7.99 8.15 5.14 6.26
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10.4 Conclusion
USFRs with different fuel types (UC, U0 2, UZr+MgO) are demonstrated to have a
competitive fuel cycle cost with LWRs. Uranium consumption of USFRs is also
comparable to that of LWRs. No reprocessing facilities are required to start USFRs, and
the spent fuel from USFRs is not recycled.
Uranium enrichment below 20% was demonstrated to be sufficient for USFRs with
different fuel types. The highest neutron fluence accumulated on the ODS cladding and
duct wall was minimized to be below 5E23n/cm 2. No weapon grade plutonium was
produced in USFRs due to the replacement of fertile blanket by reflectors. The spent
fuel of USFR is still more valuable than that of LWRs.
USFRs with carbide and metal fuel are demonstrated to have excellent passive
safety. Oxide fueled USFRs have smaller passive safety margin and can be improved
using inverted fuel assembly design.
Overall, USFRs can be deployed in the near future and facilitate the transition to
fast reactors.
10.5 Future Work
This work focused on the reactor physics part of demonstration of cost competitive
uranium startup of fast reactors on a once-through fuel cycle. Further effort is required
to investigate the thermal hydraulic performance with more accurate models. Use of
orifices might be required to adjust the flow rate in different regions of power to
accommodate the relatively high radial power peaking factor.
The safety performance analysis in this work only captures the asymptotic state
behavior of limiting transients. Thus a detailed time-dependent analysis is required to
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measure the core transient behavior. The thermal hydraulic and neutronic performance
during transients should be investigated to complete the safety analysis.
More sophisticated fuel assemblies shuffling strategy can be used to minimize the
fast neutron fluence and achieve flatter power distribution. For carbide fuel reflected by
Zr, the interfacial power peaking is eliminated, hence further reducing the radial power
peaking factor within the fluence limit is worth investigating. Zirconium was a
potential candidate for solving the interfacial power peaking factor.
Oxide fuel has high fuel temperature due to low thermal conductivity of the fuel
and low gap conductance. Other bonding materials such as liquid lead should be
investigated to increase the heat transfer rate in the gap.
Oxide fuel performs better in a harder neutron spectrum. As discussed in Chapter 5,
use of lead coolant can lower the cost of oxide fueled USFRs. Thus it would be better to
use oxide fuel in reactors cooled by gas or lead. Finally, carbide fuel needs more
experience with regard to fabrication, fuel performance and reprocessing.
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Appendix A
This section shows the assembly coordinate system and some additional data of
Chapter 3. Core layout, radial power distribution and fast neutron fluence in each
assembly of UC fueled USFRs with 5-ring and 7-ring center zones are listed here.
1. Assembly Coordinate for a 6-ring Core
Figure Al Assembly coordinate for a 6-ring core.
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2. UC fueled USERs with 5-ring and 7-ring Center Zones
2-v. &Z.
mn L
=1~
Figure A2 Core layout for the UC fueled USFRs with 5-ring (left) center zone
7-ring (right) center zone.
Figure A3 Radial power distribution of the UC fueled USFRs with 5-ring (left) center
zone and 7-ring (right) center zone at the BOL of the second cycle.
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Table Al Fluence in each assembly for UC fueled USFR with 5-ring center zone
Fuel I Fuel 2 Fuel 3
Assembly Cycle 1 Cycle 2 Assembly Cycle 1 Assembly Cycle 2 Total Assembly Cycle 1 Assembly Cycle 2 Total
31 29 4.64E+23 3.20E+23
31 28 4.65E+23 3.19E+23
3228 4.64E+23 3.17E+23
31 27 4.43E+23 3.OOE+23
32 27 4.43E+23 3.OOE+23
33 27 4.45E+23 3.OOE+23
31 26 4.24E+23 2.82E+23
33 26 4.24E+23 2.82E+23
34-26 4.23E+23 2.79E+23
35 25 3.82E+23 2.46E+23
Max Fience 4.65E+23 3.20E+23
3921
3822
31 22
3722
3222
3622
3723
3322
3522
3422
31 23
3623
3223
3523
33.23
3423
31 24
3524
32 24
3424
3324
31 25
3425
3225
3325
1.96E+23 33 21 1.52E+23 3.47E+23
2.56E+23 3621 1.52E+23 4.08E+23,
2.80E+23 3421 1.49E+23 4.30E+23
280E+23 35 21 1.49E+23 4.30E+23
2.99E+23 32 21 1.45E+23 4.44E+23
2.99E+23 3721 1.45E+23 4.44E+23
3.03E+23 31 21 1.32E+23 4.35E+23
3.09E+23 38 21 1.32E+23 4.41E+23
3.09E+23 34 20 1.14E+23 4.23E+23
3.11E+23 3620 1.14E+23 4.25E+23
3.23E+23 33 20 1.13E+23 4.37E+23
3.23E+23 3720 1.13E+23 4.37E+23
3.46E+23 32 20 1.05E+23 4.50E+23
3.46E+23 38 20 1.05E+23 4.50E+23,
3.56E+23 31 20 8.86E+22 4.45E+23,
3.56E+23 39 20 8.86E+22 4.45E+23
3.63E+23 35 19 7.71E+22 4.40E+23
3.63E+23 36 19 7.71E+22 4.40E+23
3.86E+23 34 19 7.59E+22 4.62E+23
3.86E+23 37 19 7.59E+22 4.62E+23
3.90E+23 33 19 7.14E+22 4.62E+23
4.05E+23 38 19 7.14E+22 4.76E+23
4.05E+23 4020 6.63E+22 4.71E+23
4.07E+23 32 19 6.02E+22 4.67E+23
4.07E+23 39 19 6.02E+22 4.67E+23
Max. Fhsence 4.76E+23,
3219
39,19
4020
33 19
38 19
34 19
37 19
35 19
36 19
31 20
39 20
3220
3820
3320
3720
3420
3620
31 21
3821
3221
3721
3421
35 21
3321
3621
1.11E+23
1.11E+23
1.21E+23
1.29E+23
1.29E+23
1.37E+23
1.373+23
1.39E+23
1.39E+23
1.57E+23
1.57E+23
1.82E+23
1.82E+23
1.96E+23
1.96E+23
1.97E+23
1.97E+23
2.24E+23
2.24E+23
2.44E+23
2.44E+23
2.51E+23
2.51E+23
254E+23
2.54E+23
32 25 2.65E+23 3.76E+23
33 25 2.65E+23 3.76E+23
31 25 2.63E+23 3.84E+23
34 25 2.633+23 3.92E+23
33 24 2.49E+23 3.79E+23
32 24 2.46E+23 3.83E+23
3424 2.46E+23 3.83E+23
31 24 2.30E+23 3.69E+23
35-24 2.303+23 3.693+23
3323 2.23E+23 3.80E+23
3423 2.23E+23 3.80E+23
3223 2.16E+23 3.98E+23
35 23 2.16E+23 3.98E+23
31 23 2.00E+23 3.96E+23
36 23 2.00E+23 3.96E+23
3422 1.91E+23 3.88E+23
33 22 1.89E+23 3.8'7+23
35 22 1.89E+23 4.13E+23
3723 1.86E+23 4.10E+23
3222 1.82E+23 4.26E+23
3622 1.82E+23 4.263+23
31 22 1.70E+23 4.21E+23
3722 1.70E+23 4.21E+23
3822 1.54E+23 4.08E+23
3921 1.133+23 3.67E+23
Max. Fksence 4.26E+23
Table A2 Fluence in each assembly for UC fueled USFR with 7-ring center zone
Fuel 1 Fuel 2 Fuel 3
Assembly Cycle 1 Cycle 2 Assembly Cycle I Assembly Cycle 2 Total Assembly Cycle 1 Assembly Cycle 2 Total
31 29 4.64E+23 4.14E+23 32 21
31 28 4.65E+23 4.14E+23 3721
3228 4.64E+23 4.12E+23 3421
31 27 4.43E+23 3.91E+23 3521
32 27 4.43E+23 3.91E+23 3321
33 27 4.45E+23 3.92E+23 3621
31 26 4.24E+23 3.71E+23 3822
3326 4.24E+23 3.71E+23 3122
3426 4.23E+23 3.68E+23 3722
31 25 4.05E+23 3.49E+23 32,22
32 25 4.07E+23 3.52E+23 36 22
33 25 4.07E+23 3.52E+23 3322
3425 4.05E+23 3.49E+23 3522
35 25 3.82E+23 3.26E+23 3422
31 24 3.63E+23 3.06E+23 31 23
32 24 3.86E+23 3.27E+23 3623
33 24 3.90E+23 3.31E+23 3223
3424 3.86E+23 3.27E+23 3523
35.24 3.63E+23 3.06E+23 3323
3723 3.03E+23 2.47E+23 3423
vfax Fluenc, 4.65E+23 4.14E+23
2.44E+23 31 21 1.75E+23 4.19E+23 32 19 1.11E+23 33 23 295E+23 4.06E+23
2.44E+23 3821 1.75E+23 4.19E+23 39 19 1.11E+23 34 23 2.95E+23 4.06E+23
2.51E+23 3420 1.51E+23 4.02E+23 40,20 1.21E+23 3223 2.86E+23 4.06E+23
2.51E+23 3620 1.51E+23 4.02E+23 33 19 1.29E+23 3523 2.86E+23 4.15E+23
2.54E+23 33 20 1.50E+23 4.05E+23 38 19 1.29E+23 31 23 2.66E+23 3.95E+23
2.54E+23 3720 1.50E+23 4.05E+23 34 19 1.37E+23 3623 2.66E+23 4.02E+23
2.56E+23 3921 1.50E+23 4.06E+23 37 19 1.37E+23 3422 2.52E+23 3.89E+23
2.803+23 3220 1.39E+23 4.19E+23 35 19 1.39E+23 3322 2.50E+23 3.89E+23
2.80E+23 3820 1.39E+23 4.19E+23 36 19 1.39E+23 3522 2.50E+23 3.89E+23
2.99E+23 31 20 1.17E+23 4.16E+23 31 20 1.57E+23 3222 2.41E+23 3.98E+23
2.99E+23 3920 1.17E+23 4.163+23 39,20 1.57E+23 36 22 2.41E+23 3.98E+23
3.09E+23 35 19 1.033+23 4.12E+23 32,20 1.82E+23 31 22 2.25E+23 4.07E+23
3.09E+23 36 19 1.03E+23 4.12E+23 3820 1.82E+23 3722 2.25E+23 4.07E+23
3.11E+23 34 19 1.01E+23 4.12E+23 3921 1.963+23 38 22 2.03E+23 3.99E+23
3.23E+23 37 19 1.O1E+23 4.24E+23 3320 1.96E+23 33 21 2.01E+23 3.97E+23
3.23E+23 33 19 9.51E+22 4.18E+23 3720 1.96E+23 3621 2.01E+23 3.97E+23
3.46E+23 38 19 9.51E+22 4.41E+23 3420 1.97E+23 3421 1.98E+23 3.95E+23
3.46E+23 4020 8.80E+22 4.34E+23 36-20 1.97E+23 3521 1.98E+23 3.95E+23
3.56E+23 32 19 &OE+22 4.36E+23 31 21 224E+23 32 21 1.92E+23 4.16E+23
3.56E+23 39 19 8.1OE+22 4.36E+23 3821 2.24E+23 3721 1.92E+23 4.16E+23
Max. Fluence 4.41E+23 Max. Fbtence 4.16E+23
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Appendix B
Thermal hydraulic model for metal core:
clc
clear all
% this script calculate pressure drop and temperature with channel
% discretized to n intervals
----------------------------
input---------------------------
L=102; % height of core (cm)
Llp=100; % lower plenum height (cm)
Lup=140; % upper plenum height (cm)
Dwire=0.08; % Wire diameter (cm)
Lead=20.0; % Wire lead (cm)
Tin=395; % Inlet Temperature (C)
Tout=545; % Outlet Temperature (C)
Tave=(Tin+Tout)/2; Coolant average temperature (C)
Power=2400E6; % Reactor nomal power (W)
NumSA=360; % Number of fuel assemblies
K_steel=33; % ODS steel thermal conductivity (W/m.K)
% pin dimension for 42.96% fuel volume fraction
Rco=0.3680; 4 Outer Cladding Radius (cm)
Rci=0.3180; % Inner Cladding Radius (cm)
Rfo=0.2754; % Outer Fuel Radius (cm)
pitch=0.82; % Pitch of Unit Cell (cm)
numPin=331-14; % number of pins
% extract linear power from eranos output
data=importdata('AxialPowerUZr.txt');
z=data(:,2);
PowerDensity=data(:,3); % Axial Power Density (W/cc)
% linPower=2400E6/(360*numPin*l.02)*ones(length(z) ,1);
linPower=PowerDensity*22564.7/numPin*1.56/1.49;
% Linear Heat Generation rate per rod (W/m)
-----------------------------
End of Input------------------------
------------Calculate Na Properties and Temperature-------------
N=length(linPower); % Number of discretized intervals
DelZ=L/N; % interval hight (cm)
Cpave=3.8214E-4*(Tave+273.15)^2-0.7385*(Tave+273.15)+1606.8;
% Average Cp for the whole core (J/kg.K)
mdot=Power/ (Cpave* (Tout-Tin) *NumSA) ;
% Average mass flow rate per S/A (kg/s)
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Cp=l272*ones(N,1); % initialized heat capacity of Na (J/kg.K)
eps=1.0; % error after iteration
Tbl2=zeros(N+1,1); % initialize T(i-1/2) and T(i+1/2)
Tbl2(1)=Tin+273.15;
Tbulk=(Tave+273.15)*ones(N,1); % initialize cell averaged Na temperature
Tbo=Tbulk; % old Tbulk used for eps computation
while (eps>1.0E-2)
for i=1:N
Tbl2 (i+1) =Tbl2 (i)+linPower(i) *numPin*DelZ*1E-2/ (mdot*Cp (i));
% calculate T(i+1/2) (K)
end
Tbulk=(Tbl2(1:end-1)+Tbl2(2:end))/2;
% update Tbulk (K)
Cp=3.8214E-4*Tbulk.^2-0.7385*Tbulk+1606.8;
% update Cp (J/kg.K)
eps=sum(abs((Tbulk-Tbo)./Tbulk))/length(Tbulk);
Tbo=Tbulk;
end
% calculate sodium property
KNa=121.81-0.099429*Tbulk+3.2161E-5*Tbulk.^2;
% Na conductivity (W/K.m)
rho=-0.22829*Tbulk+1010.9; % Na density (kg/m3)
mu=exp(2.9465E-6*Tbulk.^2-0.0059634*Tbulk-5.5203);
% Na viscosity (Pa.s)
------------End Na Property and Temperature--------------
%---------------Temperature Calculation------------------
St=pi*2*Rco*numPin; % Total Wetted Perimeter (cm)
poverd=pitch/(2*Rco); % P/D ratio
A=14.9225^2*sqrt(3)/2-numPin*pi*(Rco^2+(Dwire/2)^2);
Area of flow channel (cm^2)
Dh=4*A/St; % Hydraulic diameter (cm)
Pr-mu.*Cp./KNa; % Prandtl number
Re=mdot*(Dh*1E-2)./(A*lE-4*mu); % Reynolds number
Nu=4.0+0.33*poverd^3.8*(Re.*Pr/100) 
.0.86+0.16*poverd^50;
% Nussel number for rod bundles
% (Westinghous)
% Nu=5.0+0.025*(Re.*Pr).^0.8; % Nussel number for circular tube
h=Nu.*KNa/(2*Rco*lE-2); % Convection heat transfer coefficient (W/m^2.K)
Tco=Tbulk-273.15+linPower./(2*pi*Rco*lE-2*h);
% Outer Cladding Temperature (C)
Tci=Tco+linPower/(2*pi*Ksteel)*log(Rco/Rci);
% Inner Cladding Temperature (C)
Tfo=Tci+linPower./(2*pi*KNa)*log(Rci/Rfo);
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% Fuel outer Temperature (C)
eps=1.0;
Tcl=Tfo; % initialzae fuel centerline temperature
Tfuel=(Tcl+Tfo)/2; % calculate average fuel temperature
Told=Tcl;
Tfo=Tci;
K_fuel=0.65*(20.4+2.836E-6*(Tfuel-570).^2);
% initialize fuel conductivity (W/m.K)
while (eps>lE-2)
Tcl=Tfo+linPower./(4*pi*Kfuel);
% Fuel Center Line Temperature (C)
Tfuel=(Tcl+Tfo)/2;
K_fuel=0.51*(11.71+0.0133*(Tfuel+273.15)+9.38E-6*(Tfuel+273.15).^2);
% Update fuel thermal conductivity
eps=sum(abs((Tcl-Told)./Tcl))/length(Tcl);
Told=Tcl;
end
----------------End Temperature Calculation--------------
----------------Pressure Drop Calculation----------------
% 1. Lower Plenum Pressure Drop (MPa)
rhoL=rho(1); % Na density in lower plenum (kg/m3)
ReL=Re(l); % Renolds number in lower plenum (LP)
fL=0.316/ReL^O.25; % smooth pipe friction loss in LP
Kin=1.0; % inlet form loss
%*****wire pressure drop factor*****
Pt=(2*Rco)+1.0444*Dwire;
F_factor=(Pt/(2*Rco))^0.5+(7.6*((2*Rco)+Dwire)/Lead*(Pt/(2*Rco))^2)^2.16;
%*****wire pressure drop factor*****
fwireL=(64/ReL*F factor^0.5+0.0816/ReLA0.133*F factor^O.9335)*pi*numPin*...
((2*Rco)+Dwire)/St; % lower plenum wire pressure drop
vflowL=mdot/ (rhoL*A*1E-4);
dPlp=((Kin+(fL+fwireL)*Llp/(2*Rco))*vflowL^2*rhoL/2+rhoL*9.8*Llp/100)*E-6;
% lower plenum pressure drop (MPa)
% 2. Core pressure drop (MPa)
fC=0.316./Re.^0.25; % smooth pipe friction loss in Core
fwireC=(64./Re*Ffactor^0.5+0.0816./Re.^0.133*FfactorO.9335)*pi*numPin*...
((2*Rco)+Dwire)/St; Core wire pressure drop
vflow=mdot./(rho*A*1E-4);
dPC=sum(((fC+fwireC)*DelZ/(2*Rco). *vflow.2.*rho/2+rho*9.8*DelZ/100)*E-6);
% core pressure drop (MPa)
% 3. Upper plenum pressure drop (MPa)
Kout=0.5; % inlet form loss
rhoU=-0.22829*(Tout+273.15)+1010.9;
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% Na density in Upper Plenum (UP) (kg/m3)
muU=exp(2.9465E-6*(Tout+273.15)^2-0.0059634*(Tout+2 7 3 .15)-5.5203);
% Na viscosity in UP (Pa.s)
ReU=mdot*(Dh*1E-2)/(A*1E-4*muU); % Reynolds number in UP
fU=0.316/ReU^0.25; % smooth pipe friction loss in UP
fwireU=(64/ReU*F factor^0.5+0.0816/ReU^0.133*F factorAO. 9335)*pi*nUMPin*...
((2*Rco)+Dwire)/St; % UP wire pressure drop
vflowU-mdot/(rhoU*A*1E-4);
dP-up=((Kout+(fU+fwireU)*Lup/(2*Rc) )*vflowU^2*rhoU/2+rhoU*9.8*Lup/100)*1E-6;
% UP pressure drop
% 4. Total pressure drop
dP=dP_lp+dP_C+dPup;
%---------------End Pressure drop calculation---------------
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Appendix C
ERANOS model (UC fuel)
PROCEDURE ->BU_CALCULATION
->EDLCONCENTRATION
EDLCONCENTRATION
EDLCHAINE
EDLFLUXMEAN
EDLGEOMETRY
EDLMICRO
PASSE;
EVOLUTION
CONCENTRATION (EDLCONCENTRATION)
FLUXM (EDLFLUXMEAN)
GEOMETRIE (EDLGEOMETRY)
MICRO (EDLMICRO)
CHAINE (EDLCHAINE)
DUREE (PASSE)
FACTEURNORMALISATION 1.00;
FINPROC;
PROCEDURE ->CORE_EVOLUTIONCALCULATION
->RHOV
->DAY
->MBUP
ECCOSTDCELLCALCULATIONU235
ECCOSTDCELLCALCULATION
FUEL_USED
RESOLUTIONFLUXDIFFUSION
RESOLUTIONFLUXRZ
RESOLUTIONFLUX
RESOLUTIONFLUXTRANSPORT
CORECALCULATIONPROC
BU_CALCULATION
NG
PTH
TYPEGEO
PASSE
TRANSPORT
T3MEDITION
ITER
TRUCOMB
ADJOINT
EXPENSIONCORE
TESTEDREFLECTORMATERIALS
NAIN_FRACTION
FUELFRACTION
HT9_FRACTION
NAOUTFRACTION
MEANENRICHMENT
MASS
CYCLE
FUEL2RELOAD
FUEL3RELOAD
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SI (FUEL_USED='UPU);
ECCOSTDCELLCALCULATION;
FINSI;
SI (FUELUSED='U235');
ECCOSTDCELLCALCULATIONU235;
FINSI;
->SUPC ('CHAINE/CAR(CYCLE));
->SUPML ('MEDIUM'/CAR(CYCLE));
->SUPMC ('MICRO'/CAR(CYCLE));;
ARCHIVE 'ARCHDON' ->EDLCHAINE (SUPC);
ARCHIVE 'ARCHDON' ->EDLMEDIUM (SUPML);
ARCHIVE 'ARCHDON' ->EDL MICRO (SUPMC);
the calcul core procedure is used
CORECALCULATIONPROC;
->BOL YES';
calculation of the flux at begin of life
RESOLUTIONFLUX;
SI (T3MEDITION='YES);
SI (TYPEGEO='3D');
* '*******************************************************';
* '***** EDITION DES RESULTATS AL ITERATION 0 ***********';
* '*******************************************************';
! we edit all the flux, the DPA and the power description of the core
! if we uncomment it
* 'debut edition FLUX';
EDITIONTAUX3M (EDLTAUXFLUX) TEST EDITION FLUX'
EDITIONPAR ASSEMBLAGE;
* 'fin edition FLUX';
* 'debut edition DPA';
! EDITIONTAUX3M (EDLTAUXDPA) 'TEST EDITION DPA'
! EDITIONPAR ASSEMBLAGE;
* 'fin edition DPA';
* 'debut edition PUISSANCE';
! EDITIONTAUX3M (EDLTAUXPUISSANCE) TEST EDITION PUISSANCE'
! EDITIONPAR ASSEMBLAGE;
* 'fin edition PUISSANCE';
* '*******************************************************';
* '***** FIN EDITION DES RESULTATS AL ITERATION 0 *******';
* '*******************************************************';
SINON;
FINSI;
FINSI;
->RHO ((1-(1./KEFF))*1E+05) ;
->RHOV REP(ITER,0);
->DAY REP(ITER,0);
->MBUP REP(ITER,0);
->RHOV(1) (RHO);
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->DAY(1) 0;
->MBUP(1) 0;
* RHOV;
* DAY;
* MBUP;
* 'BU in MWd/HMKg';
->SUFFC ('CONC'/CAR(0)/CAR(CYCLE));
->SUFFD ('FLXD'/CAR(0)/CAR(CYCLE));
->SUFFA ('CORE'/CAR(0)/CAR(CYCLE));
->SUFFG ('GEOM'/CAR(0)/CAR(CYCLE));
->SUFFM ('FLXM'/CAR(0)/CAR(CYCLE));
! archive of all the results
SI (CYCLE=1);
ARCHIVE 'ARCH3DEVOL' INITIALISER 600 4096;
FINSI;
ARCHIVE 'ARCH3DEVOL' (EDLCORE) (SUFFA);
ARCHIVE 'ARCH3DEVOL' (EDLGEOMETRY) (SUFFG);
ARCHIVE 'ARCH3DEVOL' (EDLCONCENTRATION) ('STD_/SUFFC);
ARCHIVE 'ARCH3DEVOL' (EDLFLUX) (SUFFD);
ARCHIVE 'ARCH3DEVOL' (EDLFLUXMEAN) (SUFFM);
->BOL 'NO';
iteration of the core
POUR ->I REP(ITER);
->SUFFC ('CONC'/CAR(I)/CAR(CYCLE)); ! Concentration EDL
->SUFFD ('FLXD'/CAR(I)/CAR(CYCLE)); ! Flux EDL
->SUFFA ('CORE/CAR(I)/CAR(CYCLE)); ! Core EDL
->SUFFM ('FLXM'/CAR(I)/CAR(CYCLE)); ! Mean Flux EDL
->SUFFG ('GEOM'/CAR(I)/CAR(CYCLE)); ! Geometry EDL
evolution of the core of PASSE days
BUCALCULATION ->EDLCONCENTRATION EDLCONCENTRATION;
calculation of the flux of the core using this new EDL CONCENTRATION
RESOLUTION_FLUX;
->RHO ((l-(lJKEFF))*1E+05);
->RHOV(I+1) (RHO);
->DAY(I+1) (DAY(I)+(PASSE));
->BU ((PTH)*DAY(I+1)/(MASS*1E6)) ;
->MBUP(I+1) (BU);
* DAY;
* RHOV;
* MBUP;
* 'Mean BU in MWd/HMKg';
ARCHIVE 'ARCH3DEVOL' (EDL CORE) (SUFFA);
ARCHIVE 'ARCH3DEVOL' (EDLGEOMETRY) (SUFFG);
ARCHIVE 'ARCH3DEVOL' (EDLCONCENTRATION) ('STD_'/SUFFC);
ARCHIVE 'ARCH3DEVOL' (EDLFLUX) (SUFFD);
ARCHIVE 'ARCH3DEVOL' (EDLFLUX_MEAN) (SUFFM);
SI (T3MEDITION='YES');
SI (TYPEGEO='3D');
*'9*******************************************************';
* '*****EDITION DES RESULTATS AL ITERATION 0 ***********';
* '*******************************************************';
! we edit all the flux, the DPA and the power description of the core
! if we uncomment it
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* 'debut edition FLUX';
EDITIONTAUX3M (EDLTAUXFLUX) TEST EDITION FLUX'
EDITIONPAR ASSEMBLAGE;
* 'fin edition FLUX';
* 'debut edition DPA';
! EDITIONTAUX3M (EDLTAUX_DPA) 'TEST EDITION DPA'
EDITIONPAR ASSEMBLAGE;
* 'fin edition DPA';
* 'debut edition PUISSANCE';
! EDITIONTAUX3M (EDLTAUXPUISSANCE)'TEST EDITION PUISSANCE'
! EDITIONPAR ASSEMBLAGE;
* 'fin edition PUISSANCE';
* '*******************************************************';
* '***** FIN EDITION DES RESULTATS A L ITERATION 0 *******';
* '*******************************************************';
SINON;
FINSI;
FINSI;
FINPOUR;
FINPROC;
PROCEDURE ->RESOLUTIONFLUXTRANSPORT
->KEFF
->EDLFLUX
->EDLFLUXMEAN
->EDLFLUXADJ
->EDLMACRO
->EDLINTPERT
ADJOINT
BOL
EDLMICRO
EDLMEDIUM
EDLCONCENTRATION
EDLGEOMETRY
CALCULMACRO ->EDLMACRO
MICRO (EDLMICRO)
MILIEU (EDLMEDIUM)
CONCENTRATION (EDLCONCENTRATION);
->NBSOURCE 1;
->DIRECTIVEKEEP KEEPFILE NHFLUX;
SI (BOL='NO');
->INIT INITIALIZATIONBYFLUX;
SINON;
->NIT;
FINSI;
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AVNM ->EDLFLUX
GEOMETRY (EDLGEOMETRY)
MACRO (EDLMACRO)
TRANSPORT WITHSIMPLIFIED_SPHERICAL_HARMONIC
(NIT)
OUTPUTFILE ON_6
PARTITION 5000000
MAXNUMBER OF OUTERITERATIONS 60
NUMBEROFUPSCATTERITERATIONS 0
CONVERGENCEON_K_EFF 5.E-5
SPATIALAPPROXIMATION
INTERIOR 6
INTERFACE 0
SOURCE (NBSOURCE)
FLUXSTORAGE 1
(DIRECTIVEKEEP)
K_EFFECTIF ->KEFF;
SI (ADJOINT='YES);
AVNM ->EDLFLUXADJ
GEOMETRY (EDLGEOMETRY)
MACRO (EDLMACRO)
ADJOINTCALCULATION
TRANSPORT WITHSIMPLIFIED_SPHERICALHARMONIC
(INIT)
OUTPUTFILE ON_6
PARTITION 5000000
MAXNUMBEROFOUTERITERATIONS 60
NUMBEROF UPSCATTERITERATIONS 0
CONVERGENCEON_K_EFF 5.E-5
SPATIAL_APPROXIMATION
INTERIOR 6
INTERFACE 0
SOURCE (NBSOURCE)
FLUXSTORAGE 1
(DIRECTIVEKEEP)
K_EFFECTIF ->KEFFADJ;
* -> intergrale de perturbation';
INTEGRALEPERTURBATIONTRANSPORT ->EDLINTPERT
!SCALARFLUX (EDLFLUX) (EDLFLUXADJ)
! MACRO (EDLMACRO)
! GEOMETRIE (EDLGEOMETRY)
!FULL;
!
FINSI;
FINPROC;
PROCEDURE ->RESOLUTIONFLUXDIFFUSION
->KEFF
->EDLFLUX
->EDLFLUXADJ
->EDLFLUXMEAN
->EDLMACRO
->EDLINTPERT
ADJOINT
EDLMICRO
EDLMEDIUM
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EDLCONCENTRATION
EDLGEOMETRY
CALCULMACRO ->EDLMACRO
MICRO (EDLMICRO)
MILIEU (EDLMEDIUM)
CONCENTRATION (EDLCONCENTRATION);
->PARAM
ITERATIONSEXTERNES
NOMBREMAXIMUM 35
CONVERGENCE_INTEGRALE 1.E-05
CONVERGENCEPONCTUELLE 1XE-03
TCHEB 4
ITERATIONSINTERNES
NOMBREMAXIMUM 5
CONVERGENCEPONCTUELLE 1E-04;
COEFFICIENTSDIFFUSIONHEXAGONALE_3DDF ->EDLCOEFFDIFF
GEOMETRIE (EDLGEOMETRY)
MACRO (EDLMACRO)
MAILLAGEPLAN 1
MAILLAGEAXIAL 1;
METHODERESOLUTIONDIFFUSION ->EDLMETHODE
COEFFICIENT (EDLCOEFFDIFF)
SANSEDITION
AXIALE CALCUL
PLANE BLOCSDELIGNES CALCUL;
* 'EDIT: DIFFUSION CALCUL';
ITERATIONSDIFFUSIONHEXAGONALEDF ->EDLFLUX
METHODE (EDLMETHODE)
COEFFICIENT (EDLCOEFFDIFF)
PARAMETRESDECALCUL (PARAM)
K_EFFECTIF ->KEFF
CONVERGENCEATTEINTE ->CONVA
SPECTRE VARIABLE
CALCUL DIRECT;
SI (ADJOINT='YES');
ITERATIONS_DIFFUSIONHEXAGONALEDF ->EDLFLUXADJ
METHODE (EDLMETHODE)
COEFFICIENT (EDLCOEFFDIFF)
PARAMETRESDECALCUL (PARAM)
K_EFFECTIF ->KEFF
CONVERGENCEATTEINTE ->CONVA
SPECTRE VARIABLE
CALCULADJOINT;
*' -> integrale de perturbation';
INTEGRALEPERTURBATION_DIFFUSION ->EDLINTPERT
FLUX (EDLFLUX) (EDLFLUXADJ)
MACRO (EDLMACRO)
GEOMETRIE (EDLGEOMETRY)
FULL ;
FINSI;
FINPROC;
PROCEDURE ->RESOLUTIONFLUXRZ
->KEFF
->EDLFLUX
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->EDLFLUX_MEAN
->EDLFLUX_ADJ
->EDLFLUXANG
->EDLFLUXADJOINTANG
->EDLMACRO
->EDLINTPERT
EDLCORE
EDLGEOMETRY
EDLCONCENTRATION
EDLMEDIUM
EDLMICRO
PTH
ZINT
ADJOINT
TRANSPORT;
* 'FLUX RZ';
->PARAM
ITERATIONSEXTERNES
NOMBREMAXIMUM 50
CONVERGENCEINTEGRALE 5.E-05
CONVERGENCEPONCTUELLE 2.E-03
TCHEB 4
ITERATIONSINTERNES
NOMBREMAXIMUM 35
CONVERGENCEPONCTUELLE 1.E-04;
CALCULMACRO ->EDLMACRO
MICRO (EDLMICRO)
MILIEU (EDLMEDIUM)
CONCENTRATION (EDLCONCENTRATION);
SI (TRANSPORT='YES);
* 'RZ TRANSPORT';
CREATIONPOIDSETDIRECTIONS ->EDLPOIDS
JEU 'STANDARD';
COEFFICIENTS_DIFFUSIONRECTANGULAIRE_2D ->EDLCOEFF_DIFF
GEOMETRIE (EDLGEOMETRY)
MACRO (EDLMACRO)
MAILLAGEPLAN 1 1
TRANSPORT;
METHODERESOLUTIONDIFFUSION ->EDLMETHODE
COEFFICIENT (EDLCOEFFDIFF)
SANSEDITION
PLANE BLOCSDELIGNES CALCUL;
ITERATIONSTRANSPORT ->EDLFLUX
FLUXANGULAIRE ->EDLFLUXANG
METHODE (EDLMETHODE)
COEFFICIENT (EDLCOEFFDIFF)
DIRECTION (EDLPOIDS)
ZONEINTERET (ZINT)
MODELE DIAMANTTETA 0.9
PARAMETRESDECALCUL (PARAM)
K_EFFECTIF ->KEFF
CONVERGENCEATTEINTE ->CONVA
ACCELERATION DIFFUSION ITERATIONDIFFUSION 20
SPECTRE VARIABLE
CALCUL DIRECT
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STOCKAGEDESMOMENTS OUI;
Ajout Pierre procedure MACCAO
SI (ADJOINT='YES');
ITERATIONSTRANSPORT ->EDLFLUX_ADJ
FLUXANGULAIRE ->EDLFLUXADJOINTANG
METHODE (EDLMETHODE)
COEFFICIENT (EDLCOEFFDIFF)
DIRECTION (EDLPOIDS)
ZONEINTERET (ZINT)
MODELE DIAMANTTETA 0.9
PARAMETRESDECALCUL (PARAM)
K_EFFECTIF ->KEFFADJOINT
CONVERGENCEATTEINTE ->CONVAADJOINT
ACCELERATION DIFFUSION ITERATIONDIFFUSION 20
SPECTRE VARIABLE
CALCUL ADJOINT
STOCKAGEDESMOMENTS NON;
!Fin ajout
INTEGRALE_PERTURBATIONTRANSPORT ->EDLINTPERT
FLUXANGULAIRE (EDLFLUXANG) (EDLFLUXADJOINTANG)
MACRO (EDLMACRO)
GEOMETRIE (EDLGEOMETRY)
COMPLET;
FINSI;
SINON;
* RZ DIFFUSION';
COEFFICIENTS_DIFFUSIONRECTANGULAIRE_2D ->EDLCOEFFDIFF
GEOMETRIE (EDLGEOMETRY)
MACRO (EDLMACRO)
MAILLAGEPLAN 1 1
DIFFUSION;
METHODERESOLUTIONDIFFUSION ->EDLMETHODE
COEFFICIENT (EDLCOEFFDIFF)
SANSEDITION
PLANE BLOCSDELIGNES CALCUL;
ITERATIONSDIFFUSIONRECTANGULAIRE ->EDLFLUX
METHODE (EDLMETHODE)
COEFFICIENT (EDLCOEFFDIFF)
PARAMETRESDECALCUL (PARAM)
K_EFFECTIF ->KEFF
CONVERGENCEATTEINTE ->CONVA
SPECTRE VARIABLE
CALCUL DIRECT;
SI (ADJOINT='YES');
ITERATIONSDIFFUSIONRECTANGULAIRE ->EDLFLUXADJ
METHODE (EDLMETHODE)
COEFFICIENT (EDLCOEFFDIFF)
PARAMETRESDECALCUL (PARAM)
K_EFFECTIF ->KEFF
CONVERGENCEATTEINTE ->CONVA
SPECTRE VARIABLE
CALCUL ADJOINT;
*' -> integrale de perturbation';
INTEGRALEPERTURBATION_DIFFUSION ->EDLINTPERT
FLUX (EDLFLUX) (EDLFLUXADJ)
MACRO (EDLMACRO)
GEOMETRIE (EDLGEOMETRY)
FULL;
FINSI;
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FINSI;
FINPROC;
PROCEDURE ->RESOLUTIONFLUX
->KEFF
->EDLFLUX
->EDLFLUXADJ
->EDLFLUXMEAN
->EDLFLUXANG
->EDL_FLUXADJOINTANG
->EDLMACRO
->EDLINTPERT
->EDLTAUXPUISSANCE
->EDLTAUXFLUX
->EDLTAUXDPA
ADJOINT
PTH
ZUNT
TRANSPORT
BOL
NG
TYPEGEO
EDLMICRO
EDLMEDIUM
EDLCONCENTRATION
EDLGEOMETRY
EDLCORE
RESOLUTIONFLUXTRANSPORT
RESOLUTIONFLUXDIFFUSION
RESOLUTIONFLUXRZ
SI (TYPEGEO='RZ');
RESOLUTIONFLUXRZ ;
SINON;
SI (TRANSPORT='YES');
RESOLUTIONFLUXTRANSPORT;
SINON;
RESOLUTIONFLUX_DIFFUSION;
FINSI;
FINSI;
CREATIONFLUXM
COEUR (EDLCORE)
SITUATION 1 ->EDLFLUXMEAN
FLUX (EDLFLUX)
GEOMETRIE (EDLGEOMETRY);
NORMALISATIONREACTEUR
FLUXM (EDLFLUXMEAN)
FLUX (EDLFLUX)
MACRO (EDLMACRO)'PUISSANCE'
VALEURDENORMALISATION (PTH)
NORMALISATION ->CNOR;
CREATIONFLUXM
COEUR (EDLCORE)
SITUATION 1 ->EDLFLUXMEAN
FLUX (EDLFLUX)
GEOMETRIE (EDLGEOMETRY);
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->SECT 11 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0000000000 0 00000000000;
! This can be used, with its edition, to have the flux par assembly, or the power, or the DPA
CREATIONTAUX3M
SITUATION 1 ->EDLTAUXPUISSANCE
FLUXM (EDLFLUX_MEAN)
JEU MACRO (EDLMACRO)'PUISSANCE'
NORMALISATION 1.00
MINMAX (EDLFLUX) (EDLGEOMETRY)
SITUATION 1 ->EDLTAUXDPA
FLUXM (EDLFLUXMEAN)
JEU MACRO (EDLMACRO) DPA'
NORMALISATION 8.64E-20
MINMAX (EDLFLUX) (EDLGEOMETRY)
SITUATION 1 ->EDLTAUXFLUX
FLUXM (EDLFLUXMEAN)
JEU (SECT) TLUX'
NORMALISATION LE-15
MINMAX (EDLFLUX) (EDLGEOMETRY);
*'FIN FLUX HEXA 3D';
FINPROC;
PROCEDURE ->MODULETRAVERSEXY_3D
EDLFLUX
EDLGEOMETRY
EDLMACRO
RAD_T_3DXYMIN
RAD_T_3DXYMAX
RAD_T_Z
* RAD_T_3DXYMIN;
* RAD_T_3DXYMAX;
TRAVERSE RADIALE
EXTRACTIONTRAVERSEFLUX FLUX (EDLFLUX)
GEOMETRIE (EDLGEOMETRY)
->TRAV RADIALE DIRECTION 4
POSITION (RADT_3DXYMIN) (RADT_3DXYMAX)
COTE SUPERIEURE (RAD_T_Z);
TRAITEMENTTRAVERSE
TRAVERSEEXTRAITE (TRAV)
->EDLTRTRAVA0
TAUX MACRO (EDLMACRO)'PUISSANCE' TOTAL;
TRAITEMENTTRAVERSE
TRAVERSEEXTRAITE (TRAV)
->EDLGROUP01 FLUX PARTIEL 1
->EDLGROUP02 FLUX PARTIEL 2
->EDLGROUP03 FLUX PARTIEL 3
->EDLGROUP04 FLUX PARTIEL 4
->EDLGROUP05 FLUX PARTIEL 5
->EDLGROUP06 FLUX PARTIEL 6
->EDLGROUP07 FLUX PARTIEL 7
->EDLGROUP08 FLUX PARTIEL 8
->EDLGROUP09 FLUX PARTIEL 9
->EDLGROUP10 FLUX PARTIEL 10
->EDLGROUP11 FLUX PARTIEL 11;
EDITIONTRAVERSE
'RADIAL POWER TRAVERSE IN THE CORE'
(EDL_GROUP01)
(EDLGROUPO2)
(EDLGROUPO3)
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z -Z--asaaA -a v-ar=uow<- aufiua:)o-ad
! 30'ddtza
,*****'IVDCV aSdaAVdra-MGOW aG MXOS ***** a *
! (OVAVHJ[X!-'IUa)
.aS'daAV-dl 3WIXV WaMOcl,
asuaAV'dJL MOIJIGa
ivLoL xfl-H vqviori(ia<- (ovAvaixri(ia) urnma-asuaAv-dj,
as-aaAv-drlwqwajLiv-aL
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aMaAVdra7MUOW aG MHOS ***** i *
Q idno-ao --iuq)
(olciflOU07-mia) (60dnOXO --Mg)
Nodno-do -,Iua) (Lodno-aci-,mg)
(godno-a0--im)
(90dnOU0-'IUa)
(Vodnouo -,Iua)
(Eocmo-doF,--I(Ia) (Zodno-dD7-j(ja)
Qodno-aT' Tuj)
,aHOD alll MasuaAVHIUaAAOcl'IVICNR
aS-daAVIU MOUIGH
I I =-Svd Xfl-H I lano-do --lua<-
01 MUUVd Xfl'H OlJnO'H0-'IUa<-
6 TM-dVd Xfl-H 60dnOllOF-'I(la<-
8 MUHVCI Xfllu 80CM01dD7lIua<-
L'IMIIVcl Xfl'H LOcIfIO-d0-'I(Ia<-
9 Tm-dvd Xfl-H qodflo-doF",Icla<-
g qmjxvd Xflu godno-d0--lGa<- t7 TMIIVCI XflH VOCMO-do7q(ja<-
E =Uvd Xfl-H EOCMOUOF-,I(la<-
z qmuva Xfl-H Zodno-d0--Iua<-
I TaiL-dvd xfl-H Todno-dD7,Iua<-
(O'dAVUXT-'IUa) ZLIVHJXA-aS-daAVIU aMAV-dl JMFfail"I
!'IVLOJ,.aDNVSSIfId, (O'd3VK-'l(Ia) 0-dDVW XnVJ, O'dAv-dJ.Xr'ICla<- (O'dAVUIXT-'IUa) alIVUIXA-aSdaAVUI
aS'daAVUrimamiivai
! ( -!-Clva) (XVWlf-Zlf-!-GV-d) (Z-!-GV-d) (NHWI!-Zll-!-C1V'H) W O'dAVIUX!--IGa<-
(xuiawoao-qGa) MLzKoao
(Xfl-li-IiGa) Xfl-u
Xf 1'14-aSlIaAV-drNOIJ,3V'dJX9
aivicrvd asaaAVIU i
!.*****,Ivlcr" as-d3AVIIrTmGow SmVu aaujma
z-rcrv-a
mwlf-zl!-,Ccrv-d
xvm zu I Cl"
OdDVK-,I(ia
ITER
TYPEGEO
RAD_T_RZ_R
RAD_T_3DXYMIN ! Assemblage: 2 coordonnees
RAD_T_3DXYMAX ! Assemblage : 2 coordonnees
RAD_T_Z
AX_T_3DXY ! Assemblage : 2 coordonnees
RAD_T_RZRMIN
RAD T RZ RMAX
AX_T_Z_MIN
AX_T-Z_MAX
->SUFFC ('CONC'/CAR(ITER));
->SUFFD (TLXD'/CAR(ITER));
->SUFFM ('FLXM'/CAR(ITER));
ARCHIVE 'ARCH3DEVOL' ->EDLCORE EDLCORE;
ARCHIVE 'ARCH3DEVOL' ->EDLGEOMETRY EDLGEOMETRY;
ARCHIVE 'ARCH3DEVOL' ->EDLCONCENTRATION ('STD_'/SUFFC);
ARCHIVE 'ARCH3DEVOL' ->EDLFLUX (SUFFD);
ARCHIVE 'ARCH3DEVOL' ->EDLFLUXMEAN (SUFFM);
ARCHIVE 'ARCHDON' ->EDL_MEDIUM MEDIUM STANDARD;
ARCHIVE 'ARCHDON' ->EDLMICRO MICRO STANDARD;
ARCHIVE 'ARCHDON' ->EDLCHAINE CHAINE EVOLUTION;
CALCULMACRO ->EDLMACRO
MICRO (EDLMICRO)
MILIEU (EDLMEDIUM)
CONCENTRATION (EDLCONCENTRATION);
SI (TYPEGEO='3D');
! MODULETRAVERSEXY_3D;
MODULETRAVERSEZ_3D ;
SINON ;
!MODULETRAVERSEZRZ;
!MODULETRAVERSERiRZ;
FINSI;
FINPROC;
PROCEDURE ->BREEDINGGAIN
->GRCOEUR
ITER
->SUFFC ('CONC'/CAR(ITER));
->SUFFD (TLXD'/CAR(ITER));
->SUFFM ('FLXM'/CAR(ITER));
Aller chercher les EDL qui vont bien
ARCHIVE 'ARCH3DEVOL' ->EDLCORE EDLCORE;
ARCHIVE 'ARCH3DEVOL' ->EDLGEOMETRY EDLGEOMETRY;
ARCHIVE 'ARCH3DEVOL' ->EDL-CONCENTRATION ('STD_'/SUFFC);
ARCHIVE 'ARCH3DEVOL' ->EDLFLUX (SUFFD);
ARCHIVE 'ARCH3DEVOL' ->EDLFLUXMEAN (SUFFM);
ARCHIVE 'ARCHDON' ->EDLMEDIUM MEDIUM STANDARD;
ARCHIVE 'ARCHDON' ->EDLMICRO MICRO STANDARD;
ARCHIVE 'ARCHDON' ->EDLCHAINE CHAINE EVOLUTION;
!C&N PROCEDURE GAINSDEREGENERATION
!C&F Cette procedure calcule le gain de regeneration
!C&M
!C&A ARGUMENTS DE LA PROCEDURE:
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!C&A DONNEES : procedure appelee par cette procedure
!C&AEDLCHAINE: edl utilise par une fonction ERANOS
!C&AEDLCOEFFEQUI : edl utilise par une fonction ERANOS
!C&AEDLCOEUR: edl utilise par une fonction ERANOS
!C&A EDLCONCENTRATION : edl utilise par une fonction ERANOS
!C&A EDLCONCVIDE : edl utilise par une fonction ERANOS
!C&AEDLFLUX: edl utilise par une fonction ERANOS
!C&A EDLFLUXMOYEN : edl utilise par une fonction ERANOS
!C&A EDLGEOMETRIE : edl utilise par une fonction ERANOS
!C&A EDLMICRO: edl utilise par une fonction ERANOS
!C&A EDLMILIEU: edl utilise par une fonction ERANOS
!C&A FINCYCLE : variable de fin de cycle (oui/non)
!C&A INSTANT: nombre de JEPP
!C&A TYPEPREPA: option de calcul
!C&A PASSE_D_EVOLUTION : procedure appelee par cette procedure
* ' ***** ENTREE DANS LA PROCEDURE GAINSDEREGENERATION *****';
construction de la liste des milieux combustibles
->LISTE_MILIEUX 'FUEL1''FUEL2''FUEL3';
->DELTA 'OUI';
SI (DELTA='OUI);
EVOLUTION
CONCENTRATION (EDLCONCENTRATION)
FLUXM (EDLFLUXMEAN)
GEOMETRIE (EDLGEOMETRY)
MICRO (EDLMICRO)
CHAINE (EDLCHAINE)
DUREE 10.
FACTEURNORMALISATION 1.00;
FINSI;
CALCULDESCOEFFICIENTSDEQUIVALENCE ->EDLCOEFFEQUI
MICRO (EDLMICRO)
FLUX3M (EDLFLUXMEAN)
MILIEU (EDLMEDIUM) (LISTEMILIEUX)
CHAINE_D_EVOLUTION (EDLCHAINE)
FISSILEEQUIVALENT 'Pu239'
FERTILEDEREFERENCE 'U238';
CALCULDESGAINS_DEREGENERATION ->GR ->MGR
CHAINE_D_EVOLUTION (EDLCHAINE)
GEOMETRIE (EDLGEOMETRY)
FLUX3M (EDLFLUXMEAN)
MICRO (EDLMICRO)
MILIEU (EDLMEDIUM)
CONCENTRATION (EDLCONCENTRATION)
COEFFICIENTDEQUIVALENCE (EDL_COEFFEQUI);
(EDLCOEFFEQUI) ONBILCE ISOTOPENAME ->NOMCORPS
EQUIVALENTFISSILE ->FISSILEEQUIVALENT
REFERENCEFERTILE ->FERTILEDEREFERENCE
EQUIVALENCECOEFFICIENT ->COEFF;
->COEFFICIENTS;
POUR ->I REP(COEFFO);
->COEFFICIENTS(2*I-1) CAR(NOMCORPS(I),1,8);
->COEFFICIENTS(2*I) COEFF(I);
FINPOUR;
= TYPE DE TRACE' O ; = 'FICHIER SORTIE' 6;
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6K
0ab-acUl
HJA
NoisfHjIU-xflqi-Noijnqom
I'dOcISNV'drXfl'l!-NOILfI lOM
ZlFxfllltf-NOILfilom
Xfllli-Noljlnliom
liajl-_ Hag
-dTag<- Noijv =ivD ana<- aufiua:)o-dd
, Doudl-
NOIIVdaKa9al!-21G-SNE[V9 allnUaDoWd Yl aG allHOS
(iq) (UJO) (Vaq) (30) llfla0zF-dq<-
( DV-dJ),aDVHJ, a(I ad)U, =! 9.aIJXOS UaIHDIA
(ZDD).Z-Iaflq wo. ODD), I'lana 11D.
(=ML) (JIXD).:IVEIO'10 NOIIV'daMa9aH aG MVD. alx=<- (LD+ujq+Vaf)+u0+Dq) 1119<- t " *
, isma
(3J,)M) *! (19), WV SaUMMAWD, aJXal<- (0=/JLD) is
, ismu
(aj 3m) (Ujg), '1viuvu Tuj[xaa. aLXEU<- (0=1HAD) is
, ismu
(alxm) (Vaq), ivixv Tumaj, aLXEU<- (O=N4D) is
! ismu
(aj= ) (Lqg), agHum Yuma, aLx-u<- (0=/Ido) is
ISNIA
(MLXML) (39). qgfl& alLxajl<- ,(O=/Df)) is
Imodkild
ismu
ISNONIS
uao<-
ISNONIS
((I)No+Vaq) vao<-
ismoms
Lqo<-
ISNOMS
'ismu! ((i),dg+ED9) z3o<-! CEiaru=(5T(i)u9w),dvD) is
ismu! ((i),ao+zDo) is
ismu! ioo<-! Cman,L=(gT(i)u9w)uvD) is
Df)<- (.DAlT(D-dqw)UVD) is
(01IOW)dau I<- unod
0 ZDD<-
0 130<-
o J,9<-! o UJD<-! o V,40<-! o ido<-, o 39<-
QMOD) *! (SINMEHaOD) Z *! (TWW03) *!,, *
Noijv-daNagaH acl SMND.) ZWWOD<-
(,aDN9-IVAIfIbMCl SINM3114903) I WWOD<-
TRANSPORT
ZINT
NG
EDLCONCENTRATION
EDLGEOMETRY
EDLCORE
->CORPSBETA
CORPS U234' 59. 207. 103. 377. 246. 68.
0.0125 0.0310 0.0726 0.2132 0.4840 2.3218
CORPS U235' 56. 275. 196. 774. 263. 150.
0.0125 0.0314 0.0922 0.2607 0.7062 2.6802
CORPS U236' 59. 388. 289. 1000. 393. 181.
0.0126 0.0305 0.0977 0.2810 0.8215 2.7776
CORPS U238' 43.540. 500. 1832. 1114.481.
0.0126 0.0298 0.1038 0.3040 0.9322 3.0302
CORPS 'Np237' 38. 268. 136.471.220. 87.
0.0125 0.0298 0.0863 0.2475 0.5821 2.4425
CORPS 'Pu238' 22. 117. 37. 124. 134. 22.
0.0125 0.0294 0.0621 0.1832 0.3984 2.1457
CORPS 'Pu239' 19. 181. 60. 203. 164. 37.
0.0125 0.0292 0.0737 0.2095 0.4520 2.2679
CORPS Pu240' 19. 279. 128. 358. 129.47.
0.0125 0.0289 0.0976 0.2740 0.6601 2.5194
CORPS 'Pu241' 20. 410. 231. 633. 240. 96.
0.0125 0.0289 0.0998 0.2915 0.8047 2.7593
CORPS 'Pu242' 18. 487. 324. 901. 407. 143.
0.0126 0.0289 0.1023 0.3047 0.8744 2.8921
CORPS 'Am241' 20. 130. 35. 87. 108. 14.
0.0125 0.0291 0.0633 0.1821 0.4029 2.1434
CORPS 'Am242m' 13. 218. 70. 185. 94. 24.
0.0125 0.0288 0.0882 0.2455 0.5433 2.3395
CORPS 'Am243' 12. 292. 125. 294. 110. 37.
0.0125 0.0288 0.0971 0.2813 0.7276 2.5737
CORPS 'Cm243' 8. 76. 41. 69.7. 21.
0.0124 0.0279 0.1395 0.3619 1.9644 3.0401
CORPS 'Cm244' 8. 115. 45. 66. 105. 13.
0.0124 0.0275 0.0356 0.1322 0.3687 1.9639
CORPS 'Cm245' 8. 142. 80. 98. 147.21.
0.0124 0.0272 0.0334 0.1282 0.3785 1.9093;
->SPECNEUTRET
REP(5,0.) 0.186 0.187 0.125 0.125 0.125 0.125 0.127 REP(21,0.)
REP(5,0.) 0.234 0.234 0.106 0.106 0.106 0.106 0.108 REP(21,0.)
REP(5,0.) 0.160 0.160 0.136 0.136 0.136 0.136 0.137 REP(21,0.)
REP(5,0.) 0.161 0.161 0.135 0.135 0.135 0.135 0.138 REP(21,0.)
REP(5,0.) 0.152 0.153 0.139 0.139 0.139 0.139 0.139 REP(21,0.)
REP(5,0.) 0.159 0.160 0.136 0.136 0.136 0.136 0.127 REP(21,0.);
='FICHIER SORTIE' 6;
= 'NOMBRE DE TERMES' 10000;
ARCHIVE 'ARCHDON' ->EDL_MEDIUM MEDIUM STANDARD;
ARCHIVE 'ARCHDON' ->EDLMICRO MICRO STANDARD;
ARCHIVE 'ARCHDON' ->EDLCHAINE CHAINE EVOLUTION;
->SUFFC ('CONC'/CAR(BEFFITER));
ARCHIVE 'ARCH3DEVOL' ->EDLCONCENTRATION ('STD_/SUFFC);
->COTESAC1 221.;
->COTESAC2 221. ;
->COTESCP1 221.;
->COTE_SCP2 221.;
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!!EDITIONCOEUR (EDLCOEUR);
!* 'REPRISE CYCLE'(ITER);
->MESH_Z;
->NAIG 271;
->IOUT 0;
->JOUT 0;
->BOL 'OUI';
! ->MACROHETE 'OUI';
->SPN 'OUI';
* 'essai2 bis';
! ! masse des noyaux lourds en kg
->LISTEMILIEUX 'FUEL1';
->MASSENLO 39697.3 32398.5;
->MASSENL 39697.3 32398.5;
->DELTAT 410.;
->ADJOINT 'YES';
RESOLUTIONFLUX ->EDLINTPERT;
* ITER;
CALCULBETAEFFECTIF 'BETA EFFECTIF AT THE END OF THE ITER ITERATION'
MILIEU (EDLMEDIUM)
MICRO (EDLMICRO)
INTEGRALEPERTURBATION (EDLINTPERT)
CONCENTRATION (EDLCONCENTRATION)
SPECTRENEUTRONSRETARDES
(SPECNEUTRET)
(CORPSBETA)
BETAEFFECTIF ->BEFF;
* BEFF;
FINPROC;
PROCEDURE ->MATERIALRESULTSEVOLUTION
ITER
PASSE
->LISTEMILIEUX 'FUEL1''FUEL2''FUEL3';
ARCHIVE 'ARCHDON' ->EDLCHAINE CHAINE EVOLUTION;
ARCHIVE 'ARCHDON' ->EDLMEDIUM MEDIUM STANDARD;
ARCHIVE 'ARCHDON' ->EDLMICRO MICRO STANDARD;
POUR ->I REP(ITER+I1);
->J (I-1);
->TIME ((PASSE)*J);
* TIME;
*'efpd';
->SUFFC ('CONC'/CAR(J));
->SUFFD ('FLXD'/CAR(J));
->SUFFA ('FLXA'/CAR(J));
->SUFFM ('FLXM'/CAR(J));
ARCHIVE 'ARCH3DEVOL' ->EDLCORE EDLCORE;
ARCHIVE 'ARCH3DEVOL' ->EDL_GEOMETRY EDLGEOMETRY;
ARCHIVE 'ARCH3DEVOL' ->EDLCONCENTRATION ('STD_'/SUFFC);
ARCHIVE 'ARCH3DEVOL' ->EDL FLUX (SUFFD);
ARCHIVE 'ARCH3DEVOL' ->EDL_FLUXMEAN (SUFFM);
appel pour le calcul du Pu9 Equivalent
CALCULDESCOEFFICIENTS_DEQUIVALENCE ->EDLCOEFF_EQUI
MICRO (EDLMICRO)
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FLUX3M (EDLFLUXMEAN)
MILIEU (EDLMEDIUM) (LISTEMILIEUX)
CHAINE_D_EVOLUTION (EDLCHAINE)
FISSILEEQUIVALENT 'Pu239'
FERTILEDEREFERENCE 'U238';
bilan en masse (kg)
CALCULDUBILANDESMATIERES ->EDLBILANMASSIQUE
BASE
MILIEU (EDLMEDIUM)
DONNEES
CONCENTRATION (EDLCONCENTRATION)
GEOMETRIE (EDLGEOMETRY)
COEFFICIENT_DEQUIVALENCE (EDLCOEFFEQUI)
OPTION
BILAN_ENMASSE;
bilan en atome/cm3
CALCULDUBILANDESMATIERES ->EDLBILANATOMIQUE
BASE
MILIEU (EDLMEDIUM)
DONNEES
CONCENTRATION (EDLCONCENTRATION)
GEOMETRIE (EDLGEOMETRY)
COEFFICIENT_DEQUIVALENCE (EDLCOEFFEQUI)
OPTION
BILANENATOME;
* '*****************************************************';
* 'SORTIE SUR ARCHIVE ='(SUFFB);
!ARCHIVE 'ARCHBILAN' (EDLBILANMASSIQUE) (SUFFB);
! edition listing
EDITIONDUBILANDESMATIERES
DONNEES (EDLBILANMASSIQUE)
OPTION PARMILIEU
OPTION PARPARCELLES
FINPOUR;
FINPROC;
PROCEDURE ->PERTURBATIONCALCULATION
->PERT_VALUE
ECCOSTDCELLCALCULATION
ECCOSTDCELLCALCULATIONU235
RESOLUTIONFLUXDIFFUSION
RESOLUTIONFLUXRZ
RESOLUTIONFLUX
RESOLUTIONFLUXTRANSPORT
CORECALCULATIONPROC
BUCALCULATION
ECCOPERTCELLCALCULATION
BEFF_CALCULATION
FUELUSED
PERT_NB
DNAPERT
TFUELPERT
PERTITER
ADJOINT
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NG
PTH
TYPEGEO
PASSE
TRANSPORT
ZINT
FUELUSED
EXPENSIONCORE
TESTEDREFLECTORMATERIALS
NAINFRACTION
FUELFRACTION
HT9_FRACTION
NAOUTFRACTION
MEANENRICHMENT
->RHOSTD REP((PERTTER+1),O);
->RHOPERT REP((PERTITER+1),0);
->PERTVALUE REP((PERTITER+1),0);
->PERTVALUED REP((PERTITER+1),0);
->BEFFVALUE REP((PERTITER+1),O);
* PERTVALUED;
SI (FUELUSED='UPU');
ECCOSTDCELLCALCULATION;
FINSI;
SI (FUEL_USED='U235');
ECCO_STDCELLCALCULATIONU235;
FINSI;
ARCHIVE 'ARCHDON' ->EDLCHAINE CHAINE EVOLUTION;
ARCHIVE 'ARCHDON' ->EDL_MEDIUM MEDIUM STANDARD;
ARCHIVE 'ARCHDON' ->EDLMICRO MICRO STANDARD;
CORECALCULATION_PROC;
->BOL 'YES';
RESOLUTIONFLUX;
->RHOSTD(1) ((1-(1JKEFF))*1E+05);
* RHOSTD;
->SUFFC ('CONC'/CAR(0));
->SUFFD ('FLXD'/CAR(0));
->SUFFM ('FLXM'/CAR(0));
ARCHIVE 'ARCH3DEVOL' INITIALISER 100 4096;
ARCHIVE 'ARCH3DEVOL' (EDLCONCENTRATION) ('STD_'/SUFFC);
ARCHIVE 'ARCH3DEVOL' (EDLFLUX) (SUFFD);
ARCHIVE 'ARCH3DEVOL' (EDLFLUXMEAN) (SUFFM);
POUR ->I REP(PERTITER);
->BOL 'NO';
BUCALCULATION ->EDLCONCENTRATION EDLCONCENTRATION;
RESOLUTIONFLUX;
->SUFFC ('CONC'/CAR(I));
->SUFFD ('FLXD'/CAR(I));
->SUFFM ('FLXM'/CAR(I));
ARCHIVE 'ARCH3DEVOL' (EDLCONCENTRATION) ('STD_'/SUFFC);
ARCHIVE 'ARCH3DEVOL' (EDLFLUX) (SUFFD);
ARCHIVE 'ARCH3DEVOL' (EDLFLUXMEAN) (SUFFM);
->RHOSTD(I+1) ((1-(1JKEFF))*1E+05) ;
* RHOSTD;
FINPOUR;
ECCOPERTCELLCALCULATION;
ARCHIVE 'ARCHDON' ->EDLMEDIUM ('MEDIUMPERT'/CAR(PERTNB));
ARCHIVE 'ARCHDON' ->EDLMICRO ('MICROPERT'/CAR(PERTNB));
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CORECALCULATIONPROC;
->SUFFC ('CONC'/CAR(O));
ARCHIVE 'ARCH3DEVOL' (EDLCONCENTRATION) ('PERT_'/SUFFC);
->BOL 'YES';
RESOLUTIONFLUX;
->RHOPERT(1) ((1-(1./KEFF))*1E+05) ;
* RHOPERT;
POUR ->I REP(PERTITER);
->BOL 'NO';
->SUFFM (TLXM'/CAR(I-1));
ARCHIVE 'ARCH3DEVOL' ->EDLFLUX MEAN (SUFFM);
ARCHIVE 'ARCHDON' ->EDLMICRO MICRO STANDARD;
BUCALCULATION ->EDLCONCENTRATION EDLCONCENTRATION;
/ (EDLMICRO);
ARCHIVE 'ARCHDON' ->EDLMICRO ('MICRO_PERT'/CAR(PERTNB));
RESOLUTIONFLUX;
->SUFFC ('CONC'/CAR(I));
ARCHIVE 'ARCH3DEVOL' (EDLCONCENTRATION) ('PERT_'/SUFFC);
->RHOPERT(I+1) ((1-(1./KEFF))*1E+05) ;
* RHOPERT;
FINPOUR;
->TEMPORARY (PERTITER+1);
!* TEMPORARY;
POUR ->I REP(TEMPORARY);
!* I;
->BEFFITER (I-1);
SI (TYPEGEO='3D');
SI (TRANSPORT=YES);
SINON;
BEFF_CALCULATION;
FINSI;
SINON;
BEFF_CALCULATION;
FINSI;
* 'for Day equal';
->DAY (BEFFITER*PASSE);
* DAY;
*'BEFF value is';
* BEFF;
->BEFFVALUE(I) (BEFF);
->RHOPERTI (RHOPERT(I));
!* RHOPERTI;
->RHOSTDI (RHOSTD(I));
!* RHOSTDI;
->PERTVALUEI ((RHOPERTI)-(RHOSTDI));
!* PERT_VALUEI ;
->PERTVALUE(I) (PERTVALUEI);
!* PERTVALUE;
->PERTVALUED(I) ((PERTVALUEI)/BEFF);
!* PERTVALUE_D;
FINPOUR;
* 'for perturbation:';
* PERTNB;
* 'the values in pcm:';
* PERTVALUE;
* 'the values in $:';
* PERTVALUE_D;
* 'with BEFF values in pcm:';
* BEFFVALUE;
FINPROC;
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PROCEDURE ->CORECALCULATIONPROC
->EDLCORE
->EDLGEOMETRY
->EDLCONCENTRATION
EDLMEDIUM
EDLCHAINE
TYPEGEO
->PARCELLES 100.0 110.2 120.4 130.6 140.8 151.0 161.2
171.4 181.6 191.8 202.0;
->ZINT 1 150 40 80;
CORECREATION ->EDLCORE
LATTICE
CENTRE 30
definition of the couronne, we define where are the assembly in the core
RING 'ZFUEL11' 1 5
RING 'ZFUEL12' 5 6
RING 'ZFUEL21' 7 9
RING 'ZFUEL31' 10 12
RING 'ZREFL1' 13 14
RING 'ZMSHIELD' 15 15
we can modify the couronne description in adding the position of the elements in the core
POSITION 'ZROD1' 30 30
POSITION 'ZROD2' 32 32 34 28 28 34 26 32 32 26 28 28
POSITION 'ZROD3' 36 24 30 36 36 30 24 36 24 30 30 24
POSITION 'ZROD4' 35 35 25 40 40 25 35 20 20 35 25 25
POSITION 'ZFUEL11'
POSITION 'ZFUEL21' 31 38 30 39 29 39 22 39 21 39 21 38
213121302229292230213121
382139213922392939303831
POSITION 'ZFUEL31'
POSITION'ZREFL1'41 30 4129 40 3130 4129 413140
19 4120 41 19 40 41 19 4120 40 19
301931192920193019312029
POSITION 'ZMSHIELD' 43 30 43 29 42 31 30 43 29 43 31 42
431743184217174318431742
301731172918173017311829
verry important, this is the assembly pitch
LATTICESTEP 16.1417
Cylindrisation
This cylindrisation is used for a 2D calculation, much faster
CYLINDRICALEQUIVALENCE
'ZROD1' 8.475
'ZFUEL11' 62.852
'ZROD2'66.192
'ZFUEL12' 80.846
'ZFUEL21' 93.226
'ZROD3' 95.508
'ZFUEL22' 129.919
'ZFUEL31' 139.516
'ZROD4' 141.052
'ZFUEL32' 164.991
'ZREFL1' 194.925
'ZMSHIELD' 212.890
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description of the distance between two calculations
BASICMESH !---> taille des mailles environ 5 cm
OZ 40 100.0
40202.0
20 242.0
50 322.0
5 342.0
OR 5 8.475
30 62.852
566.192
15 80.846
1093.226
5 95.508
30 129.919
5 139.516
5 141.052
20 164.991
20 194.925
10212.890
Axial description of the assembly
SUBASSEMBLY 'AFUELl'FUEL 127 1.2383
MEDIUM 'LRGP' 0.0 20.0 ! lower reactor grid plate
'LASH' 20.0 60.0 ! Lower assembly MSHIELDing
'LAREFL' 60.0 100.0 !Lower assembly reflector
'FUEL1' 100.0 202.0
'TAREFL' 202.0 242.0 ! Upper Assembly Reflector
'GPLN' 242.0 322.0 ! Gas plenum
'UASH' 322.0 342.0 ! Upper assembly MSHIELDing
ZONE 'ZFUEL11''ZFUEL12'
PARCELLE (PARCELLES)
SUBASSEMBLY 'AFUEL2' FUEL 127 1.2383
MEDIUM 'LRGP' 0.0 20.0 ! lower reactor grid plate
'LASH' 20.0 60.0 ! Lower assembly MSHIELDing
'LAREFL' 60.0 100.0 !Lower assembly reflector
'FUEL2' 100.0 202.0
'HAREFL' 202.0 242.0 ! Upper Assembly Reflector
'GPLN' 242.0 322.0 ! Gas plenum
'UASH' 322.0 342.0 ! Upper assembly MSHIELDing
ZONE '2FUEL21''ZFUEL22'
PARCELLE (PARCELLES)
SUBASSEMBLY 'AFUEL3'FUEL 127 1.2383
MEDIUM 'LRGP' 0.0 20.0 ! lower reactor grid plate
'LASH' 20.0 60.0 ! Lower assembly MSH[ELDing
'LAREFL' 60.0 100.0 !Lower assembly reflector
'FUEL3' 100.0 202.0
'HAREFL' 202.0 242.0 ! Upper Assembly Reflector
'GPLN' 242.0 322.0 ! Gas plenum
'UASH' 322.0 342.0 ! Upper assembly MSHIELDing
ZONE 'ZFUEL31''ZFUEL32'
PARCELLE (PARCELLES)
SUBASSEMBLY 'AROD' STRUCTURE 10.0
MEDIUM 'SUIV'0.0 202.0
'MROD' 202.0 342.0
ZONE 'ZROD1''ZROD2''ZROD3''ZROD4'
SUBASSEMBLY 'AREFL' STRUCTURE 10.0
MEDIUM 'REFL' 0.0 342.0
ZONE 'ZREFL1'
SUBASSEMBLY 'AMSHIELD' STRUCTURE 10.0
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MEDIUM 'MSHIELD' O.0 342.0
ZONE 'ZMSHIELD';
calculation of the GEOMETRIE EDL
SI (TYPEGEO='3D');
CREATIONGEOMETRIEHEXAGONALE ->EDLGEOMETRY
CORE (EDLCORE)
MEDIUM (EDLMEDIUM)
DESCRIPTION H3D
CONFIGURATION
ZONE 'ZFUEL11''ZFUELl2''AFUELl'
ZONE 'ZFUEL21''ZFUEL22''AFUEL2'
ZONE 'ZFUEL31''ZFUEL32''AFUEL3'
ZONE 'ZROD1''ZROD2''ZROD3''ZROD4''AROD'
ZONE 'ZREFL1' 'AREFL'
ZONE 'ZMSHIELD''AMSHIELD'
BOUNDARY RSUP ZEROFLUX
ZINF ZEROFLUX
ZSUP ZEROFLUX
FORCERLAPERIODICITEA '2PI' ! can be used for a 3D calculation
SINON;
CREATIONGEOMETRIEHEXAGONALE ->EDLGEOMETRY
CORE (EDLCORE)
MEDIUM (EDLMEDIUM)
! DESCRIPTION H3D
CONFIGURATION
ZONE 'ZFUEL11''ZFUEL12''AFUELl'
ZONE 'ZFUEL21''ZFUEL22''AFUEL2'
ZONE 'ZFUEL31''ZFUEL32''AFUEL3'
ZONE 'ZROD1''ZROD2''ZROD3''ZROD4''AROD'
ZONE 'ZREFL1''AREFL'
ZONE 'ZMSHIELD''AMSHIELD'
BOUNDARY RSUP ZEROFLUX
ZINF ZEROFLUX
ZSUP ZEROFLUX
! FORCERLAPERIODICITE_A '2PI' ! can be used for a 3D calculation
FINSI;
CREATIONCONCENTRATIONREACTEUR ->EDLCONCENTRATION
GEOMETRIE (EDLGEOMETRY)
CHAINE (EDLCHAINE)
MILIEU (EDLMEDIUM);
FINPROC;
!******************U235 calculation********************
PROCEDURE ->ECCOSTDCELLCALCULATIONU235
->DPAVALUES
->LISTEJEUX
->EXPCOOL
->EXPSTRU
->EXPFERT
->FERTILEMATERIAL_LIST
->FISSILEMATERIALLIST
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->MEDIUMLIST
->CELLSLIST
->CELLSCALCULATION
EXPENSIONCORE
TESTEDREFLECTORMATERIALS
NA-INFRACTION
FUELFRACTION
HT9_FRACTION
NAOUTFRACTION
MEANENRICHMENT
CYCLE
FUEL2RELOAD
FUEL3RELOAD
->E1 (MEANENRICHMENT);
!--> temperatures for normal conditions (in Celcius degrees):
->TINA 395.0; !--> Na temperature entrance of the core
->TONA 545.0 ;!--> Na temperature exit of the core
->TNA 470.0 ; !---> Na mean temperature of the core
->TSTRU 470.0 ; !--> structures mean temperature
->TBLANKET 470.0; !--> fertile mean temperature
->TFUEL 900.0; !-> fuel temperature
->DNA 0.85;
!--> dpa data used (dpa NRT FE Phenix from F. Varaine):
->DPAVALUES
2.49003E+03 2.20142E+03 1.61392E+03 1.19601E+03 8.16534E+02
5.07258E+02 3.88248E+02 3.03888E+02 1.95415E+02 1.12463E+02
9.99362E+01 6.27367E+01 9.28358E+01 9.95753E+00 1.72557E+01
2.79407E+01 9.36916E+00 5.48347E+00 3.75001E+00 3.57596E+00
1.07834E+00 1.47958E-01 1.24334E-01 1.79762E-01 2.30101E-01
2.81222E-01 3.82509E-01 4.92422E-01 6.35710E-01 9.01810E-01
2.49369E+00 4.15532E+00 1.19865E+01 ;
!--> liste used for the creation of the micro cross section of the core
->LISTEJEUX
UNIT 'FUELl' PNMOMENT 1 MEDIUM 'FUELl' FUEL
UNIT T'UEL2' PNMOMENT 1 MEDIUM 'FUEL2' FUEL
UNIT 'FUEL3' PNMOMENT 1 MEDIUM 'FUEL3' FUEL
UNIT 'REFL' PNMOMENT 1 MEDIUM 'REFL' STRUCTURE ! RADIAL REFLECTOR
UNIT 'MSHIELD' PNMOMENT 1 MEDIUM 'MSHIELD' STRUCTURE! RADIAL SHIELD
UNIT 'MROD' PNMOMENT 1 MEDIUM 'MROD' STRUCTURE ! ROD
UNIT 'SUIV' PNMOMENT 1 MEDIUM 'SUIV' STRUCTURE ! SUIVEUR
UNIT 'LRGP' PNMOMENT 1 MEDIUM 'LRGP' STRUCTURE ! LOWER GRID PLATE
UNIT 'LASH' PNMOMENT 1 MEDIUM LASH' STRUCTURE ! LOWER ASSEMBLY
SHIELDING
UNIT 'LAREFL' PNMOMENT 1 MEDIUM 'LAREFL' STRUCTURE ! LOWER ASSEMBLY
REFLECTOR
UNIT 'IAREFL' PNMOMENT 1 MEDIUM 'HAREFL' STRUCTURE ! UPPER ASSEMBLY
REFLECTOR
UNIT 'GPLN' PNMOMENT 1 MEDIUM 'GPLN' STRUCTURE ! GAS PLENIUM
UNIT 'UASH' PN_MOMENT 1 MEDIUM UASH' STRUCTURE ! UPPER ASSEMBLY
SHIELDING
data used for the EXPENSION of the structures
->EXPCOOL 100 8.656E-05 200 8.903E-05 300 9.138E-05
400 9.391E-05 500 9.669E-05 600 9.954E-05
700 10.265E-05 800 10.588E-05 900 10.920E-05
1000 11.26E-05 1100 11.62E-05 1200 11.98E-05 ;
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! the dilatations calculated by the core are the one of the HT-9
->EXPSTRU 100 1.707E-05 200 1.740E-05 300 1.774E-05
400 1.808E-05 500 1.841E-05 600 1.875E-05
700 1.908E-05 800 1.942E-05 1200 2.075E-05;
->EXPFUEL 100 1.720E-05 200 1.726E-05 300 1.732E-05
400 1.739E-05 500 1.745E-05 600 1.752E-05
700 1.758E-05 800 1.765E-05 1200 1.791E-05;
->EXPFERT (EXPFUEL);
!-------list of all the elements used in the core- ----- --
!----------list of reflector material------- --
->TESTEDREFLECTORMATERIALS
MATERIAUSIMPLE 'RADREFL' STRUCTURE ! radial reflector
FORMULEMOLECULAIRE 3.581 ! 3.581 (Theoretical density without porocity)
ELEMENT CIP 1.00
'Mg24' 78.99
'Mg25' 10.00
'Mg26' 11.01
ELEMENT CIA 1.0
'016' 100.00
DILATATION (EXPSTRU)
MATERIAUSIMPLE 'AXREFL' STRUCTURE ! axial reflector
FORMULEMOLECULAIRE 3.581
ELEMENT CIP 1.00
'Mg24' 78.99
'Mg25' 10.00
Mg26' 11.01
ELEMENT CIA 1.0
'016' 100.00
DILATATION (EXPSTRU)
!------list of non fissiles materials (NA, tracesNA, alloy)-----
->STRUCTUREMATERIAL_LIST
! Sodium Bond
SIMPLEMATERIAL 'SODIUM' COOLANT
WEIGHTPERCENTAGE 0.85000
ELEMENT CIP 100.00
'Na23' 100.0
EXPANSION (EXPCOOL)
! Sodium Coolant
SIMPLEMATERIAL 'SODIUMCR' COOLANT ! This is used for sodium voiding
WEIGHTPERCENTAGE (DNA)
ELEMENT CIP 100.00
'Na23' 100.0
EXPANSION (EXPCOOL)
! Sodium
SIMPLEMATERIAL 'TRACENA' COOLANT
WEIGHTPERCENTAGE I.E-10 ! this can be used for Na void coefficient calculations
ELEMENT CIP 100.00
'Na23' 100.0
EXPANSION (EXPCOOL)
Helium Gas
SIMPLEMATERIAL 'HELIUM' STRUCTURE
WEIGHTPERCENTAGE 5.28506E-4 ! for the gas plenium
ELEMENT CIA 100.0
'He4' 100.0
EXPANSION (EXPCOOL)
Shielding Material
SIMPLEMATERIAL 'B4C20' ABSORBER
FORMULE_MOLECULAIRE 2.51981
ELEMENT CIA 4.00 ! CIA: Atomic porcentage for each isotopes
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'B10' 20.0 ! original composition
'B11'80.0 ! original composition
ELEMENT CIA 1.00
'CO' 100.0
EXPANSION (EXPSTRU)
!Control Rod
SIMPLEMATERIAL 'RODB4C' ABSORBER
FORMULEMOLECULAIRE 2.51981
ELEMENT CIA 4.00 ! CIA: Atomic porcentage for each isotopes
! 'B10' 100.0
'B1l' 100.0
ELEMENT CIA 1.00
'CO' 100.0
EXPANSION (EXP_.STRU)
STEEL (DUCT+CLADDING)
SIMPLEMATERIAL 'STEELHT9' STRUCTURE ! ODS Steel
WEIGHTPERCENTAGE 7.611
ELEMENT CIP 85.852
'Fe54'5.845
'Fe56' 91.754
'Fe57' 2.119
'Fe58' 0.282
ELEMENT CIP 11.80
'Cr50' 4.345
'Cr52' 83.789
'Cr53' 9.501
'Cr54' 2.365
ELEMENT CIP 0.03
'Ni58' 68.077
'Ni60' 26.223
'Ni6l' 1.14
'Ni62' 3.634
'Ni64' 0.926
ELEMENT CIP 0.13
'Ti46' 8.0
'Ti47' 7.3
'Ti48' 73.8
'Ti49' 5.5
'Ti50' 5.4
ELEMENT CIP 0.03
'N14' 99.634
'N15' 0.336
ELEMENT CIP 0.004
'Ar36' 0.337
'Ar38' 0.063
'Ar40' 99.60
ELEMENT CIP 0.054
'CO' 100.0
ELEMENT CIP 2.00
'W182' 26.43
'W183' 14.3
'W184' 30.67
'W186' 28.6
ELEMENT CIP 0.1024
'Y89' 100.0
ELEMENT CIP 0.0776
'016' 100.00
EXPANSION (EXP_-STRU);
!-> fuel materials description:
SI (CYCLE=1);
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->FISSILEMATERIALLIST
SIMPLEMATERIAL 'FUEL1' FUEL
WEIGHT_PERCENTAGE 13.63 ! 85% density
ELEMENT CIP 95.2 ! CIP: masse percentage for each isotopes
'Th232' 1.E-10
'Pa231' 1.E-10
'Pa233' 1.E-10
'U232' 1.E-10
'U233' i.E-10
'U234' 1.E-10
'U236' 1.E-10
'U238' (100-(E1))
'U235' (El)
ELEMENT CIP (1.OE-10)
'Np237' 1.OE-10
'Np238' 1.OE-10
'Np239' 1.E-10
'Pu238' 1.OE-10
'Pu239' 1.OE-10
'Pu240' 1.OE-10
'Pu241' 1.OE-10
'Pu242' 1.OE-10
'Am241' 1.OE-10
'Am242g' 1.E-10
'Am242m' lE-10
'Am243' 1.OE-10
'Cm242' .E-10
'Cm243' 1.OE-10
'Cm244' 1.OE-10
'Cm245' 1.OE-10
'Cm246' 1.OE-10
'Cm247' 1.E-10
'Cm248' 1.E-10
'Bk249' 1.OE-10
'Cf249' 1.OE-10
'Cf250' 1.OE-10
'Cf251' 1.OE-10
'Cf252' 1.OE-10
'fpU234' 1.0E-10
'fpU235' 1.OE-10
'fpU236' 1.0E-10
'fpU238' 1.OE-10
'fpNp237' 1.OE-10
'fpPu238' 1.OE-10
'fpPu239' 1.OE-10
'fpPu240' 1.OE-10
'fpPu241' 1.OE-10
'fpPu242' 1.OE-10
'fpAm241'1.OE-10
'fpAm242m' 1.OE-10
'fpAm243' 1.OE-10
'fpCm243' 1.OE-10
'fpCm244' 1.OE-10
'fpCm245' 1.OE-10
ELEMENT CIP 4.8
'Co' 100.00
EXPANSION (EXPFUEL)
SIMPLEMATERIAL 'FUEL2' FUEL
WEIGHT_PERCENTAGE 13.63 ! 90% density
ELEMENT CIP 95.2 ! CIP: masse percentage for each isotopes
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'Th232' 1.E-10
'Pa231' 1.E-10
'Pa233' 1.E-10
'U232' 1.E-10
'U233' 1.E-10
'U234' 1.E-10
'U236' 1.E-10
'U238' (100-(E1))
'U235' (El)
ELEMENT CIP (l.0E-10)
'Np237' 1.OE-10
'Np238' 1.OE-10
'Np239' 1.E-10
'Pu238' 1.0E-10
'Pu239' 1.OE-10
'Pu240' 1.0E-10
'Pu241' 1.0E-10
'Pu242' 1.0E-10
'Am241' 1.0E-10
'Am242g' 1.E-10
'Am242m' 1E-10
'Am243' 1.0E-10
'Cm242' 1.E-10
'Cm243' 1.0E-10
'Cm244' 1.0E-10
'Cm245' 1.OE-10
'Cm246' 1.0E-10
'Cm247' 1.E-10
'Cm248' 1.E-10
'Bk249' L.0E-10
'Cf249' 1.OE-10
'Cf250' 1.OE-10
'Cf251' 1.0E-10
'Cf252' 1.0E-10
'fpU234' 1.0E-10
'fpU235' L.OE-10
'fpU236' 1.0E-10
'fpU238' 1.0E-10
'fpNp237' L.OE-10
'fpPu238' 1.0E-10
'fpPu239' 1.OE-10
'fpPu240' 1.0E-10
'fpPu241' 1.0E-10
'fpPu242' 1.0E-10
'fpAm241' 1.0E-10
'fpAm242m' 1.0E-10
'fpAm243' 1.0E-10
'fpCm243' 1.OE-10
'fpCm244' 1.0E-10
'fpCm245' 1.0E-10
ELEMENT CIP 4.8
'CO' 100.00
EXPANSION (EXPFUEL)
SIMPLEMATERIAL 'FUEL3' FUEL
WEIGHTPERCENTAGE 13.63 ! 100% density
ELEMENT CIP 95.2 ! CIP: masse percentage for each isotopes
'Th232' i.E-10
'Pa231' 1.E-10
'Pa233' .E-10
'U232' i.E-10
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'U233' 1.E-10
'U234' 1.E-10
'U236' 1.E-10
'U238' (100-(E1))
'U235' (El)
ELEMENT CIP (1.OE-10)
'Np237' 1.0E-10
'Np238' 1.0E-10
'Np239' 1.E-10
'Pu238' 1.0E-10
'Pu239' 1.OE-10
'Pu240' 1.0E-10
'Pu241' 1.0E-10
'Pu242' 1.0E-10
'Am241' 1.0E-10
'Am242g' i.E-10
'Am242m' lE-10
'Am243' 1.OE-10
'Cm242' 1.E-10
'Cm243' 1.0E-10
'Cm244' 1.0E-10
'Cm245' 1.0E-10
'Cm246' 1.0E-10
'Cm247' .E-10
'Cm248' 1.E-10
'Bk249' 1.OE-10
'Cf249' 1.OE-10
'Cf250' 1.0E-10
'Cf251' 1.OE-10
'Cf252' 1.OE-10
'fpU234' 1.0E-10
'fpU235' 1.0E-10
'fpU236' 1.OE-10
'fpU238' 1.0E-10
'fpNp237' 1.0E-10
'fpPu238' 1.0E-10
'fpPu239' 1.OE-10
'fpPu240' 1.OE-10
'fpPu241' 1.0E-10
'fpPu242' 1.0E-10
'fpAm241' 1.0E-10
'fpAm242m' 1.OE-10
'fpAm243' .OE-10
'fpCm243' 1.0E-10
fpCm244' 1.0E-10
'fpCm245' 1.0E-10
ELEMENT CIP 4.8
'CO' 100.00
EXPANSION (EXPFUEL);
FINSI;
SI (CYCLE>1);
->FISSILE_MATERIALLIST
SIMPLEMATERIAL 'FUEL1' FUEL
WEIGHTPERCENTAGE 13.63 ! 85% density
ELEMENT CIP 95.2 ! CIP: masse percentage for each isotopes
'Th232' 1.E-10
'Pa231' i.E-10
'Pa233' i.E-10
'U232' 1.E-10
'U233' 1.E-10
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'U234' 1.E-10
'U236' 1.E-10
'U238' (100-(El))
'U235' (El)
ELEMENT CIP (L.OE-10)
'Np237' 1.OE-10
'Np238' 1.OE-10
'Np239' 1.E-10
'Pu238' 1.0E-10
'Pu239' 1.OE-10
'Pu240' L.OE-10
'Pu241' 1.0E-10
'Pu242' 1.OE-10
'Am241' 1.OE-10
'Am242g' l.E-10
'Am242m' lE-10
'Am243' 1.OE-10
'Cm242' l.E-l0
'Cm243' 1.OE-10
'Cm244' 1.OE-10
'Cm245' 1.OE-10
'Cm246' 1.OE-10
'Cm247' l.E-l0
'Cm248' .E-10
'Bk249' 1.OE-10
'Cf249' L.OE-10
'Cf250' 1.OE-10
'Cf251' 1.OE-10
'Cf252' 1.OE-10
'fpU234' l.0E-10
'fpU235' l.0E-10
'fpU236' 1.OE-10
'fpU238' L.OE-10
'fpNp237' L.OE-10
'fpPu238' 1.OE-10
'fpPu239' l.OE-10
'fpPu240' L.OE-10
'fpPu241' L.OE-10
'fpPu242' 1.0E-10
'fpAm241' L.OE-10
'fpAm242m' l.OE-10
'fpAm243' 1.OE-10
'fpCm243' l.OE-10
'fpCm244' 1.OE-10
'fpCm245' 1.OE-10
ELEMENT CIP 4.8
'CO' 100.00
EXPANSION (EXPYUEL)
(FUEL2RELOAD) EXPANSION (EXPFUEL)
(FUEL3RELOAD) EXPANSION (EXPFUEL)
FINSI;
!--> list of materials:
->MEDIUMLIST
! 3 fuel description for 3 zones in my core
! we describe the volume percentage in the fuel assembly
MEDIUM 'FUELl'
'FUEL1' 100.00
MEDIUM 'COOLANT' ! coolant
'SODIUMCR' 100.00
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MEDIUM 'DUCT'
'STEELHT9' 100.00
MEDIUM 'BOND'
'SODIUM' 100.00
MEDIUM 'FUEL2'
'FUEL2' 100.00
MEDIUM 'FUEL3'
'FUEL3' 100.00
! Lower Grid Plenium
MEDIUM 'LRGP'
'SODIUM' 37.9088
'STEELHT9' 62.0912
! Lower Assembly Shielding
MEDIUM 'LASH'
'SODIUM' (NAOUTFRACTION+5.2786)
'STEELHT9' (HT9_FRACTION)
'B4C20' (NAINFRACTION+FUELFRACTION-5.2786)
! Upper Assembly Shielding
MEDIUM 'UASH'
'SODIUMCR' (NAOUTFRACTION) ! Top voided
'SODIUM' 5.2786 ! (NAINFRACTION)
'STEELHT9' (HT9_FRACTION)
'B4C20' (FUELFRACTION+NAINFRACTION-5.2786)
! Lower Assembly Reflector
MEDIUM 'LAREFL'
'SODIUM' (NAOUTFRACTION+5.2786)
'STEELHT9' (HT9_FRACTION)
'AXREFL' (NAINFRACTION+FUELFRACTION-5.2786)
! Upper Assembly Refelctor
MEDIUM 'HAREFL'
'SODIUMCR' (NAOUTFRACTION) ! Top voided
'SODIUM' 5.2786 ! (NAINFRACTION)
'STEELHT9' (HT9_FRACTION)
'AXREFL' (FUELFRACTION+NAINFRACTION-5.2786)
! Gas Plenium
MEDIUM 'GPLN'
'SODIUMCR' (NAOUTFRACTION+5.2786) ! Top voided
!'SODIUM' (NAIN_FRACTION)
'STEELHT9'(HT9_FRACTION)
'HELIUM'(FUELFRACTION+NAINFRACTION-5.2786)
! control rods
MEDIUM 'MROD'
!'RODB4C' 28.9996 ! 100% B10
!'RADREFL'42.8 ! 28.9996
'B4C20' 42.8 ! 28.9996 ! 20% B10
'STEELHT9' 20.8 ! 32.7328
'SODIUM' 36.4 ! 38.2676
! followers of the rods
MEDIUM 'SUIV'
'SODIUM' 50.4 !New VF Including Bond ! Original VF = 28.9996%
'STEELHT9' 20.8 ! 32.7328
'SODIUM' 28.8 ! 38.2676
! Radial reflector
MEDIUM 'REFL'
'SODIUM' 17.762! 12.4977
'RADREFL'77.368
'STEELHT9' 4.8701 ! 10.1343
! radial shielding
MEDIUM 'SHIELD'
'SODIUM' 30.2268
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'STEELHT9' 24.9926
'B4C20' 44.7806
->CELLSLIST
! cell liste
! these are defined at 20 celcius degrees, ECCO code will make them evoluate
! until the right temperature using the dilatations data we entered previously.
CELL 'CFUEL1'
RANGEMENTCOMPOSITION
'FUELl'
'COOLANT'
DUCT'
'BOND'
GEOMETRY DATA
HEXAGON 3
14.9225
HEXAGONAL LATTICE 7 1.320 1
CYLINDRICAL 3
0.4929 REGION 1 'FUEL1' COMPOSITION 1293.16
0.5691 REGION 2'BOND' COMPOSITION 4 293.16
0.6191 REGION 3 'DUCT' COMPOSITION 3 293.16
INSIDE REGION 4 'COOLANT' COMPOSITION 2 293.16
1111111
INSIDE REGION 5 'COOLANT' COMPOSITION 2 293.16
15.7099 REGION 6 DUCT' COMPOSITION 3 293.16
16.1417 REGION 7'COOLANT' COMPOSITION 4 293.16
WHITE
END OF GEOMETRY DATA
CELL 'CFUEL2'
RANGEMENTCOMPOSITION
'FUEL2'
'COOLANT'
DUCT'
'BOND'
GEOMETRY DATA
HEXAGON 3
14.9225
HEXAGONAL LATTICE 7 1.320 1
CYLINDRICAL 3
0.4929 REGION 1 'FUEL2' COMPOSITION 1293.16
0.5691 REGION 2 BOND' COMPOSITION 4 293.16
0.6191 REGION 3 DUCT' COMPOSITION 3 293.16
INSIDE REGION 4 'COOLANT' COMPOSITION 2 293.16
1111111
INSIDE REGION 5 'COOLANT' COMPOSITION 2 293.16
15.7099 REGION 6 'DUCT' COMPOSITION 3 293.16
16.1417 REGION 7 'COOLANT' COMPOSITION 4 293.16
WHITE
END OF GEOMETRY DATA
CELL 'CFUEL3'
RANGEMENTCOMPOSITION
'FUEL3'
'COOLANT'
DUCT'
'BOND'
GEOMETRY DATA
HEXAGON 3
14.9225
HEXAGONAL LATTICE 7 1.320 1
CYLINDRICAL 3
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0.4929 REGION 1 'FUEL3' COMPOSITION 1 293.16
0.5691 REGION 2'BOND' COMPOSITION 4 293.16
0.6191 REGION 3 'DUCT' COMPOSITION 3 293.16
INSIDE REGION 4 'COOLANT' COMPOSITION 2 293.16
1111111
INSIDE REGION 5 'COOLANT' COMPOSITION 2 293.16
15.7099 REGION 6 'DUCT COMPOSITION 3 293.16
16.1417 REGION 7 'COOLANT' COMPOSITION 4 293.16
WHITE
END OF GEOMETRY DATA
CELL 'CSUIV'
RANGEMENTCOMPOSITION 'SUIV'
GEOMETRY DATA
HOMOGENEOUS
REGION 1 'SUIV' COMPOSITION 1293.16
END OF GEOMETRY DATA
CELL 'CLRGP'
RANGEMENTCOMPOSITION LRGP'
GEOMETRY DATA
HOMOGENEOUS
REGION 1 'LRGP' COMPOSITION 1293.16
END OF GEOMETRY DATA
CELL 'CROD'
RANGEMENTCOMPOSITION MROD'
GEOMETRY DATA
HOMOGENEOUS
REGION 1 'MROD' COMPOSITION 1293.16
END OF GEOMETRY DATA
CELL 'CLASH'
RANGEMENTCOMPOSITION LASH'
GEOMETRY DATA
HOMOGENEOUS
REGION 1 'LASH' COMPOSITION 1293.16
END OF GEOMETRY DATA
CELL 'CLAREFL'
RANGEMENTCOMPOSITION LAREFL'
GEOMETRY DATA
HOMOGENEOUS
REGION 1 'LAREFL' COMPOSITION 1293.16
END OF GEOMETRY DATA
CELL 'CHAREFL'
RANGEMENTCOMPOSITION 'HAREFL'
GEOMETRY DATA
HOMOGENEOUS
REGION 1 'HAREFL' COMPOSITION 1293.16
END OF GEOMETRY DATA
CELL 'CGPLN'
RANGEMENTCOMPOSITION 'GPLN'
GEOMETRY DATA
HOMOGENEOUS
REGION 1 'GPLN' COMPOSITION 1293.16
END OF GEOMETRY DATA
CELL 'CUASH'
RANGEMENTCOMPOSITION 'UASH'
GEOMETRY DATA
HOMOGENEOUS
REGION 1 'UASH' COMPOSITION 1293.16
END OF GEOMETRY DATA
CELL 'CREFL'
RANGEMENTCOMPOSITION 'REFL'
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GEOMETRY DATA
HOMOGENEOUS
REGION 1 'REFL' COMPOSITION 1293.16
END OF GEOMETRY DATA
CELL 'CSHIELD'
RANGEMENTCOMPOSITION 'SHIELD'
GEOMETRY DATA
HOMOGENEOUS
REGION 1 'SHIELD' COMPOSITION 1293.16
END OF GEOMETRY DATA;
! steps of calculation used for each cells
! this is where we can decide to define some heterogeous/homogeneous cells
->STEP 1 FUEL
GEOMETRY ORIGINAL
ELEMENTS ALL
GROUP STRUCTURE OTHER 33
INPUT LIBRARY 'BBL_33G'
FLUX SOLUTION CP P1 CONSISTENT ORDER 1
LEAKAGE NLFACT CELL BENOIST FLUXWT MEAN
PROFILE COLLISION PROBABILITIES ROTH 6
BSEARCH 1.0
SELF SHIELDING NODBBSH;
->STEP_2_FUEL
GEOMETRY ORIGINAL
GROUP STRUCTURE FINE
INPUT LIBRARY 'BBL_1968G'
ELEMENTS 24
U235 U238 Pu239 Pu240 Pu241 Pu242 Am241 Fe57 Fe58
Fe54 Fe56 Cr50 Cr52 Cr53 Cr54 Ni58 Ni6O Ni6l
Ni62 Ni64 016 Na23 Np237 Cm245
FLUX SOLUTION CP P1 CONSISTENT ORDER 1
LEAKAGE NLFACT CELL BENOIST FLUXWT MEAN
PROFILE COLLISION PROBABILITIES ROTH 6
BFROM 1
SELF SHIELDING NODBBSH
CONDENSE 33
1 82 142 202 262 322 382 442 502 564
624 686 746 808 868 928 988 1048 1108 1168
1228 1288 1336 1422 1480 1516 1579 1648 1708 1768
1837 1919 1952;
->STEP_3_FUEL
GEOMETRY ORIGINAL
GROUP STRUCTURE OTHER 33
FLUX SOLUTION CP P1 CONSISTENT ORDER 1
PROFILE COLLISION PROBABILITIES ROTH 6
LEAKAGE NLFACT CELL BENOIST FLUXWT MEAN
SELF SHIELDING NODBBSH
BSEARCH 1.0;
->STEP_4_FUEL
HOMOGENISE
GEOMETRY HOMOGENEOUS
GROUP STRUCTURE OTHER 33
FLUX SOLUTION FM P1 CONSISTENT ORDER 1
SELF SHIELDING NODBBSH
BFROM 3;
->STEPSTRU
GEOMETRY HOMOGENEOUS
GROUP STRUCTURE OTHER 33
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FLUX SOLUTION FM P1 CONSISTENT ORDER 1
INPUT LIBRARY 'BBL_33G'
LEAKAGE NLFACT CELL BENOIST FLUXWT MEAN
SELF SHIELDING DBBSH;
->CELLSCALCULATION
calculation of the cells
CELL 'CFUEL1'
EDITION MINI
'INTERNAL FUEL ASSEMBLY'
TEMPERATURE 1 (TFUEL+273)
2 (TNA+273)
3 (TSTRU+273)
4 (TNA+273)
5 (TNA+273)
6 (TSTRU+273)
7 (TNA+273)
STEPS 4
STEP (STEP_1_FUEL)
STEP (STEP_2_FUEL)
STEP (STEP_3-FUEL)
STEP (STEP_4_FUEL)
OUTPUT LIBRARY 'FUELl' CROSS SECTIONS FLUXES
ENDSTEPS
CELL 'CFUEL2'
EDITION MINI
'MEDIUM FUEL ASSEMBLY'
TEMPERATURE 1 (TFUEL+273)
2 (TNA+273)
3 (TSTRU+273)
4 (TNA+273)
5 (TNA+273)
6 (TSTRU+273)
7 (TNA+273)
STEPS 4
STEP (STEP_1_FUEL)
STEP (STEP_2_FUEL)
STEP (STEP_3_FUEL)
STEP (STEP_4_FUEL)
OUTPUT LIBRARY 'FUEL2' CROSS SECTIONS FLUXES
ENDSTEPS
CELL 'CFUEL3'
EDITION MINI
'EXTERNAL FUEL ASSEMBLY'
TEMPERATURE 1 (TFUEL+273)
2 (TNA+273)
3 (TSTRU+273)
4 (TNA+273)
5 (TNA+273)
6 (TSTRU+273)
7 (TNA+273)
STEPS 4
STEP (STEP_1_FUEL)
STEP (STEP_2_FUEL)
STEP (STEP_3_FUEL)
STEP (STEP_4_FUEL)
OUTPUT LIBRARY 'FUEL3' CROSS SECTIONS FLUXES
ENDSTEPS
CELL 'CSUIV'
EDITION MINI
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OLZ
ITIMIA gxflqdllvDllluDqfls
(fi-dis-cials) clus I Scials
(ELZ+VMJ,) T MUV-dadWal ,CrIaIHS,
imw MOLLIGa
MVHD, 'M3
SdaLsclma
Saxfllu SNOIJLDas SSOUD "HaNVIL XWVWEIIII iladilflo
((Z**(O*9Z/691tI'0)*(8/9)) DMqXDflEl
.Tliafu gxfl-ulivaljlu3gfls
(fluls-dals) dals
I SdUs
(ELZ+V. U) T allfUV-dadYial
,CrMHS,
mwmoiiiua
IL IM3
SdaLsclma
SMMqJ SNOIJDaS SSOND.HSVL XUVUE[Il JfldMO
((Z**(O'9Zl69TtT*0)*(8/9)) OMqXZ)flg
riafu ammmimpons
(fildiLs-dals) daLs
I sdaLs
(ELZ+Vmoj,) I mmv-dadvm
,CrMHS,
INIW MOIJUGa
.HSV'13,
SdaLsc[ma
SaXfl-H MUMS SSO'dDdD'dL XUV'dgI'I JAMMO
((Z**(O*9Zt69TVT*0)*(8/9)) OMqXDflg
llqgfu E[XflE IIVDIJMDgfls
(fildils dais) daLs
I Sdals
(ELZ+flujLsJD I aufuv-dadvol
lovs SGOIII
mw NOIJiGa
AMID,
SdaLsclma
SaXfl-H SMOUDaS SSO'43.UO'dK XTv-dElIl JndJnO
((Z**(O'S;ZI69TVV0)*(8/9)) OMqXOflg
Illafu qxflqjlTVDIjnDqfls
(fi7als-dals) dais
T SdaLS
(ELZ+fllliSil) T MMvIdadyflu
ADS suoll lioldixoD.
mw moiliua
IG07HO, IriaD
SdZLSC[Na
SMM'H SNOIJLDaS SSOUDAMS. XUV-dalI JndJnO
((Z**(O'S;ZI691VT*0)*(8/9)) DM-IXDflg
,iiafu aviumumoans
(filus-dam) daLs
I sdals
(ELZ+VMJL) T aldfUV-dadWal
IVN sIdamolilio4l
BUCKLING ((5/8)*((3.14159/25.0)**2))
OUTPUT LIBRARY 'HAREFL' CROSS SECTIONS FLUXES
ENDSTEPS
CELL 'CGPLN'
EDITION MINI
'SHIELD'
TEMPERATURE 1 (TINA+273)
STEPS 1
STEP (STEPSTRU)
SUBCRITICAL FLUXB 'FUEL1'
BUCKLING ((5/8)*((3.14159/25.0)**2))
OUTPUT LIBRARY 'GPLN' CROSS SECTIONS FLUXES
ENDSTEPS
CELL 'CUASH'
EDITION MINI
'SHIELD'
TEMPERATURE 1 (TINA+273)
STEPS 1
STEP (STEPSTRU)
SUBCRITICAL FLUXB 'FUEL1'
BUCKLING ((5/8)*((3.14159/25.0)**2))
OUTPUT LIBRARY 'UASH' CROSS SECTIONS FLUXES
ENDSTEPS
CELL 'CREFL'
EDITION MINI
'SHIELD'
TEMPERATURE 1 (TINA+273)
STEPS 1
STEP (STEPSTRU)
SUBCRITICAL FLUXB 'FUELl'
BUCKLING ((5/8)*((3.14159/25.0)**2))
OUTPUT LIBRARY 'REFL' CROSS SECTIONS FLUXES
ENDSTEPS
CELL 'CSHIELD'
EDITION MINI
'SHIELD'
TEMPERATURE 1 (TINA+273)
STEPS 1
STEP (STEPSTRU)
SUBCRITICAL FLUXB 'FUELl'
BUCKLING ((5/8)*((3.14159/25.0)**2))
OUTPUT LIBRARY 'MSHIELD' CROSS SECTIONS FLUXES
ENDSTEPS;
here we create the core saying which librry we want to use (BBLREF is a 33 group library)
MEDIUM_CREATION ->EDLMEDIUM
REFERENCEUNIT 'BBLREF
INITIALTEMPERATURE 20.0
(STRUCTUREMATERIALLIST)
(TESTEDREFLECTORMATERIALS)
(FISSILEMATERIALLIST)
(MEDIUMLIST)
(CELLSLIST);
this is used to make evoluate the core with the temperature. As we already use a description of the
core at high temperature we can just comment this not to mke it evoluate
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! MEDIUMX STANDARDS
! OPERATINGCONDITION
! MEDIUM (EDLMEDIUM)
! REFERENCEUNIT 'BBLREF
! EXPANSION
! RADIALE (TINA)'STEELHT9'
! AXIALE (TSTRU)'STEELHT9'
! ->DILRAD
!->DILAX
! TEMPERATURE
!FUEL (TFUEL)
! STRUCTURE (TSTRU)
! CALOPORTEUR (TNA)
! ABSORBANT (TSTRU)
! FERTILE (TBLANKET);
! EDITIONMEDIUM (EDLMEDIUM);
! EDITION : write in the output file every thing...
DECAYCHAINCREATION ->EDLCHAINE
MEDIUM (EDLMEDIUM)
HEAVYISOTOPE
NLTh232' FIS N2N 'Pa231' DAF NGF 'Pa233'
NL 'Pa231' FIS N2N DAF NGF 'U232'
NL 'Pa233' FIS N2N'U232' DBMF 'U233' NGF U234'
NL 'U232' FIS N2N 'Pa231' DAF NGF 'U233'
NL 'U233' FIS N2N U232' DAF NGF 'U234'
NL 'U234' FIS N2N U233' DAF NGF U235'
NL 'U235' FIS N2N U234' DAF ?a231' NGF 'U236'
NL 'U236' FIS N2N U235' DAF Th232' NGF 'Np237'
NL 'U238' FIS N2N Np237' DAF 'U234' NGF Np239'
NL 'Np237'FIS N2N DAF 'Pa233' NGF 'Pu238'
NL 'Np239'FIS N2N DBMF 'Pu239' NGF 'Pu240'
NL 'Pu238'FIS N2N 'Np237' DAF 'U234' NGF 'Pu239'
NL 'Pu239'FIS N2N 'Pu238' DAF 'U235' NGF 'u240'
NL 'Pu240'FIS N2N 'Pu239' DAF 'U236' NGF 'Pu241'
NL'Pu241'FIS N2N 'Pu240' DBMF 'Am241'NGF 'Pu242'
NL 'Pu242' FIS N2N Tu241' DAF 'U238' NGF 'Am243'
NL 'Am241' FIS N2N 'Pu240' DAF Np23T NGF 'Am242g' 85.
NGM 'Am242m' 15.
NL 'Am242g' FIS N2N Am241' DBMF 'Cm242'84.
DBPF'Pu242' 16. NGF 'Am243'
NL 'Am242m' FIS N2N 'Am241' DG 'Am242g' NGF 'Am243'
NL 'Am243' FIS N2N 'Am242g' DAF Np239' NGF 'Cm244'
NL 'Cm242' FIS N2N 'Am241' DAF 'Pu238' NGF 'Cm243'
NL 'Cm243' FIS N2N 'Cm242' DAF 'Pu239' NGF 'Cm244'
NL 'Cm244' FIS N2N 'Cm243' DAF 'Pu240'NGF 'Cm245'
NL 'Cm245' FIS N2N 'Cm244' DAF 'Pu241' NGF 'Cm246'
NL 'Cm246' FIS N2N 'Cm245' DAF 'Pu242' NGF 'Cm247'
NL 'Cm247' FIS N2N 'Cm246' DAF 'Am243' NGF 'Cm248'
NL 'Cm248' FIS N2N 'Cm247' DAF NGF 'Bk249'
NL 'Bk249' FIS N2N DBMF 'Cf249' NGF 'Cf250'
NL 'Cf249' FIS N2N DAF 'Cm245' NGF 'Cf250'
NL 'Cf250' FIS N2N DAF 'Cm246' 99.923
DFSP 0.077
NGF 'Cf251'
NL 'Cf251' FIS N2N 'Cf250' DAF 'Cm247' NGF 'Cf252'
NL 'Cf252' FIS N2N 'Cf251' DAF 'Cm248' 96.908
DFSP 3.092
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NGF 'Bk249'
PRODUITFISSION
PF 'fpU234' PF 'fpU235' PF 'fpU236' PF 'fpU238'
PF 'fpNp237'
PF 'fpPu238' PF 'fpPu239' PF 'fpPu240' PF 'fpPu241' PF 'fpPu242'
PF 'fpAm24l' PF 'fpAm242m' PF 'fpAm243'
PF 'fpCm243' PF 'fpCm244' PF 'fpCm245'
RENDEMENTSDEFISSION
LISTEDESNOYAUXLOURDS
Th232'
'Pa231''Pa233'
'U232''U233'
'U234''U235''U236''U238'
'Np237''Np239'
'Pu238''Pu239''Pu240''Pu241''Pu242'
'Am241' 'Am242g''Am242m''Am243'
'Cm242''Cm243''Cm244''Cm245''Cm246''Cm247''Cm248'
'Bk249'
'Cf249' 'Cf250''Cf251''Cf252'
RENDEMENTS
'fpU234'
0.0
0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0 200.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
'fpU235'
0.0
0.0200.0
200.0 200.0 0.0 200.02 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0
'fpU236'
0.0
0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 200.06 0.0
0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
'fpU238'
0.0
0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 200.01
0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
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t7LZ
00 00 0*0 0
0 0
f0f0 0 f0*f0 MO0 £f00
WON 0*0 0,0 0,0 0*0
0*0 0*0
0'0 0*0 0,0 0,0 0'0 0,0
0,00,0
00
,Zt7VnddJ.
0*0 0*0 0*0 0*0
00
O'f0 00 ff0 f0 O'0 O'0 0-0
0 0 0'0 0*0 0*0
ff0 £fOOZ 0 00 00 00 0*0 
00*0 f0 ff 0,0 0'0 00 * ,
0*0
,lt,Znddj,
0,0 0*0 0'0 0*0
0*0
0-0 0,0 0*0 0*0 0*0 0'0 0*0
0*0 0*0 0'0 0,0
Z0.00z 0*0
0'0 0,0 0,0 0*0 0'0 00
0*0 0*0
0*0
,0tZnddj,
0'0 0'0 0'0 0*0
0,0
0,0 0*0 0Yo 0*0 0,0 0,0 0*0
00 0 0'0 0*0 0*0
0'0 0*0 0'0 00'00Z o0*
0'0 0*0
0*0 0*0 0*0 0,0 0*0 0*0
0'0 0,0
0*0
.6EVnddJ,
0*0 0*0 0'0 0*0
0*0
0,0 0,0 0*0 0*0 0*0 0*0 0*0
' 00 00 0'0 0,0
0'0 0'0 0'0 0'0 E6'661
0*0 0*0
0,0 0,0 0*0 0*0 0*0 0,0
0*0 0*0
0,0
.8EZnddj,
0*0 0*0 0'0 0*0
00
0,0 0,0 0,0 0*0 0*0 0*0 0*0
0 0 0'0 0'0 0*0
0,0 0,0 0*0 0,0 0*0
0*0 ZO'00Z
0*0 0*0 0'0 0'0 0'0 00
0-0 0*0
00
.LEZdNdJ.
0*0 0*0 0,0 0,0
0*0
90'00Z 90'00Z 90'OOZ 90'OOZ 00 00 00
0*0 0*0 00 0*0
Y0 0,000 00 00
0,00,0
0'0 0,0 0'0 0'0 ff0 00
0'0 0O
0*0
0*0 0*0 0,0 0*0
0,0
ff0 ff0 f'0 0'0 96'661 f'0 0'0
00 0*0 0'0 0*0
0,0 0*0 0*0 0*0 0*0
0*0 o0*
0'0 f0 0'0 ff0 0'0 00
0'0 f'0
0,0
o00 0'0 0'0 00
0*0
0 '0 00 0f0 '0 0 80 '*66I 0'0
O'0 O'00O0 f0
0o* 00 0-0 O'0 0*0
O'0 O'0
'0 '0 0*0 0*0 0'0 O'0
0' 0 0*0
0,0
0' 0 0,0 0'0 0,0
0,0
W 0,0 0*0 0'0 0O0 0'0 00
90o00Z 00 '0 00
'00 0,0 0'0 0'0 O'0
0,0 0*0
0'0 0,0 00 0,fO0 00
0"o 0*0
0'0
0*0 0*0 0*0 0,0
0*0
0'0 0'0 0*0 o'o 0,0 0'0 O'0
00 MO' 0'0 00
0*0 0'0 00 0'0 00
0*0 0,0
0,0 0*0 0,0 0,0 0,0 Yo0
0*0 0*0
0*0
,ulZtZuiVdj,
0*0 0*0 0*0 0'0
0*0
0*0 0*0 0*0 0*0 0*0 0*0 0,0
0'0 0'0 0'0 96'661
ff0 0'0 0'0 00 00
0*0 0*0
00 0*0 0'0 0'0 o0* 0-0
o'o 0*0
0,0
,Tt7VflVdJ,
ECCO
MEDIUM (EDLMEDIUM)
REFERENCEUNIT 'BBLREF
(CELLSCALCULATION);
BASICEDLCREATIONSTARTINGFROMECCO_FILE
MEDIUM ->EDLMEDIUM
MICRO ->EDLMICRO
MACRO ->EDLMACRO
EXPANSION (EDLMEDIUM)
TEMPERATURE 293.16
UPSCATTERING NON
REACTIONLIST STANDARD
MATRIXLIST ALL
CONSTANTFISSIONSPECTRUM 'FUEL1'
DPASECTION (DPAVALUES)
REFERENCEUNIT 'BBLREF (LISTEJEUX);
FILEDELETE 'FUEL1''TUEL2''FUEL3''SUIV''MROD' 'LRGP'
'LASH''LAREFL''HAREFL''GPLN''UASH''REFL''MSHIELD';
CONTROLECOHERENCELISTESDECORPS
MEDIUM (EDL_MEDIUM)
MICRO (EDLMICRO);
MEDIUMEDITION (EDLMEDIUM);
! This calculation generates 4 EDL that will be used in the core calculation
! EDL CHAINE : with the desciption of the evolution chaine of the isotopes that are used in our fuel
! EDL MEDIUM (MEDIUM): with the description of the cells and the quantity of isotopes..
! EDL MICRO (MICRO): with the values of the microscopic cross section for each isotopes calculated
! EDL MACRO : with the macroscopic calculation of the cross sections, this is the one that will be
used in the core calculation
! these 4 EDL can be archived and reused in our calculation, or directly in the output of the
PROCEDURE
->SUPC ('CHAINE/CAR(CYCLE));
->SUPML ('MEDIUM'/CAR(CYCLE));
->SUPMC ('MICRO'/CAR(CYCLE));
SI (CYCLE=1);
ARCHIVE 'ARCHDON' INITIALISER 100 4096;
FINSI;
ARCHIVE 'ARCHDON' (EDL CHAINE) (SUPC);
ARCHIVE 'ARCHDON' (EDL MEDIUM) (SUPML);
ARCHIVE 'ARCHDON' (EDLMICRO) (SUPMC);
ARCHIVE 'ARCHDON' CATCOMPLET;
FINPROC;
! ************************************ ecco PERTURBATION
PROCEDURE ->ECCOPERTCELLCALCULATION
PERTNB ! number of the perturbation, for the archives
DNAPERT
TFUELPERT
EXPENSIONCORE
DPAVALUES
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LISTEJEUX
EXPCOOL
EXPSTRU
EXP_FERT
TESTEDREFLECTORMATERIALS
FISSILEMATERIALLIST
MEDIUM_LIST
CELLSLIST
CELLSCALCULATION
ARCHIVE 'ARCHDON' ->EDLCHAINE CHAINE EVOLUTION;
!--> temperatures for normal conditions (in Celcius degrees):
->TINA 352.0 ; !-> Na temperature entrance of the core
->TONA 502.0; !--> Na temperature exit of the core
->TNA 427.0 ; !---> Na mean temperature of the core
->TSTRU 427.0 ; !--> structures mean temperature
->TBLANKET 427.0; !-> fertile mean temperature
->TFUEL (TFUELPERT); !-> fuel temperature
->DNA (DNAPERT);
->STRUCTUREMATERIALLIST
SIMPLEMATERIAL 'SODIUM' COOLANT
WEIGHTPERCENTAGE 0.85000
ELEMENT CIA 100.00
'Na23' 100.0
EXPANSION (EXPCOOL)
SIMPLEMATERIAL 'SODIUMCR' COOLANT
WEIGHTPERCENTAGE (DNA)
ELEMENT CIA 100.00
rNa23' 100.0
EXPANSION (EXPCOOL)
SIMPLEMATERIAL TRACENA' COOLANT
WEIGHTPERCENTAGE 1.E-10 ! this can be used for Na void coefficient calculations
ELEMENT CIA 100.00
'Na23' 100.0
EXPANSION (EXP_COOL)
SIMPLEMATERIAL 'HELIUM' STRUCTURE
WEIGHTPERCENTAGE 5.28506E-4 ! for the gas plenium
ELEMENT CIA 100.00
'He4' 100.0
EXPANSION (EXPCOOL)
!PT barres
for rods
SIMPLEMATERIAL 'B4C20' ABSORBER
WEIGHTPERCENTAGE 2.51981
ELEMENT CIA 4.00 ! CIA: Atomic porcentage for each isotopes
'B10' 20.0
'Bl'80.0
CORPS 'CO' 1.0
EXPANSION (EXP_STRU)
SIMPLEMATERIAL 'STEELHT9' STRUCTURE ! ODS steel
WEIGHTPERCENTAGE 7.611
ELEMENT CIP 85.852
'Fe54' 5.845
'Fe56' 91.754
'Fe57' 2.119
'Fe58' 0.282
ELEMENT CIP 11.80
'Cr50' 4.345
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'Cr52' 83.789
'Cr53' 9.501
'Cr54' 2.365
ELEMENT CIP 0.03
'Ni58' 68.077
'Ni6O' 26.223
'Ni6l' 1.14
'Ni62' 3.634
'Ni64' 0.926
ELEMENT CIP 0.13
'Ti46' 8.0
'Ti47' 7.3
'Ti48' 73.8
Ti49' 5.5
'Ti50' 5.4
ELEMENT CIP 0.03
'N14' 99.634
'N15'0.336
ELEMENT CIP 0.004
'Ar36' 0.337
'Ar38' 0.063
'Ar4O' 99.60
ELEMENT CIP 0.054
'CO' 100.0
ELEMENT CIP 2.00
'W180'0.13
'W182' 26.3
'W183' 14.3
'W184' 30.67
'W186'28.6
ELEMENT CIP 0.1024
'Y89' 100.0
ELEMENT CIP 0.0776
'016' 99.762
'017' 0.038
'018' 0.2
EXPANSION (EXPSTRU);
MEDIUMCREATION ->EDLMEDIUM
REFERENCEUNIT 'BBLREF
INITIALTEMPERATURE 20.0
(STRUCTUREMATERIALLIST)
(FISSILEMATERIALLIST)
(TESTEDREFLECTORMATERIALS)
(MEDIUMLIST)
(CELLSLIST);
ECCO
MEDIUM (EDLMEDIUM)
REFERENCEUNIT 'BBLREF
(CELLSCALCULATION);
BASICEDLCREATION STARTINGFROMECCOFILE
MEDIUM ->EDLMEDIUM
MICRO ->EDLMICRO
MACRO ->EDLMACRO
EXPANSION (EDLMEDIUM)
TEMPERATURE 293.16
UPSCATTERING NON
REACTIONLIST STANDARD
MATRIXLIST ALL
CONSTANTFISSIONSPECTRUM 'FUEL1'
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6LZ
lanj plau 1,96JZt,6JZZ6JZ,.16JZ..06JZ i
SnInAi lttzujAi IEVZIUAI
,El7ZuiVdj,,tuZtZtuVdj,,ItZu-yVdj,
.ZtZncIdJ..lt7ZnddJ4.0tZncIdJ,,6EZnddJ.,8EZncidJ,
,LEZdNdJ,
,8EZfldj,,gEZfldj,,gEZfldj,.tEZfldj.
,ZgZJ34 4 1 9ZJD, 09ZJD. 6tZJD4
.6tZ)19,
,8tZul:),,L'pZtUD,,9t7ZtuD,,gVZWD,,ttZUID.,EtZtUD,,ZtZUJ3,
.J:17Z(UV,,IUZVZUXV,,2Zt'ZtUV..Tt'ZUIV.
,ZtZnd,.ItZncLOtZnd,,6EZncL.8EZnd,
.8CZdM.6CZdM. 4LEZdM
48czfll 19czfl. lgczfl. 4tlczfl
.Eczfll lzczfll
.EEZBCII ITEZLdl
.ZEZqL
Osi MLSII-I<-
OM(IVO'M SmVu aaujl..Xa * 1 '(DYidftS) 0-d:)IK-'IUa<-,KOGHD-dV, aAIHD-dV
'Cimns) wmctaW-,iua<-,mo(iH3uv, aAIHD-dV
(Dafis) aHVH2i-'IUa<-,MOGHDldV. aAIHDIIV
! ((TD7:)),dvz)/,OllDIyV Dwculs<-
((=XD)'dV3/,KnIGaK)IWdnS<-
t ((97IDXD)-dV:)/,aNIVH3.) DdnS<-
(w-ms) mvaK-xfi7a-,iua<-,'IOAa(ICHD-dV, aAIH:)-dV
'(GA4nS) Yaq!-'IGa<-,'IOAaUEHD-dV, aAIHZ)-dV
(3gAnS/,-C[JS.) t4O]LLVUItMM03 -'IUa<-,'IOAa(IEHD-dV, aAIH:)-dV
(ojjas)xdj.3PiOaO 'I(IH<-,'IOAaUCHDIfV, aAIHDdV
(vains) auoci-,iua<- 4'IOAaC1EH3-dV. aAIHDHV
((=Ao)-dvD/(uau)-dv3/.wx-u) ri4Ans<-
((=xz))-dvD/(-daLi)-dvD/.woao.) a4dns<-
cL-uns<-
t.Tand C[voIau4 1
,dail
MOULDVM71ma
=XD
GvoqaHclIafld<-
C[VoqauzTjfllq<-
aiv(idfi7-rjfia<- aunuaDouci ! Doudmu
'JTIdWO;3 -lV3.NOUHDIIV. aAIH311V
((ug-jLiiaci)-dvD/,,L-sad7oiioiK) (oaDiK-q(ia),NO(IH3-dV. aAIHD-dV
((qg-,Lwaci),dvD/,j,-aad7wfuciaw,) (YMIC[aK--I(la) NOGHMV, aAIHD'dV
moill(IsFyim(IRK
i
(OdDlw--iua) OdDiw
(Wflium Cxia) WM(IMK
SdIHOCi-aa-SaLSI-FaZ)NaHaHOCi-a'10-dJNOD
i
t.(I'MHSW,.'UaU,.HSVfl,,MlclO..'LT--T'dV'L.HSV'L
,dDW'LGOUW. 4AMS,,E'IafUZTJfld,,I'Igfl& aJLTI9q-a-M
(xnaCaisn) aaa-iga, amfi7aDNauaaaa (San'IVA-VdU) NOIJDaS-VdU
o8z
(oSImj0ojvSvw) A-IqwaSSvN<- jujol si gnILA ISRI 'sodolosi jo joqtunui ! (00SIaWVN) OSIN<-
jjao:) aouajuA iba jg2l! baVoa'W<- SSVK-JNTIVAIflb!-TUSSId
S2ssLtu 1021 OJLVSVW<- SSvw SaUnJOA 
193i lVf-IOA<- 3M'IOA-NOIJ.JSOcl
SQU-mu QdOlosT la2i osiawvN<- 3wvq-acioiosi o:)uuluq ssutu puoji (I)C[VMCNO (jClVWja No (aflbISSvw-mvuq-,I(Ia)
------>;)nbissLw suul!q 1po sop suul!q s;)p uoi
suinipau Ile JOAO Sdooli ! (()ajWoN)dHH I<- unod
aiwom<- awvN Wnlaaw vwlq-No (anbISSvK-NvlIq-,Iua)
.InjOAa
! flalliK-,dvd NOIJAO
(afibissvK-mv-iiq--iua) saammoa
SauaLEVw-Saq-xvlHq-fl(i-moljlGa
KoIJAo
(lnb3FJJa03 --IUa) a3Na'IVAlflb9F(I-IKMDl4Ja03 (XWLaIK0a0-'IUa) MJBWOaD
(moIxvwjma3Noci-,I(la) NoIXVUJNa3Mo3 SaaNNoa
fl=w
aSv9
anbiyioilv NVII19 ll(ia<- SauailLvw SaG NVIIIH fic-ImoliV3 assvw-Na-Nvluq
NOIJAO
(IflM-ATa03i-'IGa) aDN3WAIfIbSFq-J., MDItHH03
WIIRKOM -'I(Ia) MJ,91KOaD
(NoIXVWNaDNoylIua) NoiWHIMaDN03
s3HNNO(i
fl=w
asva
anoissvK-Nv-ilq-,I(ia<- SaualLVK-Saa-Nv-iig-fla-,MD-IVD
!,8czfl, a3KaSalal!-au-THjxaA ,6EZnd. INaWAMOT-TUSSIA
(3NIVH3 -TIa) N0IJn'I0A2Fd-aNIVH3
(XflaI-HK-MLSII) (Miclmq-,I(la) flarim (NvaK-Xflll!f-ll(ia) Wcxflqa
(OWDIK-Ilua) 0113iw IfIbA-JAa0Y'IGa<-
imaniLzrafaxiana Xfl=K-zLsn<-
0,0 (z+ooSI-ajSl-I*ZXIafla<- '(.oD,) Q+0osf-ajLsii*zX-iafia<-
, 0,0 (z+Oosf-aisiI*Z)Zqafla<- Coa) Q+0osi-Ajsii*z)zianj<-
!unoamu odolosi qauz jo ssum 1;)rg s;)zi I
lt.l!uii ! -0 (I*Z)EIaflj<- glqUPPA -Iafla UT QUMU adolosi saALsi ' (I)OSI-alSI-I Q -I*Z)Eqafla<-
odolosi q3vo jo ssuw lanj sozqv!jjuil ! -0 (I*Z)Z-Iaflj<-
alquFUA -Iafl,4 UT QUMU adolosi s:DALsi (Dosi-ai'si'l (I-i*z)z-iana<-
! (00SI-ami-Dclau I<- Wfloci
.EtZwydj,,tuZtZLuVdj,,ItZurVdj,
.ZtZnddJ, J tZnddJ, OtZnddJ, 6EZnddJ, SEZnddJ,
,LEZdNdJ,
,8EZfldj.,gEZfldj.,gEZfldj,,tEZfldj,
!**************************FUJEL 1 input****************************
SI (CAR(NOMIE(I),1,5)='FUEL2');
->BIL2 REP(LISTEISO(),0.);
->MASSEFUEL 0;
->VOLUMETOTAL 0;
->MASSEQ 0;
* NOMIE(I) ;
POUR ->J REP(NASSEMBLY); ! loop over all assemblies
->VOLUMETOTAL (VOLUMETOTAL+VOLMI(J)) ; !calculate total volume occupied by
FUEL1
POUR ->K REP(NISO-1) ; !loop over all isotopes
->MASSE MASATO((J-1)*NISO+K); !get mass from EDLBILANMASSIQUE
->MASSEQ (MASSEQ+MEQAEQ((J-1)*(NISO-1)+K));
->IND1 INDICE(LISTEISO=NAMEISO(K)) ; !get location of isotope in LISTEISO
SI (INDl()>0);
->MASSEFUEL (MASSEFUEL+MASSE) ; !sum all fuel isotope mass
->BIL2(INDl(1)) (BIL2(INDl(1))+MASSE);
FINSI;
FINPOUR;
FINPOUR;
->MASSC (0.048*13.63/1000*VOLUMETOTAL*FUELFRACTION/100); ! carbon mass
->MASSEFUEL (MASSEFUEL+MASSC);
POUR ->K REP(LISTE ISO());
->FUEL2(2*K) (BIL2(K)/(MASSEFUEL)*100);
FINPOUR;
->FUEL2(2*LISTEISO()+2) (MASSCI(MASSEFUEL)*100);
* FUEL2;
->DENS (1000.0*MASSEFUEL/(VOLUMETOTAL*FUELFRACTION/100));
* DENS;
->FUEL2RELOAD
SIMPLEMATERIAL 'FUEL3'FUEL ! reload fuel2 into fuel3
WEIGHTPERCENTAGE (DENS)
ELEMENT CIP (100.0) (FUEL2);
FINSI;
SI (CAR(NOMIE(I),l,5)='FUEL3');
->BIL2 REP(LISTEISO(),0.);
->MASSEFUEL 0;
->VOLUMETOTAL 0;
->MASSEQ 0;
* NOMIE(I);
POUR ->J REP(NASSEMBLY); ! loop over all assemblies
->VOLUMETOTAL (VOLUMETOTAL+VOLMI(J)) ; !calculate total volume occupied by
FUELl
POUR ->K REP(NISO-1) ; !loop over all isotopes
->MASSE MASATO((J-1)*NISO+K); !get mass from EDL_BILANMASSIQUE
->MASSEQ (MASSEQ+MEQAEQ((J-1)*(NISO-1)+K));
->IND1 INDICE(LISTEISO=NAMEISO(K)); !get location of isotope in LISTEISO
SI (IND1()>0);
->MASSEFUEL (MASSEFUEL+MASSE) ; !sum all fuel isotope mass
->BIL2(IND1(1)) (BIL2(IND1(l))+MASSE);
FINSI;
FINPOUR;
FINPOUR;
->MASSC (0.048*13.63/1000*VOLUMETOTAL*FUELFRACTION/100); ! carbon mass
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->MASSEFUEL (MASSEFUEL+MASSC);
POUR ->K REP(LISTEISO());
->FUEL3(2*K) (BIL2(K)/(MASSEFUEL)*100);
FINPOUR;
->FUEL3(2*LISTEISO()+2) (MASSC/(MASSEFUEL)*100);
* FUEL3;
->DENS (1000.0*MASSEFUEL/(VOLUMETOTAL*FUELFRACTION/100));
* DENS;
->FUEL3RELOAD
SIMPLEMATERIAL 'FUEL2' FUEL ! Reload fuel3 into fuel2
WEIGHTPERCENTAGE (DENS)
ELEMENT CIP (100.0) (FUEL3);
FINSI;
FINPOUR;
FINPROC;
!*************** Fuel Volume Fractions and Enrichment***************************
->NAINFRACTION 19.60 ; ! bond volume fraction (cannot be voided)
->FUELFRACTION 42.96; ! fuel volume fraction
->HT9_FRACTION 19.76 ; ! cladding+duct volume fraction
->NAOUTFRACTION 17.68 ; ! coolant volume fraction (can be voided)
! volume fractions are only used in homogeneous ecco cell calculation
->MEANENRICHMENT 11.0; ! enrichment of u2355
->FUELUSED 'U235'; ! 'UPU' or 'U235'
!*******************TO MODIFY***************************
->NG 33;
->TYPEGEO '3D'; ! for fluence calculation need to be 3D
->TRANSPORT 'YES';
->PTH 2.4E9 ;
->EXPENSIONCORE 'NO';
->ADJOINT 'NO';
->ZINT 1 150 40 80;
->MASS 37025; ! totale mass of HM in the REFERENCE core (used for BU calculation)
->PERTNB 1 ;! number of the perturbation, for the archives
->PERTITER 9; !nb of iteration of PASSE efpd before PERT calc
->DNAPERT 0.85 ; ! sodium density g/cm3
->TFUELPERT 1030 ; ! Tfuel celcius
!PERTURBATIONCALCULATION; ! if we do this, then we can't do
the first ECCOSTDCALCULATION
->T3MEDITION 'YES';
->RADT_RZ_R 8.5 ;
->RADT_3D_XYMIN 30 30;
->RAD_T_3D_XYMAX 16 44;
->RADTZ 151.0;
->AX_T_3D_XY 30 21;
->RAD_T_RZRMIN 0.0;
->RAD_T_RZRMAX 210.0;
->AX_T_Z_MIN 100.0;
->AX_T_Z_MAX 202.0;
!----CYCLE 1--------
->CYCLE 1 ;
->PASSE (150.0);
->ITER 10;
COREEVOLUTION_CALCULATION;
MATERIALRESULTS_EVOLUTION;
* DAY;
*MBUP;
* 'Mean BU in MWd/HMKg';
* RHOV;
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* '--------END OF CYCLE 1----------'
FUELUPDATE;
!---------CYCLE 2----
->CYCLE 2;
->PASSE (150.0);
->ITER 10;
CORE EVOLUTION CALCULATION;
! MATERIAL_RESULTSEVOLUTION;
! ->ITER 0;
!TRAVERSEXY;
! ->ITER 2;
!TRAVERSEXY;
! ->ITER 4;
!TRAVERSEXY;
! ->ITER 6;
! TRAVERSEXY;
* DAY;
* MBUP;
* 'Mean BU in MWd/HMKg';
* RHOV;
*'--------END OF CYCLE 2--------';
Fin;
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